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Abstract 
We evaluate whether sustainability affects portfolio returns for the European equity market for the sample 

period of 2002 to 2018. The Fama and French 3-Factor Model is extended with factors constructed based 

on ESG score, industry relative ESG score and the EU ETS cap-and-trade system. The model that best 

explains portfolio returns is a 5-Factor Model with factors for CAPM, SMB, HML, ESG and Industry 

ESG. Therefore, both ESG and Industry ESG affect equity portfolio returns on a cross-sectional level. This 

effect is negative and explained by either a high ESG score not being valued by investors, or by a large 

share of ESG motivated investors in the market. Furthermore, we find evidence for low ESG stocks 

behaving like small stocks. 
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1. Introduction 
Sustainability is a topic of our time. Policy-makers are developing standards and regulations to 

increase the speed of transformation towards a more sustainable world. Capital markets are affected 

by the increased importance of sustainability. In our research, we will evaluate the effect of 

sustainability on portfolio returns, where we only consider equity. 

 

“The world is not as horrific as you think” (Rosling, 2018).    

The global economic ecosystems are improving. Over the last 20 years, people living in extreme 

poverty halved, corruption decreased, and child labour almost disappeared. Even though this is a good 

development, polls show that only 10% of the population knows about this. People still believe that 

things are getting worse (Rosling, 2018).  

 

Even though the economic ecosystems are improving, global warming and climate change remain 

unsolved issues. There seems to be a political gridlock for climate change resulting from the 

discrepancy between international collaboration and what is considered possible to implement at the 

state level. The failure of the Kyoto Protocol and the United Nations (UN) Copenhagen summit for 

climate change in 2009 are illustrations of deals where symbolic goals were considered more 

important than actual action (Victor, 2011). An ongoing challenge has been to price the negative 

externality of carbon emissions. A breakthrough in this area is the European Union Emissions Trading 

Scheme (EU ETS) (European Commission, 2020). As EU ETS managed to put a price on carbon, it 

is of high relevance not only for the European market, but on a global level.  

 

There is an increased awareness of sustainability in the capital markets. The UN supported network 

for sustainable investment, Principles for Responsible Investments (PRI), is a network that managed 

over $80 trillion sustainable assets in 2019. In 2016, it only managed $60 trillion sustainable assets, 

which could be due to an increase in sustainable consciousness when making financial investment 

decisions (PRI, 2019). Out of this, the concept of ESG is born. ESG is a combined score of how 

sustainable a company is, by assessing the three pillars of environmental, social and governance 

issues. The increased interest in sustainability has triggered academic studies to test the impact of 

ESG on corporate financial performance. The majority of aggregated evidence from over 2000 

empirical studies from 1970 onwards shows a positive relationship between ESG and corporate 

financial performance (Friede et al., 2015).  
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Our research focuses on the impact of sustainability on asset returns. If the efficient market hypothesis 

holds, all information on sustainability is priced in. However, if sustainability is not reflected in asset 

prices, then an excess return can be obtained by incorporating information on sustainability when 

making investment decisions. In this case, the market is inefficient, and prices do not fully reflect all 

information available to the market (Fama, 1991). If the world is not fully informed about global 

sustainable development or a company’s ESG score, then the efficient market hypothesis implies 

potential mispricing of the asset.  

  

Researchers within the field of asset pricing assigned patterns in average returns to firm 

characteristics. Some patterns in average returns are proven to be related to firm characteristics.  

Hence, they cannot be explained by the Lintner (1965) and Sharpe (1964) Capital Asset Pricing 

Model (CAPM). The Fama and French (1993) 3-Factor Model achieves to explain some of these 

patterns by adding two additional factors to CAPM. The 3-Factor Model contains the CAPM, SMB 

and HML factor.  

 

In order to assess the effect of sustainability on portfolio returns, we capture sustainability by looking 

at the firm’s ESG score and whether a company is part of EU ETS. Furthermore, we investigate the 

possibility to extend the Fama and French 3-Factor Model with a factor for ESG and one for EU ETS. 

However, we suspect the ESG score to be dependent on industries. Therefore, we complement our 

research with a factor accounting for industries, which we call Industry ESG. Consequently, we 

construct five different asset pricing models with combinations of the factors for ESG, Industry ESG 

and EU ETS. By comparing the relative performance of the models, we evaluate whether these factors 

capturing sustainability help explaining the cross-sectional patterns in mean excess returns. To see 

the direction of the effect of ESG and Industry ESG on mean excess returns, we construct ESG and 

Industry ESG deciles. To further explain the effect of sustainability, we run the best model on the 

deciles.  

 

Our research adds to previous research by analyzing the effect of different dimensions of 

sustainability on returns. The sustainability dimension is unique as it captures a combination of 

factors for ESG, Industry ESG and EU ETS. Our research is of importance for both investors who 
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want to know the effect of sustainability on portfolio returns, but also for investors who disregard 

sustainability.  

1.1 Research Questions 

To evaluate the impact of ESG, Industry ESG and EU ETS on portfolio returns, we define the 

following research questions:  

 

RQ1: Can the Fama and French 3-Factor Model be extended with a factor for ESG, and what effect 

does ESG have on the level of portfolio returns from 2002 to 2018 in the equity market in Europe? 

 

RQ2: Does accounting for ESG performance relative to the industry further explain portfolio returns, 

and what effect does the industry relative ESG score have on the level of portfolio returns from 2002 

to 2018 in the equity market in Europe?  

 

RQ3: What is the effect of being part of the EU ETS on portfolio returns in the equity market from 

2005-2018 in Europe, and what future implications can this have for other countries considering a 

cap-and-trade system? 

1.2 Structure 

We will proceed as follows: in Chapter 2, the theory necessary to answer the research questions 

will be addressed. In Chapter 3, we discuss conclusions from the most important and relevant 

literature. Based on these conclusions, the hypotheses will be formed. In Chapter 4, we list the data 

sources, and describe the data used. In Chapter 5, we explain the methodology. In Chapter 6, we state 

and analyse the results. In Chapter 7, we further discuss the results and put them into perspective with 

existing literature. Finally, in Chapter 8 we summarize and answer the research questions. Lastly, we 

evaluate implications, limitations and recommendations for future research. 
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2. Theory 
This chapter explains some concepts that are crucial to the analyses performed throughout our 

research. Essential concepts are the risk-free rate, CAPM, the efficient market hypothesis, self-

financing portfolio, ESG, and EU ETS.  

2.1 Risk-Free Rate 
The risk-free rate is an important component of asset pricing models, as it serves as a benchmark to 

compute excess returns. The risk-free rate is the rate of return on an asset with no risk (Björk, 2009). 

The excess rate of return is the return on a financial instrument or portfolio in excess of the risk-free 

rate. Merton (1973) explains that a riskless portfolio should obtain the rate of return equal to the risk-

free rate. Therefore, investors are mainly interested in the return in excess of the return they would 

obtain when holding a riskless portfolio.  

 

In theory, an asset is risk-free if and only if its dynamics have a deterministic term and not a driving 

Wiener term1 (Björk, 2009). This is in contrast to a stock, which is a risky asset and therefore has 

both a deterministic term and a driving Wiener term in its dynamics. As the risk-free asset has 

deterministic dynamics, the value of the asset is fully determined by the short rate of interest, which 

is the risk-free rate (Björk, 2009). 

 

The risk-free rate is a theoretical concept. In practice, it is difficult to find assets that are entirely risk- 

free. A feasible benchmark for the risk-free rate is the yield on a treasury bond. This is because 

governments generally have a lower probability of going bankrupt than other institutions, given that 

governments can fund themselves by raising taxes. Therefore, the rate of return on a treasury bond 

approaches the risk-free rate, as the probability of the government defaulting on the bond is very 

small. In the United States, a common example for the risk-free rate is the 1-month US Treasury bill, 

as is used in the 3-Factor Model of Fama and French (1993). Regarding the European market, another 

 
1 If the dynamics of a stochastic process (for example the movement of stock prices) have a driving Wiener term, generally 
denoted as dW(t), then part of the process is driven by noise (Björk, 2009). The noise generated by the Wiener process is 
nowhere differentiable and cannot be predicted. It has a mean value of zero. Therefore, the expected future value of a 
process that is only driven by a Wiener process is equal to the current value. If the dynamics of a stochastic process have 
a deterministic term, then the process has a constant trend. This is the case when, for example, a bond generates a constant 
rate of return over time. The stochastic process of a stock has both a deterministic term and a driving Wiener term, whereas 
the stochastic process of a risk-free asset only has a deterministic term (Björk, 2009).  
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proxy is offered as the risk-free rate, which is consistent with the European market. This is the Eonia 

rate (David & Bellamy, 2019), on which we will further elaborate in Chapter 4.  

2.2 CAPM 
Sharpe (1964) and Lintner (1965) developed the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) to describe 

and determine the return of an asset. The analysis is built on the market risk and the individual risk 

of an asset. The individual risk is idiosyncratic, which can be diversified away. Therefore, investors 

cannot require a risk premium for holding idiosyncratic risk. However, market risk is systematic. 

Systematic risk cannot be diversified away and should therefore be priced in the form of a risk 

premium. As Sharpe (1964) describes, individual investors expect a higher rate of return when 

holding assets with more risk. 

 

Equation 1 represents CAPM. The beta captures the systematic risk and can be interpreted as the 

sensitivity of the excess return of an individual stock or portfolio to the excess market return. 

Therefore, the risk premium in CAPM is represented by the beta coefficient. Furthermore, 𝑅" in the 

CAPM equation denotes the expected return of the asset, 𝑅#-𝑅$ denotes the market risk premium, 

and 𝑅$ denotes the risk-free rate.  

 

𝐸[𝑅"] − 𝑅$	=𝛽"(E[𝑅#]-𝑅$)          (1)  

 

The beta in CAPM is traditionally estimated by running the time series regression shown in Equation 

2. 

 

𝑅"(𝑡) − 𝑅$(𝑡) = 𝑎" +	𝛽" 1𝑅#(𝑡) − 𝑅$(𝑡)2 + 𝑒"(𝑡)       (2) 

 

Here, the intercept denoted by alpha refers to Jensen’s alpha, which captures the risk-adjusted excess 

return (Brooks, 2019). 

2.3 Efficient Market Hypothesis 
The efficient market hypothesis states that in an efficient market, prices of assets reflect all 

information available to the market (Fama, 1991). If the efficient market hypothesis holds, shares 

trade at their market value, and the market is free of arbitrage opportunities. Outperforming the market 
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through for example available information on sustainability is impossible when the efficient market 

hypothesis holds. In this case, the information is already incorporated into the stock price (Fama, 

1991). 

2.4 Self-Financing Portfolio 
A portfolio is self-financing if it requires no exogenous in- or outflow of money. An example of a 

self-financing portfolio is a portfolio that is short and long in the same value of stocks. The weights 

of a self-financing portfolio add up to zero. If a new asset is bought, it must be financed by the sale 

of another (Björk, 2009). We construct all factors in our research as self-financing portfolios. In 

theory, a self-financing portfolio can be constructed when money can be borrowed at zero cost, and 

when unlimited short selling is possible. We have the same assumptions when constructing the factors 

in our research. However, this does not hold in practice. There are costs involved when constructing 

a self-financing portfolio. For example, it does cost money to borrow the stocks that are shorted. In 

Chapter 5, we further explain how the factors are constructed. 

2.5 ESG 

ESG is a concept for responsible investing (PRI, 2012). The concept of ESG is translated into an ESG 

score, which measures sustainability of a company. Therefore, ESG scores can be used by an investor 

who wants to incorporate sustainability information when making investment decisions. It allows an 

investor to assess relevant information when evaluating an asset’s risk and return, taking the 

investor’s preferences on sustainability into account.  

 

The concept ESG contains three pillars: E for environmental, S for social and G for governance. The 

purpose of ESG is to increase investor awareness of the issues within the pillars when considering an 

investment opportunity. Examples of environmental issues are climate change, resource depletion 

and deforestation. Social issues could be lack of product responsibility, violation of human rights or 

issues with the workforce. Lastly, governance covers topics like bribery, corruption and tax strategies 

(PRI, 2012). We further describe how the ESG score is calculated in Chapter 4.  

 

When making portfolio decisions, the ESG score can be incorporated in various ways. Either by 

company analysis, or screening out specific companies, or engaging in active ownership emphasizing 

ESG related challenges with the purpose to improve them (PRI, 2012). 
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ESG screening is the most common method to incorporate ESG in the investment decisions (PRI, 

2014). The three most used ESG screening methods are negative/exclusionary screening, 

positive/best-in-class screening and norm-based screening. Negative/exclusionary screening is based 

on removing certain companies based on specific ESG criteria. This approach is common by large 

corporations and institutions, which exclude companies involved in for example production of 

alcohol, gambling and controversial weapons. Positive/best-in-class screening is a method of 

selecting companies based on positive ESG performance compared to relatives. Lastly, norm-based 

screening implies excluding companies that do not meet minimum international norms. These 

international norms include norms on sustainability standards (PRI, 2014). 

2.6 EU ETS  
The Kyoto Protocol from 1997 was a legally binding agreement to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

every year (EU Commission, 2015). Based on this protocol, a new policy instrument in the European 

Union (EU) was needed to reduce the emissions. Consequently, the carbon trading system EU ETS 

was initiated. EU ETS led to a price for carbon emissions. However, EU ETS evolved over three 

phases, before it achieved a stable carbon price. A stable carbon price eliminates the uncertainty 

experienced by a company involved in carbon trading.  

 

The pilot phase started in 2005 to set the framework for the necessary infrastructure regarding 

verification, monitoring and reporting of emissions. The pilot phase did not allow international offset 

credits and only included carbon dioxide as greenhouse gas. The trading system exclusively covered 

power and energy-intensive industries. The emission allowances were mostly distributed for free, 

only 5% was auctioned. The cap was based on aggregated national allocation plans from every 

member state. Consequently, a too large amount of allowances was issued, generating an excess 

supply of permits. This market failure led to carbon prices falling to almost zero at the end of the pilot 

phase (EU Commission, 2015). 

  

In the second phase, starting in 2008, some changes were implemented. Offsets were allowed 

through international credits and in the national allocation plan the allowances were reduced. The 

reduction was possible due to verified data from the pilot phase. The coverage extended from only 

carbon-dioxide to nitrous-oxide and perfluorocarbon. Besides, the second phase extended the scope 

beyond energy-intense sectors, including power and heat generation. The aviation sector was added 
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in 2012. The allowances were still mainly distributed for free, but the auctioned part increased to 10% 

(EU Commission, 2015).  

  

For the first two phases, some major issues were found that could be fixed in the third phase, which 

started in 2013. Firstly, the national allocation plans developed by the member states lacked ambition 

and had approaches different per member state. This distorted competitiveness between sectors in 

different countries. The difference in verification, monitoring and reporting requirements led to 

different interpretations and procedures. Phase three corrected these issues by changing the national 

allocation plan to an EU-wide cap on emissions. The EU-wide cap strengthened the system by 

ensuring equal treatment of all installations. The allowances were now auctioned instead of allocated 

for free, except for the most export-dependent companies. The third phase covered more installations 

and sectors, and 45% of EU’s total greenhouse gas emissions were covered. An important added 

feature for this phase was the market stability reserve. The market stability reserve serves as a 

neutralizer for allowance surplus and therefore prevents large price fluctuations in carbon prices (EU 

Commission, 2015).   
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3. Literature Review 
This chapter describes and evaluates the existing research in the field of sustainability and asset 

pricing models. We divide the literature review into sections to highlight academic findings most 

important for our analysis on the effect of sustainability on portfolio returns. Chapter 3.1 summarizes 

the literature on portfolio returns. Chapter 3.2 addresses ESG and its effect on corporate performance. 

Chapter 3.3 shows the effect of the transition risk of climate change. In Chapter 3.4, the effect of EU 

ETS on corporate performance is summarized. Chapter 3.5 evaluates the effect of ESG news on stock 

prices. Lastly, Chapter 3.6 shows the hypotheses following from the discussed research.  

3.1 Explaining Portfolio Returns 
One of the most established models explaining portfolio and asset pricing returns is the 3-Factor 

Model by Fama and French (1993). The 3-Factor Model adds two factors to CAPM to explain cross-

sectional variations in excess returns. Sharpe (1964) states how the CAPM beta explains stock returns. 

However, Fama and French's (1992) cross-sectional analysis shows that the CAPM beta is only 

weakly explanatory. Hence, they add market-value, book-to-market, leverage and earnings-to-price 

ratios as explanatory variables. There is a strong correlation between the variables. Consequently, the 

only robust variables explaining cross-sectional variations in returns turn out to be market 

capitalization and book-to-market (Fama & French, 1992). 

 

Where the CAPM model cannot explain patterns in stock returns due to characteristics of stocks, the 

3-Factor Model captures these anomalies by adding a size factor and a value factor. Equation 3 

describes the expected excess return on a portfolio, where the factor sensitivities are the slopes 

resulting from the time series regression. 
 

𝐸[𝑅"(𝑡)] − 𝑅$(𝑡) = 	𝑏"(𝐸[𝑅5(𝑡)] − 𝑅$(𝑡)) +	𝑠"𝐸[𝑆𝑀𝐵(𝑡)] +	ℎ"𝐸[𝐻𝑀𝐿(𝑡)]  (3) 

 

Here, the expected values on the factors are the expected premia, and the coefficients are the factor 

sensitivities in the time series regression (Fama & French, 1993). Equation 3 shows that the excess 

return of a portfolio is explained by the excess return of the market, which is directly borrowed from 

CAPM. This part of the excess return is the market risk premium. Furthermore, the excess return can 

be explained by the return on a self-financing portfolio that is long in small stocks and short in big 

stocks (SMB). Additionally, it can be explained by the return on a self-financing portfolio that is long 
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in high book-to-market stocks and short low book-to-market stocks (HML) (Fama & French, 1993). 

The SMB factor captures the pattern of firms with a small market capitalization outperforming big 

firms with a large market capitalization, which is called the size effect. The HML factor captures the 

value effect, which is the pattern of value firms with a high book-to-market value tending to 

outperform growth firms with a low book-to-market value. The 3-Factor Model is essentially a time 

series regression that provides data for a visual cross-sectional regression of variations in portfolio 

returns. By only adding two factors, Fama and French (1993) capture anomalies like the size and 

value effect. As our main analysis is based upon the 3-Factor Model, further details of the model are 

discussed in Chapter 5.  

 

The Fama and French (1993) model captures the anomaly of value and small stocks tending to 

outperform the market. In practice, the model builds on the returns of historical stock prices using an 

ordinary least squares regression. By evaluating a large amount of stochastic diversified portfolios, 

the 3-Factor Model explains as much as 95% of the returns. Since the model does not explain short-

term volatility nor underperformance, it cannot be used as a short-term model (Fama & French, 1993).  

 

Lakonishok, Shleifer and Vishny (1994) state that the outperformance of value stocks as captured by 

Fama and French (1993) is not necessarily due to a higher risk premium, but due to an incorrect 

valuation by the market. Suboptimal investment behaviour of the average investor can cause these 

incorrect valuations. To exemplify, Lakonishok, Shleifer and Vishny (1994) argue that value stocks 

have outperformed growth stocks as market participants overestimated the expected growth rate of 

growth stocks. The outperformance is not due to investing in value stocks being riskier than investing 

in growth stocks. Therefore, a difference in stock performance does not necessarily imply a difference 

in riskiness of the stocks. However, Fama and French (1993) argue that higher returns are obtained 

as a direct result of the strategies being fundamentally riskier. Therefore, they claim that the higher 

return is a risk premium.  

 

Fama and French (2015) add additional factors to their 3-Factor Model to capture patterns in returns 

caused by profitability and investments. The authors hereby show how additional factors can be added 

and obtain a 5-Factor Model. Although the 5-Factor Model has not been as influential as the 3-Factor 

Model, the paper does provide a toolbox on how to add factors to the original 3-Factor Model. The 

Methodology chapter will elaborate on how our new factors are constructed and added.  
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3.2 The effect of ESG on Corporate Financial Performance 
This section describes findings from previous literature on the effect of ESG on corporate financial 

performance. 

 

As already touched upon in the introduction, PRI managed over $80 trillion assets in 2019. This 

illustrates a shift towards ESG consciousness, mainly for institutional investors when taking 

investment decisions (PRI, 2019). This pattern triggered academic studies within the area of ESG 

related to corporate financial performance. From a sample of 2000 studies, 90% conclude that a higher 

ESG score increases company performance (Friede et al., 2015). This positive relationship is stable 

over time. The relation between ESG and company performance is mainly positive for non-equity 

asset classes and non-portfolio studies. Furthermore, the authors show that the positive relationship 

is more apparent in North America than in Europe. The authors do not elaborate on whether the 

mainly positive relationships found are cross-sectional relationships or time series relationships 

(Friede et al., 2015).  

 

Investor preferences impact asset prices in various ways. To understand the relationship between ESG 

preferences and returns, we look into a study by Pedersen, Fitzgibbons and Pomorski (2019). The 

study finds that the trade-off between risk-adjusted returns and ESG depends on the investor type. 

The authors construct a Sharpe ratio that accounts for the ESG score, where a Sharpe ratio containing 

ESG scores is up to 12% higher than without the ESG proxy. They divided the investors into three 

groups, the ESG unaware, the ESG aware and the ESG motivated investors. The ESG unaware 

investor does not take ESG information into account when making investment decisions. The ESG 

aware investor optimizes the mean-variance portfolio while updating views on risk given ESG, 

whereas the ESG motivated investor optimizes the trade-off between risk-adjusted returns and ESG.  

 

As ESG unaware investors ignore ESG information, they end up with a lower ESG Sharpe ratio than 

ESG aware investors. The ESG aware investor opts for an investment portfolio with the highest ESG 

Sharpe ratio. The ESG motivated investor gains a lower ESG Sharpe ratio due to willingness to trade 

off return for assets with higher ESG scores. Therefore, the ESG motivated investor has a stronger 

than optimal ESG preference (Pedersen et al., 2019). Consequently, even when a higher ESG score 

would not directly increase firm performance, a higher ESG score does increase investor demand 

from the ESG motivated investors. This could eventually lead to an increase in stock price.  
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If the market has a large share of ESG unaware investors and ESG is not fully reflected in the stock 

price, then this triggers higher excess returns and future profits on ESG strong stocks (Pedersen et al., 

2019). Hence, in this case, ESG is a positive predictor of future excess returns. However, a large share 

of ESG motivated investors could lead to ESG strong stocks delivering lower returns. This is the case 

when ESG motivated investors have a lower required rate of return as a trade-off for better ESG 

scores. In this case, a high ESG score could even turn out to be a negative indicator of future excess 

returns. Therefore, the effect of ESG score on firm performance depends to a great extent on the share 

of ESG motivated investors in the market (Pedersen et al., 2019).  

 

Another equilibrium model by Pastor, Stambaugh and Taylor (2019) illustrates that the ESG 

motivated investor gains non-financial benefits from holding ESG strong stocks. Implying, that even 

if ESG strong stocks have negative CAPM alphas, their required monetary return can be less than the 

required return on ESG weak stocks with positive CAPM alphas. If the market tilts towards more 

ESG aware investors, a potential investor surplus could appear by an adjustment of market prices. 

This adjustment would shift the market portfolio towards more ESG strong stocks. Consequently, the 

negative alphas for ESG motivated investors will be closer to zero. The ESG factor could be seen as 

a sensitivity measure for risk that changes over time when there is a shift in investor demand. If the 

demand shifts towards more ESG strong assets, those assets will perform better (Pastor et al., 2019).  

 

To understand how investor preferences impact portfolio performance, we look into the study by 

Hong and Kacperczyk (2009). The authors research the social pressure of negative screening of sin-

stocks. Sin-stocks are for example companies involved in gambling, tobacco and alcohol. They find 

that negative screening is foremost a common investment procedure for institutional asset holders. 

Institutional ownership is about 18% lower for sin-stocks, and these stocks are covered and analyzed 

21% less than their non-sin comparables. Furthermore, the institutional constraint implies the loss of 

essential investors, which reduces the risk-sharing of sin-stocks. This results in depressed prices of 

sin-stocks relative to their true values. It is also shown that sin-stocks benchmarked against 

comparables tend to have lower price-to-earning and price-to-book ratios (Hong & Kacperczyk, 

2009). 
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For the European and Canadian market, the study analyzes the returns of the sin-stocks and finds an 

average annual outperformance of 2.5% relative to comparables from 1965 to 2006 (Hong & 

Kacperczyk, 2009). The outperformance can be explained by Merton’s (1987) model, which states 

that stocks with lower prices and a smaller investor base tend to have a larger expected return. 

However, if the quantity of these investments is large enough, then the excess return will disappear 

(Merton, 1987). The model for neglected stocks by Carvel and Strebel (1985) strengthens this 

argument. This model shows that stocks followed by a small number of analysts generate a lower 

quality on the stock information. Consequently, these stocks generate a higher expected return in the 

ceteris paribus equilibrium than more actively followed stocks (Carvel & Strebel, 1985).  

 

Investor preferences affect stock prices. However, different investors have different tastes. By 

evaluating assets as consumption goods, there is a price effect due to differences in taste and 

information (Fama & French, 2007). Due to difference in preferences, only some apply screening and 

boycotting of sin-stocks. Therefore, the boycotting of sin-stocks generates a premium (Luo & 

Balvers, 2017), which is further enforced by Pedersen et al. (2019). They find a tendency to constrain 

the investment universe in such a way that portfolios are created with an overall lower ESG score 

when the investor is boycotting sin-stocks. The lower ESG score is obtained by constrained investors 

not having the possibility to short low ESG assets for hedging purposes. This type of screening leads 

to lower performance. Furthermore, the cost of limiting the universe allows for the ESG Sharpe ratio 

of portfolios applying negative screening to be outperformed by the ESG Sharpe ratio of other 

portfolios (Pedersen et al., 2019).  

 

Besides, the effect of ESG on performance depends on the business cycle (Bansal et al., 2016). During 

economic upturns, it is shown that ESG strong stocks perform better than ESG weak stocks, and 

during economic downturns the reversed relationship holds. Consequently, there is a similarity 

between an ESG strong stock and a luxury good (Bansal et al., 2016).  

 

The different effects of ESG on corporate financial performance will increase the explanatory power 

of our answers to the research questions.   
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3.3 Transition Risk of Climate Change 
There are costs and benefits involved in the process of a company becoming more sustainable. The 

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) finance initiative (2019) states that there is a cost 

for firms to meet a global environmental target. However, in the transition process of becoming more 

sustainable, there is also a potential profit for the firms that manage to get to the forefront. From an 

analysis of a global market portfolio of 30,000 equally-weighted firms, some insights are obtained. 

The transition risk towards a low-carbon economy is associated with an overall 13.6% decrease in 

the portfolio value. Implying, a value loss of 10.7 trillion USD. Nevertheless, the green profits 

obtained from the transition are estimated to be 2.1 trillion USD (UNEP FI, 2019).  

3.4 The effect of EU ETS on Corporate Performance  
This section presents research related to the effect of cap-and-trade systems on corporate 

performance. A general equilibrium model under various cap-and-trade designs, developed by 

Goulder, Hafstead and Dworsky (2010), shows a vast difference depending on whether the permits 

are auctioned or given out for free. When a firm purchases allowances through an auctioned system, 

the potential policy rent generated is transferred to the government. The transfer leads to a surplus for 

the government. The opposite holds when a firm receives the allowances for free, in which case the 

firm retains the rent, increasing the producer surplus. Implying, a major difference for firm value and 

profits. If the permits are auctioned, firm value and profits decrease. Contrary, if the permits are given 

out for free, firm value and profit increase (Goulder et al., 2010).  

 

To further evaluate the effect of the cap-and-trade system on corporate financial performance, we 

look into an empirical analysis by Oestreich and Tsiakas (2015). The analysis builds on the model 

developed by Goulder, Hafstead and Dworsky (2010). The research indicates two effects of EU ETS 

on corporate financial performance, which are the carbon risk and the cash flow effect. The cash flow 

effect implies an increase in the marginal cost of production due to the opportunity cost of free carbon 

allowances. There is a tendency to increase output prices and reduce production when the marginal 

cost increases, which is the main factor driving the carbon premium. Carbon price uncertainty 

generates carbon risk, which plays a crucial role in future cash flows. EU ETS might partially 

eliminate the cash flow effect and carbon risk in the German market. Oestreich and Tsiakas (2015) 

find a significant carbon premium on the German market. The authors show a significant 

outperformance of companies included in EU ETS. In the first phase, a carbon premium of up to 17% 
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is obtained. Importantly, this outperformance disappeared after March 2009 in the second EU ETS 

phase. During this phase, the market achieved to adapt, and adjusted prices (Oestreich & Tsiakas, 

2015).  

 

To further evaluate the impact of the carbon price uncertainty on corporate financial performance, we 

look into the study by Borenstein, Bushnell and Zaragoza-Watkins (2018). They analyze the carbon 

price fluctuations arising from the Californian cap-and-trade system. The study is motivated by the 

fact that carbon prices are very volatile and hard to predict. For business-as-usual emissions as well 

as abatement costs2 there is large ex-ante uncertainty. The uncertainty is a result of business-as-usual 

emissions being closely tied to future weather and economic activity, which per se are hard to 

forecast. For non-market policies, greenhouse gas emissions are subject to the unpredictable effects. 

Hence, a lot of uncertainty exists when estimating an accurate cost for mitigation and abatement. 

Consequently, it is hard to predict the amount of carbon emissions to stay under the emission cap 

(Borenstein et al., 2018).  

3.5 The Effect of ESG News on Asset Prices 
To conclude our literature review, we evaluate the effect of ESG news on asset prices. There is a 

large variety of explanations for the effect of new fundamental information on asset prices. Several 

studies have confirmed significant stock price movements after various news events in areas such as 

earning announcements (Ball & Brown, 1968), stock splits (Fama et al., 1969) and mergers 

(Mandelker, 1974). These findings are contradicted by Roll (1988), who shows little evidence 

between stock prices and news releases. In an extension of Roll’s study, a stronger link between news 

and stock prices was found once the news was correctly defined (Boudoukh et al., 2012). The most 

robust relation appeared when it was possible to distinguish between positive and negative stock 

information. Capelle-Blancard and Petit (2019) found a broad implication from ESG information 

when evaluating the market reaction on stock news related to ESG. A firm exposed to negative ESG 

events experiences a drop in market value, whereas a firm exposed to positive ESG related events 

experiences no market reaction at all. These effects are only experienced after the disclosure of news 

in the media, and not after disclosure of information by the firm itself (Capelle-Blancard & Petit, 

2019).  

 

 
2 Abatement costs are the costs incurred when reducing factors that cause emissions (Kolstad, 2011).  
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To conclude, negative ESG news disclosed in the media will decrease stock prices. The company 

itself cannot affect stock prices by publishing ESG news.  

3.6 Hypotheses 
Given the literature review above on the topics relevant to our research questions, we establish the 

following three hypotheses: 

 

H1: ESG as a factor has a positive effect on portfolio returns. 

 

H2: Industry relative ESG factor has a positive effect on portfolio returns. 

 

H3: Companies falling under the EU ETS cap-and-trade system have a higher return than their 

comparable companies not falling under EU ETS.  

 

Analyzing these hypotheses will assist us in answering the research questions: 

 

RQ1: Can the Fama and French 3-Factor Model be extended with a factor for ESG, and what effect 

does ESG have on the level of portfolio returns from 2002 to 2018 in the equity market in Europe? 

 

RQ2: Does accounting for ESG performance relative to the industry further explain portfolio returns, 

and what effect does the industry relative ESG score have on the level of portfolio returns from 2002 

to 2018 in the equity market in Europe?  

 

RQ3: What is the effect of being part of EU ETS on portfolio returns in the equity market from 2005-

2018 in Europe, and what future implications can this have for other countries considering a cap-and-

trade system? 
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4. Data 
This section describes the data used to analyze our research questions. Furthermore, it describes the 

data sources and provides the descriptive statistics of the data. First, we elaborate on Datastream, 

which is the database used to retrieve most data for our research. Secondly, we describe the STOXX 

Europe 600 data and its descriptive statistics. Thirdly, the data needed to replicate the Fama and 

French 3-Factor Model and their descriptive statistics are presented. Fourthly, we cover the data on 

Industries, ESG Scores and EU ETS and their descriptive statistics. We end this chapter by describing 

how the data is structured in order to prepare it for analysis.  

4.1 Datastream 
Most of the data used in our research is obtained from Datastream. Datastream is a historical financial 

database by Thomson Reuters. It provides data on all asset classes and other financial indicators 

(Thomson Reuters, 2018). From Datastream, we obtained both historical time series data and static 

data for different financial instruments.   

4.2 STOXX Europe 600 
To replicate the Fama and French 3-Factor Model (1993) for the European market, we need a 

European equivalent for the S&P 500 Index used by Fama and French. We look at the European 

market, as it allows for a better analysis of the effect of sustainability on portfolio returns. We 

experience the European market being more on the front edge when it comes to sustainability. 

Furthermore, the European market has the already established EU ETS cap-and-trade system. We use 

the STOXX Europe 600 Index as the European equivalent, as it is the index with the best data 

availability.  

4.2.1 STOXX Europe 600 Data Retrieval 

To construct the 3-Factor Model, we need time series data on stock prices and other company 

information, like market capitalization and book-to-market. We use data on all 600 constituents of 

the STOXX Europe 600 Index (referred to as STOXX in the rest of this research). STOXX represents 

companies with small, mid and large market capitalization from 17 countries in Europe (STOXX 

Ltd., 2020). We obtain the STOXX data from Thomson Reuters’ Datastream, where 2002 was the 

first year in which data was available for ESG scores. Therefore, to capture both ESG data and to 

cover the period in which EU ETS was running, we look at data from 01/01/2002 to 01/12/2018 and 
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from 01/01/2005 to 01/12/2018. The subperiod captures the years in which EU ETS was running, 

whereas the full period starts before EU ETS was initiated.  
 

We selected all stocks that were constituents of STOXX in 2020. From Thomson Reuters’ Datastream 

we exported a static list with the ISIN codes of these constituents. Table 1 shows the number of 

companies included in our data per year. We only cover companies that were in STOXX in 2020. 

However, the index has been changing over time. Some of the companies only started existing during 

our sample period, which explains why our sample is increasing over time. If a company was a 

constituent of STOXX at some point in our sample period, but not in 2020, it is not included.  

 
Table 1: Constituents of STOXX Europe 600 
Year STOXX Europe 600 Constituents 
2002 232 
2003 238 
2004 320 
2005 392 
2006 399 
2007 425 
2008 437 
2009 442 
2010 457 
2011 470 
2012 480 
2013 486 
2014 504 
2015 527 
2016 542 
2017 579 
2018 574 

Table 1 displays the number of companies included per year throughout our sample period. The table shows that for each 
year, the number of companies included increases. 
 
The increasing number of stocks in our sample is only a result of us selecting the stocks that were in 

the index in 2020. This has no impact on the firm characteristics in our sample. Therefore, we do not 

worry about a potential survivorship bias. 

 
First, to calculate the market capitalization, we extracted yearly stock prices from all 600 constituent 

companies of STOXX for the period of 01/01/2002 to 01/12/2018 from Datastream. We use the yearly 
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stock prices from the Price_trade field in Datastream, which is the official closing price. Chapter 4.3 

describes how we calculate the market capitalization. 

 

To calculate monthly returns, we capture the effect of dividends paid as well. Therefore, we use the 

total return index. We obtained this from the RI field in Datastream. The total return index is an index 

that measures theoretical growth in prices assuming that the investor reinvests dividends at the ex-

dividend date at the closing price. Datastream determines the return index by using adjustment closing 

prices or gross dividends when these are available. We obtain the total return index for all constituents 

of STOXX, and for the STOXX index itself.  

 

When the ex-dividend date is used, and no dividends are paid out, the Return Index is given by 

Equation 4:  

 

𝑅𝐼>=	𝑅𝐼>?@* AB
ABCD

                    (4) 

Where RIt-1 is the Return Index from the day before, 𝑃> is the price on ex-dividend date, and 𝑃>?@ is 

the price from the day before. 

 

When the ex-dividend date is used and dividends	𝐷> are paid out, the Return Index is given by 

Equation 5: 

 

𝑅𝐼>=	𝑅𝐼>?@*ABG	HB
ABCD

                     (5)  

Where 𝐷> is the dividend payment on ex-dividend date t.  

 

Taxes and re-investment charges are ignored. We note that there is a potential interest rate effect in 

the reinvested capital that would not occur if capital was paid out as dividend. Datastream’s return 

index does not capture the interest rate effect.  

 

To get a better insight into the STOXX data, we plot the monthly return of the STOXX index over 

time, along with the risk-free rate in Figure 1. The risk-free rate in the plot is the Eonia rate, which 

will be further described in Chapter 4.2.1. Generally, we observe that in the first half of the sample 
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period, the return on the STOXX index is on average lower than the risk-free rate, whereas in the 

second half of the sample period, the return is on average higher than the risk-free rate.  

 
Figure 1: Monthly Return of STOXX Index and Monthly Eonia Rate  

 
Figure 1 graphs the monthly return of the STOXX index (red) along with the monthly Eonia rate (blue), showing that 
overall, excess returns are negative for the first half of the sample period, and positive for the second half of the sample 
period. 

4.2.2 Descriptive Statistics STOXX Europe 600 

In this section we present some key descriptive statistics of STOXX and its constituents, including 

correlations between data characteristics used to construct factors.  

 

In Fama and French (2015), the variables used to construct factors are correlated. There is a 

correlation between book-to-market, low profitability and investments. Additionally, low book-to-

market growth stocks are correlated with high profitability and investments. For our analysis, we need 

to know whether the variables used to construct our factors are correlated with each other. Hence, we 

compute the correlation between ESG score, market capitalization and book-to-market. Table 2 

displays the yearly correlations from 2002 to 2018. There is a small and positive correlation between 

ESG score and market capitalization, and a small and negative correlation between the ESG score 

and book-to-market. Market capitalization and book-to-market have a small negative correlation. 

Since all correlations between the inputs for the factors are economically small, we do not need to 
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adjust our analysis based on the correlations. In Chapter 5 we elaborate on the correlations between 

the factors.  
 
Table 2: Correlation Market Cap and Book-to-Market 

 ESG Market Cap Book-to-Market 
ESG 1 0.011 -0.076 

Market Cap 0.011 1 -0.050 
Book-to-Market -0.076 -0.050 1 

Table 2 reports a low and negative correlation between ESG, market capitalization and book-to-market.  
 

4.3 3-Factor Data 
To replicate the SMB and the HML factor from Fama and French (1993), the company-specific 

information of the STOXX constituents is collected on a yearly basis. The closing price and number 

of shares are obtained to compute the market capitalization. Here, the number of shares outstanding 

represent the shares outstanding at the company’s year-end, where the number of treasury shares are 

subtracted from the issued shares. We convert all share prices to EUR given the applicable exchange 

rate at the given years, using historical exchange rate information from OFX (2020). The price-to-

book value3 is obtained to calculate the book-to-market value, where we take the inverse of the price-

to-book value. Both market capitalization and book-to-market are used to construct the SMB and the 

HML factor. Furthermore, the market capitalization is used to calculate the weights in the value- 

weighted portfolios.  

 

The CAPM factor is based on the excess return of the market index and the risk-free rate. We obtained 

monthly prices of the STOXX Europe 600 Index to estimate the return of the index, where the 

STOXX Europe 600 Index is a value-weighted index. This is consistent with Fama and French 

(1993), who use the return on the value-weighted S&P 500 as their market index. Figure 2 plots the 

monthly return of the S&P 500 and the monthly return of STOXX. The graph shows that the monthly 

returns have similar dynamics.  

 

 
3 The price-to-book value is the share price divided by book value per share. 
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Figure 2: Monthly S&P 500 Return and monthly STOXX return  

 
Figure 2 graphs the monthly returns of the S&P 500 index (blue) and the STOXX Europe 600 index (red). The 
indices seem to move together, but have varying volatility over time, where for example the S&P 500 index is more 
negatively affected by the Global Financial Crisis in 2008 than the European equivalent. 

4.4 Risk-Free Rate 

Fama and French (1993) use the US 1-month treasury bill rate as a proxy for the risk-free rate. As we 

look at the European market, a US rate is not a representative risk-free rate. Events like the European 

debt crisis in 2010 affected European bond yields differently compared to American bond yields. 

Therefore, we will use a European rate that is comparable to the 1-month US Treasury Bill.  

 

Traditionally, the Eonia rate was considered to represent the risk-free rate in Europe. Research shows 

that the newly initiated Euro Short Term Rate (ESTER) is the new best proxy for the European risk-

free rate to be used in practice, replacing the Eonia rate (David & Bellamy, 2019). The ESTER was 

first quoted in 2019. Since our sample period is from 2002 to 2018, we use the Eonia rate. We 

obtained the monthly Eonia rate from the European Central Bank (ECB). The Eonia rate is the 

overnight reference rate for which a selection of the European banks are lending funds to each other. 

The ECB calculates the Eonia rate based on weighted averages of the rates charged by the 28 panel 

banks (David & Bellamy, 2019). Figure 3 shows the Eonia rate along with the 1-month US Treasury 
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Bill rate for our sample period. It displays a higher European risk-free rate from 2002 to 2015, and a 

higher American risk-free rate from 2015 onwards. We further address this difference in Chapter 6.  

 
Figure 3: Monthly US 3M T-Bill rate and Eonia rate 

 
Figure 3 displays the monthly US 3M T Bill rate (blue) and Eonia rate (red), showing that the European rate is higher 
than the American rate until 2015, after which the American rate outperforms the European rate. The US 3M T bill rate 
is displayed due to unavailability of data on the US 1M T bill rate.  

4.5 ESG 
ESG data is needed to assess the impact of ESG on portfolio returns. We obtained the yearly Asset4 

ESG score for each constituent of STOXX from Thomson Reuters’ Datastream. This score ranges 

from 0 to 100, where 100 implies the highest score on the environmental, social and governance 

pillar, and 0 the lowest. Table 3 shows the summary statistics of the ESG scores for the STOXX 

constituents, where 50% of the ESG scores is between 51.8 and 74.9. 
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Table 3: Summary Statistics ESG Score 

 N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max 
ESG Score 7,520 62.600 15.886 9.99 51.828 74.883 95.91 

Table 3 displays the mean, maximum, minimum, standard deviation and the two percentiles of the ESG scores in our 
sample. Although the ESG score can range from 0 to 100, it only ranges from 9.99 to 95.91 in our sample. 
 

The measurement is based on a combination of relative ESG performance, commitment and 

effectiveness on company level. The calculations and evaluations are based on ten themes. The 

themes are, amongst others, emissions, environmental product innovation, and human rights. 

However, the source does not elaborate on how exactly the evaluations of the themes are performed. 

Therefore, we have no transparency on the requirements a company needs to fulfil to increase its ESG 

score. The Asset4 ESG measurement is weighted based on industry relevance, data availability, and 

how comparable the data are to each other. In total, there are over 400 ESG measurements that are 

processed both manually and by algorithms to ensure a better data quality. Based on these 

measurements, the ESG score is calculated. The data points are supposed to be granular enough to 

differentiate between companies with much reporting and the ones providing less reporting on 

sustainability (Thomson Reuters, 2017).  

 

However, it is worth emphasizing that there are different data providers for the ESG score, and the 

methods of estimating the ESG score differ per provider. For our research we chose the Asset4 score 

due to data availability. Only the relative ESG performance of a company matters. If the Asset4 ESG 

scores differ from ESG scores by other providers, this will only affect our research when the rank of 

the companies based on the ESG scores differs. We expect that on average, the ranking of companies 

based on the Asset4 ESG scores will be accurate enough.  

4.6 Industry  
To create a factor depending on the ESG score relative to the average ESG score in the industry, we 

obtain the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) codes for each constituent of STOXX. The 

GICS is an independent international classification for equity, based on 11 sectors, 24 industry 

groups, 69 industries and 158 sub-industries. We obtained GICS level 4 and GICS level 5 codes for 

the STOXX constituents from S&P Capital IQ. From these scores, we divided the companies into 11 

GICS sectors; energy, materials, industrials, consumer discretionary, consumer staples, health care, 

financials, information technology, communication services, utilities and real estate (MSCI, 2018). 

We use sectors to capture the industry, to allow for enough observations within each sector in our 
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data. Therefore, we only use data on the sector level. However, we will use industry and sector 

interchangeably in our research.  

 

To get insights into ESG score per sector, Table 4 shows descriptive statistics of the ESG score per 

sector. There is a slight spread in the average scores, with the energy sector having the highest and 

real estate having the lowest average ESG score. The maximum ESG score is found within 

information technology and the lowest within consumer staples. Most of our observations are 

categorized within industrials or financials, with a weight of 18.5% and 18.6%, respectively. Hence, 

almost 40% of our observations are within the financial or the industrial sector. Therefore, we 

conclude that differences in ESG score per sector might affect our sample, both in terms of the 

differences in total weighting, but also in terms of differences within the sectors. Consequently, our 

relative industry ESG factor serves the purpose to smooth out any of these differences. 

 
Table 4: Summary Statistics GICS Sectors 

GICS Sectors % of total Average ESG score Min. ESG  Max. ESG 
Communication Services 6.83% 63.92 18.21 90.75 
Consumer Discretionary  11.33% 64.38 21.64 94.13 
Consumer Staples 7.33% 62.57 12.09 93.50 
Energy  3.17% 68.46 32.20 95.20 
Financials 18.67% 61.58 12.42 94.98 
Health Care 9.00% 63.17 20.51 94.80 
Industrials 18.50% 58.88 19.17 95.76 
Information Technology  6.00% 59.36 18.85 95.91 
Materials 8.50% 60.50 20.57 89.86 
Real Estate  5.67% 58.10 22.84 92.79 
Utilities 5.00% 64.99 18.08 92.81 

Table 4 displays the summary statistics of the percentage amount of our sample belonging to a certain industry, the 
average ESG score and the minimum/maximum ESG score per sector. The energy sector has the highest average ESG 
score, and the Real Estate sector has the lowest average ESG score.  

4.7 EU ETS 
To analyze the impact of the EU ETS cap-and-trade system on portfolio returns, information is needed 

on which companies fall under the cap-and-trade system each year. Therefore, we obtain data from 

Bloomberg on all ISIN codes of companies involved in the EU ETS cap-and-trade in each of the 

phases. Since EU ETS only runs from 2005 onwards, we obtain the EU ETS data from 2005. We 

match the ISIN codes of the companies in our sample with the ISIN codes of companies included in 

phase one, two and three. Given this information, we establish a time series dummy variable with the 
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value 1 when a company was present in EU ETS, and 0 if the company was not present in EU ETS. 

This dummy variable directly shows whether a company was included in EU ETS in a specific year, 

which we will use to construct the factor for EU ETS. Our data consists of companies for which the 

variable is 0 for some years and 1 for the others. This is due to EU ETS adding more companies 

throughout the different EU ETS phases. Other companies have the same dummy value for all years.  

 

The amount of companies covered by EU ETS vastly increases when moving along the phases. 

However, since our sample is limited to the constituents of STOXX, we only see a slight increase in 

the companies involved, see Table 5. This is a limitation which could potentially make the effect of 

being in EU ETS on portfolio returns less significant.   

 
Table 5: Summary Statistics of STOXX Companies in EU ETS 

 Time Observations 
Phase 1 88 
Phase 2 90 
Phase 3 94 

Table 5 displays number of companies included in each of the phases with the requirement of being a part of our sample.  

4.8 Structuring the Data 
In this section we present how we structure and construct our data to enable the construction of the 

models.  

 

We link the data from different sources by using the company-specific ISIN code, which is the 

international security identification number. The data for industry, yearly market capitalization, price-

to-book, and ESG scores are all combined in a panel dataset. We do this using Excel and the Power 

Pivot tool. All further modelling is done in R.  

 

The methodology of constructing the portfolios follows Fama and French (1993). After having 

formed the portfolios, which we will explain in the following chapter, the monthly stock prices and 

monthly Eonia rates are joined to the portfolios. Having this information for the portfolios allows for 

the calculation of the monthly portfolio returns and their monthly excess returns.  
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5. Methodology 
After having presented how the data is structured, we now describe the methods used. The results of 

the methodology eventually enable analysis needed to answer our research questions.  

 

First, we describe the method used by Fama and French (1993), on which we heavily rely. Then, we 

describe how we construct the factors CAPM, SMB and HML as known from the Fama and French 

3-Factor Model. We then cover how we create the ESG factor, the Industry ESG factor and the EU 

ETS factor. We continue by describing how the dependent variables are constructed. Next, we show 

which time series regressions are run using the dependent variables. We finish this section by 

explaining which tests we perform to analyze which model best explains cross-sectional variations in 

mean excess returns of portfolios.  

5.1 The Fama and French 3-Factor Model 
We extend the Fama and French (1993) 3-Factor Model with additional factors capturing the ESG 

score and whether a company is included in the EU ETS trading system. Furthermore, we construct 

and add an industry relative ESG factor to capture the risk of tilted results. We do this because some 

industries have an overall lower or higher ESG score.  

 

To start, we replicate the Fama and French 3-Factor Model for the European stock market. Our sample 

period spans from 2002 to 2018, being the longest consecutive period in which ESG scores are 

available. Conform to Fama and French (1993), we create portfolios for SMB and HML in Chapter 

5.2. We rebalance the portfolios every year to capture the variations in size and book-to-market over 

time. To control for the correlation between size and book-to-market, Fama and French (1993) double 

sorted the companies on size and book-to-market to construct the factors, we use the same method. 

All factors are equally-weighted portfolios of individual value-weighted portfolios.  

 

After having created the factors and dependent variables as described in the following sections, our 

way of interpreting the results is similar to Fama and French’s (1993) method. We will look at cross-

sectional patterns in average excess returns of the dependent variables. Next, we will run time series 

regressions with all dependent variables on combinations of the factors. We store the resulting 

regression coefficients in tables that allow for visual cross-sectional analysis of the patterns in the 

coefficients. Chapter 6.1 further describes how the regression results will be analyzed.  
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5.2 The Fama and French Factors 
This section describes how we construct the factors for CAPM, SMB, and HML. We double sort the 

companies on market capitalization and book-to-market. First, we allocate the stocks to two groups 

based on a sort on market capitalization. The first half of the firms are allocated to group S for small, 

and the second half of the firms are allocated to group B for big. Here, we compute the market 

capitalization by multiplying the yearly stock price converted to Euros with the yearly number of 

shares outstanding. Secondly, we sort the companies on book-to-market. From this, we form three 

groups based on breakpoints between the lowest 30%, the middle 40%, and the 30% highest book-

to-market values. The group splits are arbitrary, but evidence from Fama and French (1993) shows 

that book-to-market has a more substantial role in explaining average stock returns than size. 

Therefore, we allocate three rather than two book-to-market groups (Fama & French, 1993).  

 

We form value-weighted portfolios within the six intersection groups, which we rebalance yearly to 

account for changes in market capitalization and book-to-market value over time. The weights for the 

value-weighted portfolios are computed as the individual market capitalization of a constituent of the 

portfolio divided by the sum of the market capitalizations of all constituents of the portfolio.  

 

The value-weighted portfolios are combined into the equally-weighted SMB portfolios as shown in 

Equation 6. 

 

SMB = (L/NOL/POL/Q)?(R/NOR/POR/Q)
S

                                                                                                (6) 

 

The SMB factor aims to capture the size effect. The size effect arises when small firms outperform 

large firms. SMB captures this by subtracting the monthly average return for big firms from the 

monthly average returns of small firms based on the book-to-market value. The S/L, S/M, S/H, B/L, 

B/M and B/H are the intersections between the three book-to-market and the two market 

capitalization groups. 

 

Equation 7 describes the high-minus-low (HML) factor, which subtracts the returns of the two low 

book-to-market value-weighted portfolios from the returns of the two high book-to-market value-

weighted portfolios. Again, we rebalance the value-weighted portfolios every year.  
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HML = (L/QOR/Q)?(L/NOR/N)
V

                                                                                                                (7) 

 

The HML factor aims to capture the value effect. The value effect arises when value stocks, which 

are stocks with high book-to-market, tend to outperform growth stocks, which are stocks with low 

book-to-market. 

 

Lastly, the CAPM factor for the excess market return RX − RY is constructed. The factor is not a 

portfolio and calculates the return of the market in excess of the risk-free rate. In our model, the return 

of the market is the return of the STOXX index and the risk-free rate is the Eonia rate. The CAPM 

factor captures the systematic risk of a portfolio that should lead to a risk premium, as the systematic 

risk cannot be diversified away. Figure 4 plots the monthly returns of the CAPM factor, the SMB 

factor and the HML factor, where the CAPM factor has more volatile returns than the SMB and HML 

factors. 

 
Figure 4: Portfolio Returns CAPM, SMB, HML 

 
Figure 4 plots the monthly returns of Rm-Rf (blue), SMB (black), HML (orange) from 2002 to 2018. Rm-rf is the value- 
weighted return on the market portfolio minus the 1-month Eonia rate. SMB is the average return on the value-weighted 
small-minus-big portfolio, and HML is the value-weighted high-minus-low portfolio. The portfolios are formed based on 
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groups of the intersections between book-to-market and market capitalization. It shows that the CAPM factor is more 
volatile than the SMB and HML factor.  

5.3 The ESG Factor 
To capture the ESG effect, we construct the ESG factor using the same methodology as when 

constructing the SMB and HML factor but based on ESG scores. Similar to the SMB factor, we sort 

the stocks on ESG score and divide them into three groups. Hence, we assign the companies with 

30% lowest ESG to the ESGN group, the next 40% of the companies to the ESGP group, and the ones 

with the highest 30% of ESG score to the ESGQ group. We construct value-weighted portfolios for 

the intersections of small firms with ESGQ and ESGN and big firms with ESGQ and ESGN. Here, the 

groups of small and big firms are the same as the groups used when constructing SMB and HML. We 

rebalance the value-weighted portfolios every year to account for changes in ESG score and size over 

time. The equally-weighted factor is constructed in a similar way as the HML factor. We short the 

two value-weighted portfolios with companies having the 30% lowest ESG rating, and we long the 

two value-weighted portfolios with the 30% of the companies having the highest ESG rating. This 

results in the ESG factor, as described in Equation 8.  

 

ESG = (L/\L]^OR/\L]^)?(L/\L]_OR/\L]_)
V

                                                                                                           (8) 

 

As shown in Chapter 4.2.2, the correlation between ESG, market capitalization and book-to-market 

is low. Consequently, we do not have correlations introducing a bias in the ESG factor. Therefore, 

there is no need to construct the ESG portfolio using different methods of jointly sorting the stocks 

on ESG score and book-to-market.  
 

5.4 The Industry ESG Factor  
We now show how we construct the Industry ESG factor. As shown in Chapter 4.4, some industries 

are more likely to have a high ESG score than others. To account for this, we establish the Industry 

ESG factor. The Industry ESG factor accounts for whether the ESG score is high relative to the 

average ESG score within a sector. We construct our relative ESG factor as follows; within each 

sector, we divide the sample into the three ESG groups, IndESGQ, IndESGP	and IndESGN. We collect 

the top 30% ESG performers from each sector and assign them to the IndESGQ group. Similarly, we 

collect the companies with the 30% lowest ESG scores from each sector and assign them to the 

IndESGN group. The grouping within each sector accounts for the potential difference of ESG scores 
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between the sectors. Then, we merge the IndESGQ  and IndESGN  with the overall small and big 

market capitalization groups. From the intersections, value-weighted portfolios are created. The 

value- weighted portfolios are rebalanced every year, to account for changes in ESG score and size 

over time. From these value-weighted portfolios, an equally-weighted portfolio is created using 

Equation 9, giving the Industry ESG factor.  

 

IndESG = (L/def\L]^OR/def\L]^)?(L/def\L]_OR/def\L]_)
V

                                                                                                   (9) 

5.5 The EU ETS Factor  
To capture the effect of being involved in EU ETS on portfolio returns, we construct portfolios that 

are long in companies in the EU ETS, and short in comparables that are not in the EU ETS. As the 

EU ETS variable is binary, we construct the EU ETS factor in the same way as the HML factor. 

Therefore, we use the same small and big groups based on market capitalization. Next, we split the 

sample based on whether a company is in EU ETS or not. The amount of companies present in EU 

ETS is much smaller than those not present in EU ETS. This is automatically accounted for when 

constructing value-weighted portfolios. Consequently, the individual weights within the EU ETS 

portfolio are higher compared to the weights in the non-EU ETS portfolio. From the intersections of 

the size and EU ETS groups, four value-weighted portfolios are constructed. We rebalance the 

portfolios every year. Based on those value-weighted portfolios, an equally-weighted portfolio is 

constructed using Equation 10.  

 

EU	ETS = (Lij	iklO	Rij	ikl)?(Lmnm	ij	iklORmnm	ij	ikl)
V

                 (10) 

 

The mean of the book-to-market value in the EU ETS group is fairly equal to the mean of the book-

to-market value of the non-EU ETS group. Therefore, there is no need for the EU ETS factor to 

control for book-to-market.  

 

Figure 5 shows the monthly returns of the ESG, Industry ESG and EU ETS factors over time. The 

returns of the ESG and Industry ESG factors move together and have similar volatility. However, the 

returns of the EU ETS factor are much more volatile and do not follow the same pattern as the returns 

for the ESG and Industry ESG factors. 
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We refer to the ESG, Industry ESG and EU ETS factors as the sustainability factors.  

 
Figure 5: Portfolio Returns ESG, Industry ESG, EU ETS 

 
Figure 5 plots monthly returns of ESG (blue), Industry ESG (black) and EU ETS (orange) factors from 2005 to 2018. The 
ESG factor consists of portfolios based on the intersection between ESG scores and market capitalization. The Industry 
ESG consists of portfolios based on industry weighted ESG scores and market capitalization. EU ETS consists of 
portfolios based on intersections of whether companies are present in EU ETS and market capitalization.     
 

5.6 Construction of the Dependent Variables 
To allow for visual cross-sectional regressions, we construct different dependent variables for the 

time series regressions. The time series regressions are addressed in Chapter 5.7.  

 

The dependent variables differ by size, book-to-market and ESG score, in line with the analysis of 

Fama and French (2015). Generally, all dependent variables are constructed as 𝑅"(𝑡) − 𝑅$(𝑡) , 

representing the monthly return of a value-weighted portfolio i in excess of the 1-month Eonia rate. 

We divide the dependent variables into two groups. The first group contains 25 dependent variables 

that are formed based on book-to-market and size. The second group contains 25 dependent variables 

that are formed based on ESG score and size.  
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We create the dependent variables in the first group in the same way as in Fama and French (1993). 

Next, we jointly sort the stocks based on book-to-market and market capitalization and group the 

stocks into quintiles for both book-to-market and size. From these groups, we construct value-

weighted portfolios of the 25 intersections. The portfolios used in the dependent variables range from 

Bm1Si1, referring to the group in the lowest book-to-market and size quintiles, to Bm5Si5, referring 

to the group with the highest book-to-market and size quintiles. Using the excess returns of the 25 

portfolios as dependent variables in time series regressions allows for observing cross-sectional 

patterns in the coefficients. Here, book-to-market and size function as dependent variables on a cross-

sectional level.  

 

For the second group, i refers to the 25 value-weighted portfolios that are constructed based on ESG 

score and size. Therefore, we can evaluate the cross-sectional patterns in mean excess returns related 

to sustainability. When Fama and French (2015) added factors for investments and operating 

profitability to the 3-Factor Model, they divided the sample into quintiles based on sorting on 

investment size and operating profitability. We use the same methodology, but we sort on ESG scores 

and size instead. The sample is divided into five quintiles based on the ESG score. Based on these 

five groups, we construct 25 value-weighted ESG/size portfolios in the same manner as the book-to-

market/size dependent variables. This gives us portfolios ranging from ESG1Si1, referring to the 

portfolio within the lowest quintiles for ESG and size, to ESG5Si5, referring to the portfolio within 

the highest quintiles for ESG and size. 

5.7 Time Series Regressions 
Having constructed the different groups of dependent variables, we now describe which time series 

regressions we run for all book-to-market/size and ESG/size dependent variables.  

 

We construct models with CAPM, SMB and HML factors and different combinations of the 

sustainability factors. Having the models with different combinations of the factors allows for 

comparison of the models. Consequently, it enables us to decide which sustainability factors should 

be in the asset pricing model. The five different asset pricing models are presented below.  

 

Model A is our baseline model, which is a classic 3-Factor Model, see Equation 11. 
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𝑅"(𝑡) − 𝑅$(𝑡) = 𝑎" + 𝑏"o𝑅5(𝑡) − 𝑅$(𝑡)p + 𝑠"𝑆𝑀𝐵(𝑡) + ℎ"𝐻𝑀𝐿(𝑡) +𝑒"    (11) 

 

Model B is a 4-Factor Model that adds the ESG Factor to the baseline model, see Equation 12. 

 

𝑅"(𝑡) − 𝑅$(𝑡) = 𝑎" + 𝑏"o𝑅5(𝑡) − 𝑅$(𝑡)p + 𝑠"𝑆𝑀𝐵(𝑡) + ℎ"𝐻𝑀𝐿(𝑡) + 𝑔𝐸𝑆𝐺(𝑡)+ 𝑒"                         (12)     

 

Model C is a 5-Factor Model that adds both the ESG Factor and the Industry ESG Factor to the 

baseline model, see Equation 13. 

 

𝑅"(𝑡) − 𝑅$(𝑡) = 𝑎" + 𝑏"o𝑅5(𝑡) − 𝑅$(𝑡)p + 𝑠"𝑆𝑀𝐵(𝑡) + ℎ"𝐻𝑀𝐿(𝑡) + 𝑔𝐸𝑆𝐺(𝑡)+ 𝑖𝐼𝑛𝑑𝐸𝑆𝐺(𝑡)+𝑒" 

(13) 

 

Model D and Model E capture the effect of a company being in EU ETS on portfolio returns.  

Model D is a 4-Factor Model that adds the EU ETS Factor to the baseline model. See Equation 14.  

𝑅"(𝑡) − 𝑅$(𝑡) = 𝑎" + 𝑏"o𝑅5(𝑡) − 𝑅$(𝑡)p + 𝑠"𝑆𝑀𝐵(𝑡) + ℎ"𝐻𝑀𝐿(𝑡) + 𝑐𝐸𝑈_𝐸𝑇𝑆(𝑡)+ 𝑒"   (14) 

 

Model E is a 6-Factor Model adding all sustainability factors to the baseline model, as shown in 

Equation 15. 

 

𝑅"(𝑡) − 𝑅$(𝑡) = 𝑎" + 𝑏"o𝑅5(𝑡) − 𝑅$(𝑡)p + 𝑠"𝑆𝑀𝐵(𝑡) + ℎ"𝐻𝑀𝐿(𝑡) + 𝑔𝐸𝑆𝐺(𝑡)+ 𝑖𝐼𝑛𝑑𝐸𝑆𝐺(𝑡)+

𝑐𝐸𝑈_𝐸𝑇𝑆(𝑡)+ 𝑒"       (15)   

           

As EU ETS only started in 2005, the regressions of Model D and Model E are only performed from 

2005 to 2018. 

 

For all models, we run time series regressions for each of the 25 book-to-market/size and ESG/size 

dependent variables. Chapter 6.1 elaborates on how we interpret the regression results.  	

5.8 Monthly Returns per Factor 

To get a better insight into the different factors, Table 6 represents their average monthly returns and 

standard deviations. As already observed in Figure 5 and Figure 6, the CAPM and EU ETS factors 

have the highest standard deviations. Throughout the entire sample period, the HML factor has the 
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highest average return, and the CAPM factor has the lowest average return. The average returns for 

the CAPM factor and the sustainability factors are negative from 2002 to 2018.  

 
Table 6: Descriptive Statistics for all Factors  

  N Mean St. Dev. 

CAPM 203 -0.790 0.049 
SMB 203 0.162 0.019 
HML 203 0.196 0.030 

ESG 203 -0.623 0.030 

INDESG 203 -0.416 0.028 
EU ETS 203 -0.175 0.050 

Table 6 reports the descriptive statistics for the factors used in the models. It shows the monthly percentage return and 
the standard deviation for each of the factors for the entire sample period.  
 

Table 7 and 8 show the correlations between the monthly returns of the factors used in our models. 

When there is a high correlation between independent variables in a model, multicollinearity can lead 

to the coefficients being less accurate, leading to higher standard errors (Brooks, 2019). As a rule of 

thumb, a correlation between the independent variables of up to 0.8 does not lead to any problems in 

the accuracy of the estimated coefficients. Table 7 and 8 show that all correlations are below 0.8. 

Therefore, we do not worry about multicollinearity affecting the quality of our results. Besides, 

multicollinearity does not affect the OLS estimators to not be consistent, unbiased and efficient 

anymore. Multicollinearity only becomes a problem when the correlation between the independent 

variables exceeds 0.8 (Grewal et al., 2004). Generally, multicollinearity is a problem with the data 

and not with the models. Therefore, we do not foresee any issues resulting from the observed 

correlations between the factor returns (Brooks, 2019). 

 

To eventually further understand our results, we elaborate on some correlations observed in Table 7 

and 8. The correlation between Industry ESG and ESG does approach 0.8 in both periods. Another 

relatively high correlation is the one between the Industry ESG and SMB Factor from 2005 to 2018. 

The correlation between SMB and HML is surprisingly high from 2005 to 2018. Furthermore, the 

correlation between the Industry ESG Factor and the EU ETS Factor is 0.48 from 2005 to 2018. To 

conclude, these correlations do not lead to multicollinearity in our results.  
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Table 7: Correlogram Factors 2002-2018 

  HML SMB ESG IndESG 

HML 1 0.041 0.003 -0.105 

SMB 0.041 1 -0.004 -0.228 

ESG 0.003 -0.004 1 0.780 

IndESG -0.105 -0.228 0.780 1 
Table 7 reports the correlations between the returns of the factors from 2002 to 2018. Most correlations are small, except 
for the correlations between HML and Industry ESG, SMB and Industry ESG and ESG and Industry ESG. 
 
Table 8: Correlogram Factors 2005-2018 

 HML SMB ESG IndESG EU ETS 

HML 1 0.495 0.000 -0.079 -0.062 
SMB 0.495 1 -0.201 -0.208 -0.122 
ESG 0.000 -0.202 1 0.717 0.176 

IndESG -0.079 -0.208 0.717 1 0.476 
EU ETS -0.062 -0.122 0.176 0.476 1 

Table 8 reports the correlations between the returns of the factors from 2005 to 2018. Here, correlations are on average 
larger than for the entire sample period.   

5.9 GRS Test 
In general, low alphas in the time series regressions from Chapter 5.7 indicate that the model explains 

most of the cross-sectional patterns in the dependent variables. Here, the alphas refer to the intercepts 

in the time series regressions. In order to test whether the individual models explain all cross-sectional 

variations in returns using the factors, the joint significance of the alphas in the time series regressions 

is tested. If the alphas are high in the time series regressions, then this indicates that there are excess 

returns left unexplained by the factors. Therefore, if the alphas are jointly significant, then the factors 

do not fully explain the variations in excess returns.  

 

The test performed to determine the joint significance of the alphas is the Gibbons-Ross-Shanken 

(GRS) test. The GRS test assumes the error terms of the time series regressions are independent over 

time and normally distributed with mean zero and a non-singular covariance matrix. A non-singular 

covariance matrix is needed to allow for inversion of the matrix (Gibbons et al., 1989). The null 

hypothesis of the test is that all alphas are jointly zero. To test the null hypothesis, the authors suggest 

a Hotelling’s T2 test, which is the multivariate equivalent of the t-test, equivalent to a simple F-test. 

This leads to the test statistic Wu as presented in Equation 16.  

𝑊{ =
|}~� ��CD|}~
(@O��~�)

       (16) 
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Here, alpha denotes the matrix of estimated intercepts, sigma is a covariance matrix of unbiased 

residuals, and theta denotes the ratio of the mean of the excess returns in the sample and the square 

root of the sample variance (Gibbons et al., 1989). The test statistic is proven to be robust, even if the 

alphas are not normally distributed. If Wu is large enough, the null hypothesis of the GRS test is 

rejected, and the model does not capture all variations in portfolio returns.  

 

We perform the GRS test on each of the models introduced in Chapter 5.7. The results from the GRS 

test will show whether each of the models explain all cross-sectional patterns in the excess returns of 

the dependent variables.   

5.10 AIC and BIC Scores  
Where the GRS test evaluates the absolute performance of a model, the Akaike Information Criterion 

(AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) scores give insight into the relative performance of 

a model. The AIC and BIC are model selection criteria that help to decide which of our models best 

fits the data. When adding variables to a model, there is a trade-off between the reduction in the sum 

of squares of the residuals and having a more parsimonious model (Tsay, 2010). Both AIC and BIC 

criteria are ideally as small as possible. The BIC selects a more parsimonious model when the sample 

size is large enough. Equations 17 and 18 show how the AIC and BIC score are calculated. 

 
𝐴𝐼𝐶 = −2ln	(𝐿�)+2K                                                         (17) 
𝐵𝐼𝐶(𝑙) = −2 lno𝐿�p + 𝐾𝑙𝑛(𝑛)                                      (18)	
 
Here, 𝐿� is the maximum likelihood value of the model, K is the number of estimated parameters in 

the model, and n is the sample size of the model. The first part of both AIC and BIC measures the 

goodness of fit of the model, and the second term is the penalty function (Burnham & Anderson, 

2004). 

 

We will obtain 25 AIC and BIC scores for each model. Therefore, we first compute the average AIC 

and the average BIC score for each model. Then, we will compare the models by comparing their 

average AIC scores and average BIC scores. Consequently, we will select the model that has the 

lowest average AIC score and the lowest average BIC score. 
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5.11 LSV Deciles 
To be able to give a complete answer to our research questions, we need to see the direction of the 

effect of the ESG and Industry ESG on excess returns. For this, we construct Lakonishok, Shleifer 

and Vishny (LSV) deciles in line with Fama and French (1996) and Lakonishok et al. (1994). 

Therefore, we sort the stocks in the portfolios based on ESG. For each year, we assign the stocks to 

deciles based on their ESG score. We end up with ten portfolios based on ESG deciles, that are 

rebalanced every year. We apply the same methodology for Industry ESG, where we create ten 

portfolios based on Industry ESG deciles. To evaluate the effect of ESG and Industry ESG on excess 

returns, we compute the average excess returns for both the ESG deciles and the Industry ESG deciles. 

If there is clear pattern in the mean excess returns along the deciles, then this shows the direction of 

the effect of ESG and Industry ESG on portfolio returns.  

 

In line with Fama and French (1996), we also estimate the best performing model on the ESG and 

Industry ESG deciles. Therefore, we run time series regressions with the ESG and Industry ESG 

deciles as dependent variables. Doing so allows for detection of patterns in coefficients for the factors 

that are directly determined by either ESG or Industry ESG. 
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6. Results 
This section starts with a presentation of how we will interpret our results and what tests we are 

conducting, followed by our regression results and interpretation of the results. In addition, we present 

the AIC and BIC scores and the test values of the GRS-tests. Based on these results, the model best 

capturing the patterns in excess returns is selected. To be able to further answer the research questions, 

we present patterns of mean excess returns for ESG and Industry ESG deciles. To further understand 

the observed patterns, we present and interpret the regression results of the best model for the ESG 

and Industry ESG deciles. We end the chapter by summarizing the results most relevant for answering 

our research questions. 

6.1 Procedure for Interpreting Results 
First, we evaluate Table 9 and 10 to find cross-sectional patterns in mean excess returns. Table 9 

displays the average monthly returns of the 25 value-weighted portfolios formed on book-to-market 

and size in excess of the 1-month Eonia rate. Table 10 displays the average excess returns of the 25 

value-weighted portfolios formed on ESG and size in excess of the 1-month Eonia rate. Both tables 

cover one section from 2002 to 2018 and one section from 2005 to 2018. 

 

An essential first note after looking at Table 9 and 10 is that the difference in excess returns between 

the two time periods is big. The first period has a lot of negative returns. Our explanation for the 

difference is the evolution of the monthly Eonia rate throughout the sample period. From 2002 to 

2018 Eonia has an average of 1.25% per month, whereas from 2005 to 2018 the average is only 

0.99%. As shown in Figure 3 in Chapter 4.4, the Eonia rate is much higher than the US equivalent 

risk-free rate until 2015, after which the Eonia drops below the US equivalent rate. The higher 

European risk-free rate helps explain why the mean excess returns of US stocks, as shown in Table 1 

in Fama and French (2015), are larger than the mean excess returns of European stocks. Figure 1 

shows that STOXX is on average outperformed by the Eonia rate from 2002 to 2010, after which 

STOXX starts outperforming the Eonia rate on average. Figure 6 plots the monthly return of the S&P 

500 Index and the monthly risk-free rate, showing that on average, the S&P 500 has a positive excess 

return. Comparing this plot with the plot of STOXX and the monthly Eonia rate from Figure 1 in 

Chapter 4, it shows why the value of the mean excess returns are different for the American market 

studied by Fama and French (2015). Furthermore, Fama and French (2015) look at a different period.  
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Figure 6: Average Monthly Returns of  the S&P 500 Index and US T-Bill 

  
Figure 6 displays the monthly returns of  the S&P 500 (red) and the US T Bill Rate (blue) in the period 2002 to 2018. On 
average, the excess return of the S&P 500 seems to be fairly constant over time. 
 
We continue as follows. First, we evaluate the mean excess returns of the dependent variables. Next, 

in line with Fama and French (1996), we refer to two different effects, the size and the value effect. 

The size effect implies a coefficient pattern that is decreasing with size, and the value effect implies 

a coefficient pattern that is increasing with book-to-market. When a coefficient of a factor decreases 

as a variable in the dependent portfolio increases, the variable loads negatively on that factor. This 

terminology is in line with Fama and French’s (1996) descriptions.  

 

After evaluating the mean excess returns of the dependent variables, we will discuss the results of the 

time series regressions. We analyze the time series regression tables in several steps. First, we focus 

on the intercepts, denoted by alpha. The alphas explain the variation across portfolios in average 

returns that is not explained by the factors. We will analyze how the intercepts change when adding 

factors to a model. The smaller the alphas are, the better the model is in explaining cross-sectional 

patterns in returns. If alphas are economically large for specific dependent variable portfolios, then 

this implies that the model is not able to explain the returns for these specific portfolios fully. 

Traditionally, CAPM coefficients are close to one in 3-Factor models, which implies that the excess 
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returns of the dependent variables move along with the excess market returns over time. As we are 

interested in the effect of excess market returns on average cross-sectional returns, we do not interpret 

the CAPM coefficients. 

 

Regarding the coefficients for the factors, we look for patterns explaining the observed size, value 

and ESG effect from Table 9 and 10. Meaning, we compare the patterns observed in Table 9 and 10 

with the patterns for the coefficients for HML, SMB, ESG, Industry ESG and EU ETS in the time 

series regressions. If the patterns of the coefficients of a factor are in line, then that factor captures 

the observed effect. 

 

When evaluating an asset pricing model, t-statistics and R2 values are generally not interpreted. The 

t-statistics for the coefficients are not of any importance when answering our research question, since 

high t-statistics only indicate the significance of the time series coefficients, whereas we are interested 

in explaining cross-sectional returns. In time series regressions the R2 value does not say anything 

about how well the model explains the variations in the dependent variable. As we are evaluating 

cross-sectional returns, R2 would be able to show how well the cross-sectional variations are explained 

in the model. However, since our cross-sectional analysis is visual, we do not directly obtain cross-

sectional R2 values. Therefore, we report the time series R2 values in the appendix. Instead, the alphas 

jointly take over the role of cross-sectional R2. When all alphas are jointly close to zero, this implies 

that the model explains most cross-sectional variations in the excess returns of the dependent 

variables.  

 

Furthermore, to estimate how well the data fit the model, we interpret the change in average AIC and 

BIC scores when adding factors to the model. Here, a lower AIC and BIC score imply a better model. 

Generally, the BIC score will select a more parsimonious model. As each time series regression gives 

an individual AIC and BIC score, we calculate the average of the scores. Hence, we interpret the 

combined result of the change in average AIC and the average BIC scores to evaluate which model 

is preferred. Finally, to be able to decide whether our asset pricing models are good in capturing the 

excess returns, we conduct the GRS test. The Null Hypothesis in this test is that the alphas are jointly 

zero, and the Alternative Hypothesis is that the alphas are jointly statistically significantly different 

from zero.  
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After having interpreted the results from the time series regressions, we select the best model that we 

will use in our further analysis. 

6.2 Excess Returns 
Table 9 displays the patterns of excess returns of the 25 value-weighted portfolios of book-to-market 

and size minus the 1-month Eonia rate. From 2002 to 2018, we observe a pattern of increasing excess 

mean returns when moving towards a higher book-to-market. This pattern indicates the presence of 

a slight value effect, with growth firms having an overall lower excess return and value firms an 

overall higher excess return. However, the Bm1Si1 portfolio has the second-highest return, so we 

only observe an average pattern of an increase in mean excess returns with higher book-to-market. 

Some patterns indicate an overall size effect with a higher average return for the smaller firms.  

 

For the second part of Table 9, covering the years 2005 to 2018, there is a similar pattern for the 

growth and value firms, expressing a pattern towards larger excess returns for the value firms. The 

Bm1Si1 portfolio again has the second-largest value. For the size effect, the patterns are also similar, 

with the smaller firms having a higher excess return than the larger firms.  

 
Table 9: Average Monthly Excess Returns Book-to-Market/Size Portfolios 

        Book-to-Market (B/M) Quintiles       
B/M à  Low 2 3 4 High Low  2 3 4 High 
 Size Panel A: Average Monthly Excess Returns 
      Means (2002-2018)       Means (2005-2018)   

Small 0.145 -0.254 -0.337 0.161 0.014 0.356 0.184 -0.047 0.432 0.075 
2 -0.258 -0.534 -0.330 -0.389 0.064 0.093 -0.088 -0.033 -0.073 0.213 
3 -0.237 -0.301 -0.050 -0.152 0.164 0.188 0.236 0.154 -0.133 0.379 
4 -0.273 -0.368 -0.123 -0.358 -0.041 0.188 -0.045 0.128 0.039 0.154 

Big -0.943 -0.587 -0.008 -0.182 -0.557 -0.551 -0.236 0.263 0.128 -0.373 
Table 9 displays the average monthly percentage excess returns of all 25 value-weighted portfolios from 2002 to 2018 
and 2005 to 2018. The portfolios are formed based on the joint sort between book-to-market and market capitalization. 
 

Table 10 displays the pattern of excess returns of the 25 portfolios, which are value-weighted based 

on the monthly return of the portfolios formed on ESG score and size minus the 1-month Eonia rate. 

Here another story is told than for the book-to-market/size portfolios. For the first period, from 2002 

to 2018, the most obvious pattern is that the portfolios with the highest ESG scores have the lowest 

excess returns. We call this the ESG effect. There is also a size effect, as the bigger firms have lower 

excess returns compared to the smaller firms. The highest returns are obtained by the portfolios with 

the lowest ESG score. This is also the case in the second period from 2005 to 2018. Furthermore, we 
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observe the same size effect as for Table 9, meaning that portfolios with bigger firms on average have 

lower excess returns.  

 
Table 10: Average Monthly Excess Returns ESG/Size Portfolios 

Table 10 displays the monthly average percentage excess returns of all 25 value-weighted portfolios from 2002 to 2018 
and 2005 to 2018. The construction of the portfolios is based on the joint sort between ESG score and the market cap. 

6.3 Regressions Book-to-Market/Size Portfolios 2002-2018 
To see whether the visual cross-sectional regressions of the time series coefficients explain the 

patterns in mean excess returns, we first analyze the coefficients of the models with book-to-

market/size portfolios as dependent variables for 2002 to 2018. 

6.3.1 Model A: Baseline 

As can be seen in Table 11, the alphas of the time series regressions are economically small, ranging 

from 0.0003 to 0.01. Small alphas imply that there are no particular dependent portfolios for which 

the model cannot explain the patterns in the excess returns. The alphas do increase with book-to-

market, implying that the model performs slightly worse for explaining portfolio returns of companies 

with a high book-to-market value. Regarding the CAPM betas, we observe that all betas are close to 

one, which is in line with the findings of Fama and French (1996).  

 

The SMB coefficients on average decrease when book-to-market increases, implying that value firms 

load negatively on SMB coefficients. The SMB coefficients also on average decrease when size 

increases. Therefore, the SMB coefficients do explain the higher excess mean returns for small firms, 

but they do not explain the higher excess mean returns for value firms. This is where the HML 

coefficients step in. They on average increase when book-to-market increases. However, they do 

decrease with size. That is, value firms load positively on HML coefficients and large firms load 

        ESG Equity (ESG Scores) Quintiles       

Size Low 2 3 4 High Low  2 3 4 High 

        
Panel B: Average Monthly Excess 
Returns          

      Means (2002-2018)       Means (2005-2018)   

Small -0.036 -0.035 0.002 0.020 -0.578 0.395 0.216 0.543 0.287 -0.439 

2 0.083 -0.094 -0.200 -0.439 -0.602 0.439 0.285 0.202 -0.057 -0.364 

3 0.236 -0.138 -0.382 -0.117 -0.077 0.447 0.315 -0.056 0.094 0.091 

4 -0.033 -0.230 -0.189 -0.397 -0.521 0.265 0.166 0.138 -0.215 0.228 

Big -0.036 -0.188 -0.560 -0.790 -1.019 0.395 0.173 -0.270 -0.396 -0.623 
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negatively on HML coefficients. Therefore, the HML coefficients explain the higher excess mean 

returns for value firms, but they do not explain the size effect. This implies that the HML and SMB 

coefficients together explain the patterns in the excess returns.  

6.3.2 Model B: Baseline + ESG  

Comparing the alphas of Model B in Table 12 to the alphas of Model A, we observe that on average, 

the alphas decrease when adding the ESG factor. The alphas are on average lower for growth firms 

than for value firms, and they are on average lower for big firms than for small firms. Therefore, the 

model has most difficulties explaining the returns of the smallest value stocks. However, the intercept 

for the portfolio with these stocks is still economically small with a coefficient of 0.008. Similar to 

Model A, the CAPM coefficients are close to one.  

 

The SMB coefficients decrease with book-to-market and with size. Therefore, the SMB coefficients 

explain the size effect but not the value effect. The HML coefficients follow the pattern observed in 

Model A, as the coefficients increase with book-to-market and with size. So again, the HML 

coefficients explain the value effect but not the size effect.  

 

The new coefficient in Model B is the ESG factor. The ESG coefficients on average increase with 

size. However, there is no clear pattern for ESG coefficients in the book-to-market dimension. To 

conclude, adding the ESG factor to the baseline model decreases alpha, which implies that the ESG 

factor helps explain cross-sectional patterns in average excess returns. However, adding the ESG 

factor does not change the patterns explained by SMB and HML. 

6.3.3 Model C: Baseline + ESG + Industry ESG 

Using Table 13, we compare the alphas of Model C to the alphas of Model B. The alphas are on 

average slightly lower when adding the Industry ESG factor. This means that adding the Industry 

ESG factor to the model with the ESG factor further increases the explanatory power of the asset 

pricing model. The time series regression results still show the highest intercept for the portfolio with 

the smallest value stocks. This intercept is still small, with a value of 0.008. The CAPM coefficients 

are close to one.  

 

The coefficients for the SMB factor again on average decrease with book-to-market and size. This 

decrease is consistent with the size effect but not with the value effect. The coefficients for the HML 
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factor increase with book-to-market and with size. Similar to the previous models, this is in line with 

the value effect but not with the size effect.  

 

The coefficients for the ESG factor show a similar pattern as in Model B without the Industry ESG 

factor, where the coefficients increase with size. The coefficients of the Industry ESG factor on 

average decrease with size. There are no clear patterns for the Industry ESG coefficients in the book-

to-market dimension. The patterns observed in the Industry ESG factor are opposite to the patterns 

observed in the ESG factor. The Industry ESG factor captures the value effect. Notably, the ESG 

coefficient is largest for the portfolios with the biggest growth stocks with a value of 1.191, in 

contrast, the Industry ESG coefficient is smallest for these portfolios, with a value of -1.553. This 

clearly shows that the ESG factor captures different patterns than the Industry ESG factor for 

portfolios with large growth stocks. As the intercept for the portfolios with large growth stocks has 

the smallest value, 0.0002, the model with both ESG and Industry ESG factors particularly well 

explains these portfolio returns.  

 

Overall, adding the Industry ESG factor increases the explanatory power of the model compared to 

Model A and B. The patterns captured by SMB and HML do not change when adding ESG and 

Industry ESG to Model A. Therefore, the coefficients for ESG and Industry ESG themselves account 

for the drop in the value of the intercepts after adding the factors. 
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Table 11: Model A: Baseline 2002-2018 
  

  

          

B/M→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 
 a  t(a) 

Small 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.009 0.009  3.333 1.607 1.991 3.995 2.321 

2 0.005 0.002 0.004 0.003 0.007  2.300 1.449 2.793 1.611 3.340 

3 0.005 0.006 0.008 0.006 0.009  2.587 3.769 3.842 2.282 4.189 

4 0.004 0.004 0.006 0.004 0.006  2.027 2.694 3.726 2.148 2.817 

Big 0.0003 0.001 0.01 0.005 0.002  0.105 0.464 2.660 2.306 1.086 
            

 b  t(b) 

Small 0.986 0.852 0.993 0.995 1.219  24.728 15.903 22.114 20.928 14.607 

2 1.031 0.936 0.994 0.99 0.956  20.554 27.932 29.992 21.121 20.168 

3 0.908 1.072 1.074 1.003 1.035  22.877 33.492 24.792 19.033 22.241 

4 0.874 0.988 0.897 1.058 0.924  19.122 30.593 27.238 23.257 18.877 

Big 1.224 0.942 1.26 0.917 1.016  16.888 15.963 15.807 18.824 22.903 
            

 s  t(s) 

Small 0.268 0.043 0.045 0.172 -0.274  2.554 0.308 0.382 1.371 -1.248 

2 0.536 0.051 0.063 -0.274 -0.06  4.051 0.572 0.720 -2.218 -0.482 

3 0.36 0.188 0.018 0.008 -0.047  3.437 2.228 0.158 0.060 -0.382 

4 0.233 0.032 0.007 -0.297 -0.199  1.937 0.370 0.076 -2.474 -1.539 

Big -0.547 0.424 -0.35 -0.134 -0.652  -2.862 2.729 -1.665 -1.041 -5.576 
            

 h  t(h) 

Small -0.1 0.084 0.153 0.242 0.677  -1.415 0.888 1.915 2.862 4.572 

2 -0.31 -0.133 0.104 0.462 0.519  -3.486 -2.242 1.761 5.552 6.174 

3 -0.255 -0.198 0.158 0.445 0.48  -3.622 -3.482 2.059 4.759 5.811 

4 -0.234 0.04 0.11 0.395 0.448  -2.883 0.690 1.878 4.897 5.163 

Big 0.392 -0.192 0.361 0.248 0.665  3.046 -1.830 2.550 2.871 8.445 
Table 11 displays the time series regression results for the 25 value-weighted book-to-market/size from 2002 to 2018. 
The coefficients for CAPM, HML, SMB as well as the intercepts are shown along with their t-statistics. 
 
 
  

R!(𝑡) − R"(t) = a! + b!(R#(𝑡) − R"(𝑡)) + 𝑠!SMB(t) + ℎ$HML(t)	+	𝑒$(𝑡)					  (2002-2018) 
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Table 12: Model B: Baseline + ESG (2002-2018) 

   
 

        

B/Mà  Low 2 3 4 High Low 2 3 4 High 

 a  t(a) 

Small 0.005 0.003 0.004 0.007 0.008  2.807 1.264 1.821 3.409 2.168 

2 0.004 0.002 0.004 0.003 0.007  1.666 1.016 2.462 1.291 2.963 

3 0.004 0.005 0.007 0.005 0.007  2.162 3.629 3.434 1.906 3.303 

4 0.003 0.003 0.005 0.004 0.005  1.355 2.170 3.199 2.045 2.396 

Big 0.001 0.001 0.007 0.005 0.002  0.286 0.276 1.947 1.982 1.050 

 b  t(b) 

Small 0.979 0.846 0.991 0.986 1.216  24.789 15.805 21.977 21.023 14.505 

2 1.02 0.931 0.99 0.985 0.95  20.717 27.928 29.879 21.017 20.075 

3 0.902 1.072 1.068 0.996 1.018  22.827 33.307 24.720 18.946 23.203 

4 0.863 0.982 0.891 1.057 0.917  19.310 30.717 27.321 23.122 18.808 

Big 1.228 0.938 1.24 0.912 1.016  16.901 15.848 15.971 18.717 22.782 
 s  t(s) 

Small 0.221 0.002 0.032 0.107 -0.295  2.089 0.017 0.261 0.853 -1.315 

2 0.46 0.017 0.04 -0.307 -0.097  3.490 0.191 0.456 -2.449 -0.766 

3 0.322 0.184 -0.018 -0.035 -0.16  3.048 2.136 -0.159 -0.248 -1.360 

4 0.159 -0.007 -0.033 -0.303 -0.243  1.333 -0.087 -0.374 -2.474 -1.866 

Big -0.514 0.399 -0.488 -0.167 -0.653  -2.644 2.518 -2.351 -1.279 -5.475 
 h  t(h) 

Small -0.09 0.093 0.156 0.256 0.681  -1.281 0.984 1.946 3.076 4.584 

2 -0.294 -0.126 0.108 0.469 0.527  -3.364 -2.131 1.845 5.643 6.281 

3 -0.247 -0.197 0.166 0.454 0.504  -3.523 -3.451 2.168 4.873 6.483 

4 -0.218 0.048 0.118 0.397 0.458  -2.745 0.847 2.045 4.892 5.299 

Big 0.384 -0.186 0.391 0.255 0.665  2.983 -1.772 2.841 2.956 8.411 
 g  t(g) 

Small -0.147 -0.127 -0.042 -0.2 -0.063  -2.434 -1.546 -0.614 -2.787 -0.492 

2 -0.235 -0.104 -0.07 -0.102 -0.114  -3.113 -2.027 -1.369 -1.422 -1.565 

3 -0.115 -0.013 -0.112 -0.134 -0.348  -1.896 -0.259 -1.697 -1.660 -5.181 

4 -0.229 -0.12 -0.121 -0.018 -0.139  -3.336 -2.454 -2.420 -0.258 -1.857 

Big 0.1 -0.08 -0.428 -0.102 -0.003  0.900 -0.877 -3.598 -1.373 -0.050 
 
Table 12 displays the time series regression results for the 25 value-weighted size/book-to-market/size portfolios from 
2002 to 2018. The coefficients for CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG as well as the intercepts are shown along with their t-
statistics. 
 
  

R!(𝑡) − R"(𝑡) = a! + b!(R#(𝑡) − R"(𝑡)) + s!SMB(t) + h!HML(t) + g$𝐸𝑆𝐺(𝑡) + 𝑒$(𝑡)									(2002 − 2018)  
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Table 13: Model C: Baseline + ESG + IndESG (2002-2018) 
 

            
B/M→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 a  t(a) 
Small 0.005 0.003 0.004 0.008 0.008  2.776 1.321 1.914 3.556 2.120 

2 0.004 0.001 0.004 0.003 0.006  1.645 0.959 2.443 1.310 2.954 
3 0.004 0.006 0.007 0.005 0.007  2.148 3.709 3.400 1.862 3.278 
4 0.003 0.003 0.005 0.004 0.005  1.339 2.141 3.208 2.020 2.368 

Big 0.0002 0.001 0.006 0.004 0.002  0.058 0.312 1.953 1.964 1.126 
            
 b  t(b) 

Small 0.968 0.871 1.02 1.021 1.152  23.685 15.793 22.112 21.428 13.523 
2 1.012 0.911 0.987 0.994 0.901  19.832 26.673 28.694 20.462 19.086 
3 0.9 1.088 1.042 0.971 1.011  21.930 32.893 23.543 17.942 22.222 
4 0.859 0.974 0.896 0.997 0.906  18.512 29.427 26.488 22.428 17.936 

Big 1.073 0.957 1.113 0.906 1.042  17.274 15.641 15.328 17.925 22.795 
            
 s  t(s) 

Small 0.215 0.016 0.048 0.127 -0.33  2.029 0.113 0.398 1.027 -1.497 
2 0.456 0.006 0.038 -0.302 -0.124  3.447 0.069 0.430 -2.403 -1.017 
3 0.321 0.193 -0.033 -0.049 -0.164  3.021 2.254 -0.286 -0.348 -1.389 
4 0.157 -0.012 -0.03 -0.336 -0.25  1.306 -0.136 -0.342 -2.920 -1.909 

Big -0.6 0.409 -0.558 -0.17 -0.639  -3.732 2.584 -2.970 -1.300 -5.398 
            
 h  t(h) 

Small -0.087 0.088 0.149 0.248 0.695  -1.247 0.931 1.890 3.036 4.762 
2 -0.292 -0.122 0.109 0.467 0.538  -3.337 -2.078 1.855 5.609 6.649 
3 -0.246 -0.2 0.172 0.46 0.506  -3.504 -3.536 2.265 4.956 6.489 
4 -0.217 0.05 0.117 0.41 0.46  -2.725 0.876 2.022 5.378 5.320 

Big 0.418 -0.19 0.418 0.257 0.659  3.928 -1.813 3.362 2.964 8.416 
            
 g  t(g) 

Small -0.07 -0.301 -0.245 -0.45 0.385  -0.736 -2.326 -2.264 -4.032 1.929 
2 -0.182 0.035 -0.043 -0.165 0.234  -1.521 0.436 -0.531 -1.449 2.110 
3 -0.095 -0.129 0.071 0.042 -0.298  -0.983 -1.658 0.681 0.328 -2.794 
4 -0.195 -0.066 -0.155 0.405 -0.061  -1.796 -0.850 -1.953 3.889 -0.512 

Big 1.191 -0.214 0.461 -0.06 -0.187  8.180 -1.494 2.706 -0.506 -1.746 
            
 i  t(i) 

Small -0.109 0.247 0.288 0.356 -0.638  -1.033 1.735 2.414 2.888 -2.895 
2 -0.075 -0.197 -0.038 0.089 -0.494  -0.569 -2.230 -0.428 0.712 -4.044 
3 -0.029 0.165 -0.26 -0.25 -0.072  -0.273 1.926 -2.274 -1.782 -0.609 
4 -0.047 -0.077 0.048 -0.603 -0.111  -0.395 -0.902 0.551 -5.239 -0.851 

Big -1.553 0.192 -1.265 -0.06 0.262  -9.661 1.211 -6.730 -0.463 2.211 
 
Table 13 displays the time series regression results for the 25 value-weighted book-to-market/size portfolios from 2002 
to 2018. The coefficients for CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG, Industry ESG as well as the intercepts are shown along with their 
t-statistics.  
 
  

R!(𝑡) − R"(t) = a! + b!(R#(𝑡) − R"(𝑡)) + s!SMB(t) + h!HML(t) + gESG(t) + iIndESG(t)	+	𝑒$(𝑡)					  (2002-2018) 
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6.4 Regressions Book-to-Market/Size Portfolios 2005-2018 
In this section, we discuss the results from visual cross-sectional regressions of the time series 

coefficients of the same models as discussed in Chapter 6.3, but for the period of 2005 to 2018. 

6.4.1 Model A: Baseline  

The alpha coefficients in Table 14 are close to zero, which is similar to Model A from 2002 to 2018. 

The alphas on average increase with book-to-market and on average decrease with size, although the 

patterns are not very clear. The CAPM coefficients are still close to one.  

 

The coefficients for the SMB factor on average decrease with book-to-market and size. This is the 

same pattern as observed in the models for 2002 to 2018. The HML coefficients also behave similarly 

as in the first time period. They on average increase with book-to-market and with size. Therefore, 

both value and large firms load negatively on SMB and positively on HML. To conclude, Model A 

from 2005 to 2018 show similar patterns for all coefficients compared to Model A from 2002 to 2018.  

6.4.2 Model B: Baseline + ESG  

Looking at the results in Table 15, the alphas on average decrease when adding the ESG factor 

compared to the alphas from Model A. Again, on average, the alphas increase with book-to-market 

and they on average decrease with size. Similar to Model A, all coefficients for CAPM are close to 

one.  

 

Both value and large firms load negatively on SMB, as the coefficients for the SMB factor on average 

decrease with book-to-market and with size. Therefore, SMB coefficients show the same patterns as 

in Model A. The coefficients for the HML factor also show the same patterns as in Model A, since 

both value firms and large firms load positively on HML. Therefore, SMB and HML together capture 

the size and value effect.  

 

Lastly, when adding the ESG factor to the model, the ESG coefficients on average decrease with 

book-to-market. However, there is no clear pattern observable for the ESG coefficients with size.  
  

R!(𝑡) − R"(𝑡) = a! + b!(R#(𝑡) − R"(𝑡)) + s!SMB(t) + h!HML(t) + g𝐸𝑆𝐺(𝑡) + 𝜖(𝑡)						(2005 − 2018)  
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6.4.3 Model C: Baseline + ESG + Industry ESG   

The alphas on average slightly decrease when adding the Industry ESG factor to Model B in Table 

16. There are no clear patterns in the alphas related to size or value. The CAPM coefficients are of 

the same magnitude as for Model B.  

 

Furthermore, the SMB and HML coefficients show the same patterns as for Model B, capturing both 

the size and value effect. The coefficients for the SMB factor on average decrease with book-to-

market and size, and the coefficients for the HML factors on average increase with book-to-market 

and size. 

 

In this model, there is no clear pattern for the ESG coefficients. The lack of a clear pattern implies 

that part of the ESG coefficients’ pattern in Model B disappears when adding the Industry ESG factor. 

Additionally, there is no clear pattern in the Industry ESG coefficients. To conclude, adding the 

Industry ESG factor increases the explanatory power of the model, but it also removes the pattern in 

the coefficients for the ESG factor.  

6.4.4 Model D: Baseline + EU ETS   

Comparing the results in Table 17 to the results from Model A, adding the EU ETS factor does on 

average not change the alphas. This indicates that the EU ETS factor by itself does not increase the 

explanatory power of the model. The coefficients for CAPM are again close to one.  

 

Besides, the coefficients for the SMB and HML factors show the same patterns as in Model A, as 

value firms and large firms load negatively on SMB and positively on HML. Therefore, the model 

captures the value and size effect. 

 

The coefficients for the EU ETS factor are on average higher for high book-to-market firms. 

However, there is no clear pattern in the size dimension. The economic value of the EU ETS 

coefficients is low, with a magnitude similar to the coefficients for alpha. To conclude, adding the 

EU ETS factor to Model A does not change the explanatory power of the model, nor does it change 

any patterns in coefficients of the three initial factors.  
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6.4.5 Model E: Baseline + ESG + Industry ESG + EU ETS 

Adding the EU ETS factor to Model C, with ESG and Industry ESG, slightly decreases the alphas as 

can be seen in Table 18. This implies that this model has a slightly higher explanatory value for cross-

sectional patterns in average excess returns than the same model without the EU ETS factor. 

Compared to Model A, all alphas are lower when adding the factors related to sustainability. 

Therefore, sustainability helps explain the average cross-sectional returns. The coefficients for 

CAPM are close to one.  

 

The coefficients for SMB and HML have the same patterns as in Model A and C, where value and 

size firms load negatively on SMB and positively on HML. Therefore, the SMB and HML factor 

together capture the size and value effect, respectively. 

 

The coefficients for the ESG factor have the same patterns as in Model C. The patterns for the 

coefficients for the ESG factor are however different from Model B. The difference is due to the 

presence of the Industry ESG factor in this model. The Industry ESG coefficients lack any patterns 

when adding the EU ETS factor. Similarly, there are no patterns for the EU ETS coefficients.  

 

To conclude, having the three sustainability factors in the model for 2005 to 2018 greatly decreases 

the alphas compared to Model A, which implies that the sustainability factors help to explain cross-

sectional average returns. However, having all three sustainability factors in the model does not add 

any explanatory power to the model regarding the observed value and size effect. Only the factors for 

SMB and HML can explain those.  
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Table 14: Model A: Baseline (2005-2018) 
            

B/M→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 
 a  t(a) 

Small 0.007 0.005 0.003 0.008 0.006  4.325 2.459 1.560 3.652 1.499 

2 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.006  2.442 1.640 2.312 1.571 2.700 

3 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.003 0.008  2.717 4.631 2.787 1.170 3.822 

4 0.005 0.003 0.005 0.005 0.006  2.288 2.581 3.114 2.317 2.572 

Big -0.00002 0.001 0.008 0.005 0.001  -0.006 0.202 2.003 2.104 0.448 
            

 b  t(b) 

Small 0.883 0.798 0.989 1.04 1.374  22.997 16.441 18.806 19.141 13.391 

2 0.821 0.915 1.015 1.061 1.027  20.587 22.761 26.972 18.544 18.389 

3 0.844 0.967 1.025 1.058 1.172  18.904 30.035 20.979 18.256 22.545 

4 0.823 0.903 0.869 1.08 1.056  15.674 29.956 23.481 20.604 19.901 

Big 1.211 0.812 1.313 0.826 0.871  13.695 11.906 13.263 14.951 21.203 
            

 s  t(s) 

Small 0.133 0.044 0.021 0.155 -0.214  1.406 0.371 0.160 1.163 -0.846 

2 0.124 0.024 0.061 -0.25 -0.097  1.266 0.244 0.661 -1.774 -0.705 

3 0.173 0.009 -0.066 0.009 0.12  1.574 0.115 -0.547 0.066 0.938 

4 0.143 -0.091 -0.057 -0.338 -0.071  1.110 -1.232 -0.628 -2.619 -0.547 

Big -0.601 0.249 -0.365 -0.249 -0.925  -2.761 1.485 -1.500 -1.834 -9.148 
            

 h  t(h) 

Small 0.016 -0.054 0.219 0.156 0.603  0.232 -0.619 2.330 1.602 3.280 

2 -0.094 -0.107 0.107 0.441 0.508  -1.317 -1.484 1.589 4.300 5.076 

3 -0.166 -0.054 0.234 0.373 0.355  -2.071 -0.932 2.674 3.589 3.811 

4 -0.167 0.103 0.13 0.385 0.39  -1.777 1.899 1.959 4.099 4.103 

Big 0.466 -0.057 0.442 0.292 0.826  2.945 -0.470 2.492 2.954 11.218 

 
Table 14 displays the time series regression results for the 25 value-weighted book-to-market/size portfolios from 2005 
to 2018. The coefficients for CAPM, HML, SMB as well as the intercepts are shown together with the reported t-statistics.  
  

R!(𝑡) − R"(𝑡) = a! + b!(R#(𝑡) − R"(𝑡)) + s!SMB(t) + h!HML (t) + 𝑒$(𝑡)							 (2005-2018) 
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Table 15: Model B: Baseline + ESG (2005-2018) 
            

B/M→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 
 a  t(a) 

Small 0.006 0.005 0.002 0.007 0.005  3.765 2.252 0.869 3.074 1.198 
2 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.005  1.581 1.247 1.882 1.013 1.981 
3 0.004 0.006 0.004 0.002 0.006  2.067 4.191 2.092 0.888 2.779 
4 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.005 0.004  1.508 1.855 2.267 2.300 1.905 

Big 0.001 -0.001 0.004 0.004 0.0003  0.290 -0.315 1.069 1.792 0.187 
            
 b  t(b) 

Small 0.874 0.794 0.971 1.025 1.36  22.852 16.228 18.792 19.001 13.180 
2 0.804 0.908 1.008 1.045 1.007  20.900 22.529 26.747 18.405 18.399 
3 0.83 0.961 1.008 1.051 1.141  18.841 29.771 21.008 18.018 23.766 
4 0.802 0.892 0.853 1.081 1.038  15.693 30.223 23.896 20.432 19.874 

Big 1.224 0.794 1.265 0.819 0.866  13.783 11.712 13.374 14.732 20.947 
            
 s  t(s) 

Small 0.082 0.026 -0.074 0.079 -0.287  0.855 0.212 -0.570 0.580 -1.103 
2 0.032 -0.014 0.023 -0.332 -0.202  0.325 -0.141 0.239 -2.318 -1.466 
3 0.098 -0.02 -0.154 -0.03 -0.044  0.888 -0.244 -1.277 -0.203 -0.363 
4 0.035 -0.149 -0.143 -0.331 -0.163  0.271 -2.004 -1.591 -2.483 -1.239 

Big -0.531 0.156 -0.614 -0.288 -0.953  -2.373 0.915 -2.579 -2.056 -9.152 
            
 h  t(h) 

Small 0.04 -0.045 0.264 0.192 0.637  0.577 -0.514 2.836 1.974 3.426 
2 -0.051 -0.089 0.125 0.479 0.557  -0.731 -1.224 1.844 4.681 5.652 
3 -0.131 -0.04 0.275 0.391 0.432  -1.647 -0.690 3.187 3.722 4.995 
4 -0.116 0.13 0.17 0.381 0.433  -1.261 2.436 2.646 4.002 4.599 

Big 0.433 -0.014 0.559 0.31 0.838  2.709 -0.113 3.278 3.100 11.259 
            
 g  t(g) 

Small -0.127 -0.046 -0.238 -0.192 -0.183  -2.193 -0.615 -3.042 -2.352 -1.170 
2 -0.233 -0.097 -0.097 -0.205 -0.264  -3.997 -1.583 -1.695 -2.382 -3.185 
3 -0.187 -0.073 -0.222 -0.099 -0.412  -2.802 -1.487 -3.056 -1.116 -5.662 
4 -0.272 -0.144 -0.215 0.018 -0.23  -3.520 -3.227 -3.982 0.219 -2.902 

Big 0.176 -0.233 -0.625 -0.096 -0.069  1.306 -2.272 -4.359 -1.145 -1.104 
 

Table 15 displays the regression results for the 25 value-weighted book-to-market/size portfolios from 2005 to 2018. The 
coefficients for CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG as well as the intercepts are shown together with the reported t-statistics.  
  

R!(𝑡) − R"(𝑡) = a! + b!(R#(𝑡) − R"(𝑡)) + s!SMB(t) + h!HML(t) + g$ESG(𝑡) + 𝑒$(𝑡)						(2005 − 2018) 
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Table 16: Baseline + ESG + IndESG (2005-2018) 
 

  

  
 

        

            
B/M→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 a  t(a) 
Small 0.006 0.005 0.002 0.007 0.005  3.742 2.315 0.926 3.179 1.151 

2 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.004  1.601 1.205 1.862 1.006 2.020 
3 0.004 0.006 0.004 0.002 0.006  2.056 4.340 2.060 0.854 2.753 
4 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.005 0.004  1.484 1.851 2.275 2.383 1.872 

Big 0.0003 -0.001 0.004 0.004 0.001  0.118 -0.287 1.063 1.777 0.303 
            
 b  t(b) 

Small 0.869 0.813 0.992 1.052 1.288  22.198 16.386 18.954 19.368 12.610 
2 0.811 0.888 1.003 1.044 0.947  20.619 21.859 25.994 17.929 18.474 
3 0.828 0.98 0.986 1.032 1.13  18.344 30.267 20.341 17.390 23.046 
4 0.792 0.893 0.857 1.021 1.016  15.157 29.498 23.443 20.785 19.213 

Big 1.076 0.81 1.127 0.814 0.901  15.053 11.708 13.828 14.296 22.430 
            
 s  t(s) 

Small 0.079 0.04 -0.059 0.099 -0.339  0.817 0.327 -0.455 0.735 -1.346 
2 0.037 -0.028 0.019 -0.333 -0.245  0.378 -0.282 0.200 -2.314 -1.940 
3 0.097 -0.007 -0.17 -0.043 -0.052  0.872 -0.083 -1.420 -0.294 -0.427 
4 0.028 -0.149 -0.14 -0.375 -0.179  0.214 -1.990 -1.552 -3.092 -1.367 

Big -0.638 0.168 -0.714 -0.291 -0.927  -3.616 0.984 -3.550 -2.072 -9.346 
            
 h  t(h) 

Small 0.041 -0.05 0.259 0.185 0.655  0.591 -0.570 2.804 1.934 3.634 
2 -0.052 -0.084 0.126 0.479 0.571  -0.755 -1.174 1.858 4.668 6.322 
3 -0.13 -0.045 0.281 0.395 0.435  -1.636 -0.780 3.282 3.777 5.025 
4 -0.114 0.129 0.169 0.396 0.438  -1.234 2.426 2.624 4.574 4.694 

Big 0.469 -0.018 0.592 0.312 0.83  3.721 -0.145 4.118 3.102 11.713 
            
 g  t(g) 

Small -0.095 -0.182 -0.389 -0.385 0.333  -1.159 -1.756 -3.562 -3.401 1.563 
2 -0.284 0.04 -0.061 -0.194 0.161  -3.459 0.476 -0.757 -1.600 1.506 
3 -0.175 -0.203 -0.069 0.031 -0.335  -1.857 -3.000 -0.681 0.251 -3.277 
4 -0.2 -0.147 -0.244 0.448 -0.076  -1.840 -2.334 -3.204 4.372 -0.688 

Big 1.229 -0.35 0.356 -0.063 -0.321  8.237 -2.425 2.094 -0.527 -3.826 
            
 i  t(i) 

Small -0.051 0.214 0.237 0.303 -0.809  -0.564 1.870 1.963 2.423 -3.441 
2 0.08 -0.215 -0.056 -0.017 -0.667  0.881 -2.296 -0.633 -0.125 -5.650 
3 -0.019 0.204 -0.24 -0.203 -0.12  -0.183 2.733 -2.153 -1.489 -1.063 
4 -0.113 0.005 0.046 -0.675 -0.241  -0.939 0.068 0.541 -5.971 -1.980 

Big -1.651 0.183 -1.538 -0.053 0.395  -10.033 1.149 -8.197 -0.404 4.266 
Table 16 displays the time series regression results for the 25 value-weighted book-to-market/size portfolios from 2005 
to 2018. The coefficients for CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG, Industry ESG as well as the intercepts are shown along with their 
t-statistics.  
 
  

R!(𝑡) − R"(𝑡) = a! + 𝑏(R#(𝑡) − R"(𝑡)) + s!SMB(t) + h!HML(t) + g$𝐸𝑆𝐺(𝑡) + i$Ind𝐸𝑆𝐺(𝑡) + 𝑒$(𝑡)								  (2005-2018) 
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Table 17: Model D: Baseline + EU ETS (2005-2018) 
 

 

 

            

             

B/M→ Low 2 3 4 High    Low 2 3 4 High 
 a   t(a) 

Small 0.007 0.005 0.003 0.009 0.006   4.208 2.487 1.545 3.772 1.470 
2 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.006   2.336 1.520 2.337 1.535 2.636 
3 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.003 0.008   2.812 4.646 2.782 1.273 3.855 
4 0.005 0.003 0.005 0.005 0.006   2.182 2.468 3.080 2.242 2.509 

Big -0.0004 0.001 0.008 0.005 0.001   -0.112 0.323 1.960 2.057 0.503 
             
 b   t(b) 

Small 0.877 0.8 0.989 1.048 1.372   22.841 16.377 18.652 19.273 13.262 
2 0.816 0.909 1.017 1.059 1.023   20.409 22.602 26.827 18.372 18.205 
3 0.849 0.968 1.025 1.066 1.176   18.973 29.873 20.830 18.345 22.463 
4 0.816 0.899 0.869 1.075 1.052   15.506 29.778 23.280 20.405 19.707 

Big 1.199 0.822 1.309 0.824 0.874   13.531 12.054 13.125 14.799 21.143 
             
 s   t(s) 

Small 0.138 0.042 0.021 0.149 -0.211   1.467 0.352 0.161 1.115 -0.834 
2 0.129 0.029 0.06 -0.248 -0.094   1.315 0.299 0.643 -1.757 -0.681 
3 0.168 0.008 -0.066 0.003 0.117   1.533 0.097 -0.550 0.021 0.914 
4 0.149 -0.088 -0.057 -0.334 -0.068   1.158 -1.185 -0.619 -2.587 -0.523 

Big -0.591 0.24 -0.362 -0.247 -0.928   -2.720 1.437 -1.481 -1.813 -9.155 
             
 h   t(h) 

Small 0.025 -0.057 0.22 0.144 0.607   0.363 -0.658 2.321 1.481 3.282 
2 -0.086 -0.098 0.104 0.444 0.513   -1.207 -1.359 1.541 4.302 5.104 
3 -0.174 -0.056 0.233 0.361 0.35   -2.170 -0.968 2.645 3.478 3.739 
4 -0.157 0.109 0.131 0.391 0.395   -1.667 2.021 1.963 4.150 4.136 

Big 0.484 -0.073 0.448 0.296 0.821   3.053 -0.597 2.512 2.974 11.107 
             
 c   t(c) 

Small -0.012 0.005 -0.001 0.016 -0.005   -1.619 0.522 -0.072 1.514 -0.273 
2 -0.01 -0.012 0.003 -0.004 -0.007   -1.367 -1.588 0.485 -0.346 -0.661 
3 0.011 0.003 0.001 0.015 0.007   1.270 0.512 0.143 1.344 0.663 
4 -0.014 -0.009 -0.001 -0.008 -0.007   -1.351 -1.498 -0.208 -0.847 -0.665 

Big -0.023 0.02 -0.008 -0.005 0.006   -1.372 1.567 -0.422 -0.461 0.734 
 
Table 17 displays the time series regression results for the 25 value-weighted book-to-market/size portfolios from 2005 
to 2018. The coefficients for CAPM, HML, SMB,  EU ETS as well as the intercepts are shown along with their t-statitics.  
  

R!(𝑡) − R"(𝑡) = a! + b!(R#(𝑡) − R"(𝑡)) + s!SMB(t) + h!HML(t) + c$𝐸𝑈𝐸𝑇𝑆(𝑡) + 𝑒$(𝑡)								 (2005-2018) 
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Table 18: Model E: Baseline + ESG + IndESG + EU ETS (2005-2018) 
            
            

B/M→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 
 a  t(a) 

Small 0.006 0.005 0.002 0.007 0.005  3.654 2.333 0.919 3.283 1.143 
2 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.004  1.520 1.118 1.893 0.987 1.994 
3 0.004 0.006 0.004 0.002 0.006  2.150 4.349 2.077 0.950 2.815 
4 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.005 0.004  1.409 1.765 2.260 2.335 1.836 

Big 0.0001 -0.001 0.004 0.004 0.001  0.037 -0.184 1.069 1.744 0.339 
            
 b  t(b) 

Small 0.864 0.815 0.992 1.059 1.288  22.097 16.331 18.834 19.512 12.529 
2 0.807 0.884 1.005 1.043 0.946  20.495 21.747 25.911 17.803 18.343 
3 0.833 0.981 0.988 1.039 1.134  18.462 30.134 20.259 17.519 23.068 
4 0.787 0.889 0.857 1.018 1.015  15.035 29.381 23.294 20.632 19.071 

Big 1.069 0.819 1.128 0.812 0.903  14.935 11.862 13.758 14.184 22.363 
            
 s  t(s) 

Small 0.086 0.037 -0.059 0.089 -0.339  0.891 0.304 -0.452 0.663 -1.339 
2 0.043 -0.022 0.016 -0.331 -0.244  0.440 -0.215 0.170 -2.294 -1.919 
3 0.089 -0.008 -0.172 -0.054 -0.058  0.805 -0.104 -1.434 -0.366 -0.478 
4 0.035 -0.144 -0.14 -0.371 -0.176  0.270 -1.927 -1.543 -3.053 -1.342 

Big -0.627 0.155 -0.716 -0.289 -0.93  -3.558 0.909 -3.543 -2.046 -9.345 
            
 h  t(h) 

Small 0.048 -0.053 0.259 0.175 0.655  0.698 -0.599 2.791 1.828 3.617 
2 -0.046 -0.077 0.123 0.481 0.573  -0.664 -1.075 1.807 4.659 6.307 
3 -0.138 -0.046 0.278 0.384 0.428  -1.740 -0.808 3.236 3.676 4.940 
4 -0.106 0.135 0.169 0.4 0.441  -1.149 2.524 2.613 4.597 4.701 

Big 0.481 -0.032 0.59 0.314 0.827  3.809 -0.262 4.083 3.113 11.619 
            
 g  t(g) 

Small -0.095 -0.182 -0.389 -0.385 0.333  -1.169 -1.750 -3.551 -3.408 1.558 
2 -0.284 0.04 -0.061 -0.194 0.161  -3.471 0.472 -0.753 -1.596 1.501 
3 -0.174 -0.202 -0.069 0.032 -0.335  -1.857 -2.991 -0.678 0.259 -3.274 
4 -0.201 -0.148 -0.244 0.448 -0.076  -1.847 -2.346 -3.194 4.361 -0.688 

Big 1.228 -0.349 0.356 -0.063 -0.32  8.247 -2.430 2.088 -0.527 -3.816 
            
 i  t(i) 

Small -0.043 0.211 0.237 0.292 -0.809  -0.482 1.838 1.956 2.344 -3.423 
2 0.086 -0.208 -0.059 -0.015 -0.665  0.953 -2.222 -0.664 -0.112 -5.611 
3 -0.027 0.202 -0.243 -0.215 -0.127  -0.263 2.697 -2.167 -1.575 -1.120 
4 -0.105 0.01 0.046 -0.671 -0.238  -0.873 0.144 0.541 -5.916 -1.948 

Big -1.64 0.169 -1.54 -0.05 0.391  -9.967 1.063 -8.169 -0.381 4.218 
            
 c  t(c) 

Small -0.011 0.004 -0.0003 0.016 -0.001  -1.498 0.453 -0.034 1.545 -0.034 
2 -0.009 -0.011 0.004 -0.002 -0.003  -1.284 -1.412 0.606 -0.228 -0.261 
3 0.012 0.003 0.004 0.016 0.01  1.445 0.448 0.418 1.494 1.062 
4 -0.011 -0.008 -0.0004 -0.006 -0.004  -1.174 -1.385 -0.054 -0.614 -0.436 

Big -0.017 0.021 0.003 -0.004 0.004  -1.274 1.642 0.176 -0.383 0.595 
 Table 18 displays the time series regression results for the 25 value-weighted book-to-market/size portfolios from 2005 
to 2018. The coefficients for CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG, Industry ESG, EU ETS as well as the intercepts are shown along 
with their t-statistics.  
  

R!(𝑡) − R"(𝑡) = a! + b!(R#(𝑡) − R"(𝑡)) + s!SMB(t) + h!HML(t) + g$𝐸𝑆𝐺(𝑡) + 𝑖$Ind𝐸𝑆𝐺(𝑡) + c$𝐸𝑈𝐸𝑇𝑆(𝑡) + 𝑒$(𝑡)	(2005 − 2018) 
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6.5 Regressions ESG/Size Portfolios 2002-2018 

6.5.1 Model A:  Baseline    

Looking at the regression results in Table 19, we see that the alphas of the model are economically 

small, and there is no clear cross-sectional pattern. All CAPM coefficients are close to one. The 

coefficients of SMB and HML also do not have a clear pattern. To summarize, there are no clear 

patterns for any coefficients in this model. 

6.5.2 Model B: Baseline + ESG  

On average, the alphas decrease when adding the ESG factor to the baseline model, as can be seen in 

Table 20. The alphas on average decrease with ESG score. This pattern implies that the model better 

explains patterns in stock returns for portfolios with a high ESG score. The CAPM coefficients are 

again close to one. There is no clear cross-sectional pattern in the SMB coefficients nor the HML 

coefficients.  

 

High ESG portfolios load positively on the ESG factor. The fact that the coefficients are higher for 

the high ESG portfolios contradicts the pattern that average excess returns are lower for high ESG 

portfolios. However, there is no clear pattern in the ESG coefficients for size. To conclude, the pattern 

of the mean excess return decreasing with ESG score is not explained by the model, as it is captured 

by alpha. The patterns in the ESG coefficients contradict the ESG effect.  

 

6.5.3 Model C: Baseline + ESG + Industry ESG   

From Table 21 we see that the alphas are on average slightly lower when adding the Industry ESG 

factor, and they are slightly decreasing towards the higher ESG portfolios. This decrease in alphas 

for portfolios with a higher ESG score is again in line with the pattern in mean excess returns. 

Therefore, the model does not capture the ESG effect. The CAPM coefficients are still around one.  

 

There is no clear pattern in the ESG coefficients anymore after adding the Industry ESG factor. The 

Industry ESG coefficients also lack any clear patterns. As the pattern in the ESG coefficients for 

Model B contradicted the ESG effect, adding the Industry ESG factor improves the model. However, 

none of the factors has coefficients with a clear pattern. Therefore, the model with ESG and Industry 

ESG factors does not capture the patterns observed in the mean excess returns of the ESG/size 

portfolios.  
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Table 19: Model A: ESG/Size dependent Baseline (2002-2018) 

            

ESG→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 a  t(a) 

Small 0.007 0.006 0.009 0.009 0.002  3.380 3.316 3.096 3.975 0.602 

2 0.007 0.007 0.006 0.003 0.002  4.368 3.194 3.413 1.502 0.325 

3 0.009 0.006 0.004 0.006 0.008  4.951 2.943 2.160 2.448 4.298 

4 0.007 0.005 0.005 0.003 0.003  3.084 2.811 2.704 1.760 1.392 

Big 0.007 0.007 0.002 -0.0004 -0.001  3.380 2.682 0.794 -0.132 -0.324 
            

 b  t(b) 

Small 0.976 0.966 0.98 1.098 1.016  21.793 22.929 16.253 23.263 16.091 

2 0.902 1.076 1.043 0.923 1.075  24.594 22.330 27.501 21.990 9.745 

3 0.995 1.03 1.026 0.882 1.099  23.793 22.119 24.932 17.447 27.730 

4 1.051 0.973 0.809 0.923 0.987  20.161 24.438 21.820 24.797 24.428 

Big 0.976 1.116 0.975 0.953 1.244  21.793 20.168 19.835 13.200 21.130 
            

 s  t(s) 

Small 0.091 0.331 0.096 -0.021 0.05  0.771 2.980 0.605 -0.168 0.301 

2 0.341 0.313 0.087 -0.246 0.292  3.531 2.460 0.867 -2.219 1.003 

3 0.315 0.268 -0.037 0.198 -0.055  2.859 2.183 -0.342 1.483 -0.528 

4 -0.033 0.165 -0.274 -0.014 -0.19  -0.241 1.575 -2.798 -0.147 -1.785 

Big 0.091 -0.113 -0.114 -0.789 0.08  0.771 -0.772 -0.878 -4.143 0.517 
            

 h  t(h) 

Small 0.131 0.168 0.270 0.148 0.216  1.650 2.249 2.525 1.765 1.931 

2 0.022 -0.005 0.078 0.207 0.177  0.338 -0.054 1.155 2.775 0.906 

3 0.105 0.014 0.134 -0.106 0.094  1.416 0.168 1.836 -1.179 1.330 

4 0.333 -0.011 0.175 0.17 0.158  3.597 -0.161 2.655 2.571 2.209 

Big 0.131 0.159 0.253 0.687 -0.27  1.650 1.614 2.904 5.361 -2.566 
Table 19 displays the time series regression results for the 25 value-weighted ESG/size portfolios from 2002 to 2018. The 
coefficients for CAPM, HML, SMB, as well as the intercepts are shown along with their t-statistics.  
 
  

R!(𝑡) − R"(t) = a! + b!(R#(𝑡) − R"(𝑡)) + s!SMB(t) + h!HML(t)	+	𝑒$(𝑡)					  (2002-2018) 
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Table 20: Model B: ESG/Size dependent Baseline + ESG (2002-2018) 

  

  

          

ESG→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 
 a  t(a) 

Small 0.006 0.005 0.008 0.008 0.0005  2.739 2.708 2.856 3.755 0.159 

2 0.005 0.006 0.005 0.004 0.001  3.323 2.586 3.058 1.927 0.289 

3 0.007 0.005 0.003 0.005 0.008  4.054 2.330 1.609 2.084 4.329 

4 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.002  2.437 2.252 2.120 1.978 1.176 

Big 0.006 0.004 0.001 0.003 0.001  2.739 1.706 0.319 1.127 0.386 
 b  t(b) 

Small 0.966 0.957 0.976 1.096 1.007  21.990 23.091 16.137 23.121 16.036 

2 0.884 1.066 1.039 0.93 1.074  26.968 22.484 27.397 22.294 9.685 

3 0.978 1.02 1.018 0.876 1.101  25.133 22.276 25.044 17.352 27.660 

4 1.04 0.966 0.802 0.926 0.984  20.335 24.549 21.933 24.855 24.288 

Big 0.966 1.096 0.967 0.983 1.251  21.990 21.092 19.826 14.807 21.903 
 s  t(s) 

Small 0.022 0.271 0.071 -0.036 -0.016  0.190 2.439 0.437 -0.284 -0.098 

2 0.224 0.243 0.06 -0.201 0.284  2.553 1.917 0.588 -1.798 0.957 

3 0.205 0.2 -0.09 0.158 -0.043  1.966 1.635 -0.830 1.170 -0.402 

4 -0.114 0.113 -0.325 0.008 -0.208  -0.834 1.078 -3.318 0.085 -1.923 

Big 0.022 -0.252 -0.169 -0.584 0.171  0.190 -1.809 -1.295 -3.288 1.132 
 h  t(h) 

Small 0.146 0.181 0.276 0.151 0.231  1.877 2.468 2.570 1.798 2.075 

2 0.048 0.011 0.084 0.197 0.179  0.820 0.126 1.244 2.662 0.911 

3 0.129 0.029 0.146 -0.097 0.091  1.871 0.353 2.021 -1.084 1.287 

4 0.351 -0.0001 0.186 0.165 0.162  3.867 -0.001 2.868 2.494 2.260 

Big 0.146 0.189 0.265 0.642 -0.281  1.877 2.050 3.069 5.454 -2.749 
 g  t(g) 

Small -0.212 -0.187 -0.079 -0.047 -0.206  -3.154 -2.942 -0.849 -0.644 -2.138 

2 -0.362 -0.214 -0.083 0.139 -0.024  -7.209 -2.949 -1.437 2.173 -0.140 

3 -0.341 -0.209 -0.164 -0.122 0.038  -5.713 -2.978 -2.638 -1.581 0.626 

4 -0.25 -0.16 -0.157 0.071 -0.057  -3.192 -2.658 -2.811 1.239 -0.915 

Big -0.212 -0.429 -0.171 0.632 0.328  -3.154 -5.384 -2.287 6.216 3.580 
 
Table 20 displays the time series regression results for the 25 value-weighted ESG/size portfolios from 2002 to 2018. The 
coefficients for CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG as well as the intercepts are shown along with their t-statistics.  
 
  

R!(𝑡) − R"(𝑡) = a! + b!(R#(𝑡) − R"(𝑡)) + s!SMB(t) + h!HML(t) + g$𝐸𝑆𝐺(𝑡) + 𝑒$(𝑡)									(2002 − 2018)  
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Table 21: Model C: ESG/Size dependent Baseline + ESG + IndESG (2002-2018) 
 

  

           

ESG→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 
 a  t(a) 

Small 0.005 0.005 0.008 0.008 0.001  2.701 2.820 2.839 3.746 0.213 
2 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.002  3.297 2.556 3.020 1.875 0.291 
3 0.007 0.005 0.003 0.005 0.008  2.148 3.709 3.400 1.862 3.278 
4 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.002  2.396 2.235 2.160 1.928 1.156 

Big 0.005 0.004 0.001 0.003 0.001  2.701 1.669 0.348 1.059 0.361 
 b  t(b) 

Small 0.934 0.985 0.971 1.096 1.037  20.880 23.266 15.470 22.294 16.043 
2 0.878 1.02 1.019 0.899 1.076  25.842 21.450 26.149 21.180 9.352 
3 0.966 1.022 1.01 0.908 1.079  23.998 21.513 23.967 17.595 26.406 
4 0.997 0.962 0.814 0.899 0.978  19.268 23.573 21.550 23.695 23.271 

Big 0.934 1.077 0.979 0.854 1.241  20.880 20.068 19.400 14.464 21.035 
 s  t(s) 

Small 0.005 0.286 0.068 -0.036 0.0002  0.043 2.609 0.417 -0.280 0.001 
2 0.221 0.218 0.049 -0.217 0.285  2.508 1.769 0.481 -1.976 0.957 
3 0.198 0.202 -0.095 0.176 -0.055  1.899 1.639 -0.871 1.317 -0.520 
4 -0.137 0.111 -0.318 -0.007 -0.212  -1.026 1.055 -3.248 -0.067 -1.949 

Big 0.005 -0.262 -0.162 -0.655 0.164  0.043 -1.885 -1.240 -4.286 1.082 
 h  t(h) 

Small 0.153 0.175 0.277 0.151 0.224  1.994 2.417 2.574 1.791 2.027 
2 0.049 0.021 0.088 0.203 0.179  0.840 0.252 1.318 2.794 0.906 
3 0.132 0.028 0.148 -0.104 0.096  1.911 0.346 2.044 -1.177 1.365 
4 0.36 0.001 0.183 0.171 0.164  4.055 0.011 2.829 2.624 2.274 

Big 0.153 0.193 0.263 0.67 -0.279  1.994 2.098 3.035 6.619 -2.728 
 g  t(g) 

Small 0.007 -0.382 -0.042 -0.052 -0.417  0.066 -3.850 -0.283 -0.449 -2.750 
2 -0.321 0.106 0.057 0.35 -0.039  -4.023 0.955 0.622 3.519 -0.146 
3 -0.255 -0.224 -0.104 -0.35 0.192  -2.698 -2.015 -1.056 -2.891 2.008 
4 0.046 -0.134 -0.245 0.261 -0.012  0.380 -1.405 -2.764 2.929 -0.118 

Big 0.007 -0.296 -0.26 1.537 0.401  0.066 -2.355 -2.195 11.101 2.951 
 𝑖  t(𝑖) 

Small -0.312 0.278 -0.053 0.007 0.3  -2.694 2.537 -0.325 0.057 1.796 
2 -0.059 -0.456 -0.2 -0.301 0.022  -0.675 -3.709 -1.981 -2.740 0.076 
3 -0.123 0.022 -0.085 0.324 -0.219  -1.178 0.180 -0.784 2.425 -2.076 
4 -0.421 -0.037 0.124 -0.27 -0.064  -3.146 -0.348 1.272 -2.752 -0.593 

Big -0.312 -0.188 0.126 -1.288 -0.11  -2.694 -1.356 0.968 -8.427 -0.726 
Table 21 displays the time series regression results for the 25 value-weighted ESG/size portfolios from 2002 to 2018. The 
coefficient for CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG, Industry ESG as well as the intercepts are shown along with their t-statistics.  
  

R!(𝑡) − R"(t) = a! + b!(R#(𝑡) − R"(𝑡)) + s!SMB(t) + h!HML(t) + g$ESG(t) + i$IndESG(t)	+	𝑒$(𝑡)					  (2002-2018) 
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6.6 Regressions ESG/Size Portfolios 2005-2018 

6.6.1 Model A: Baseline  

Looking at the results in Table 22, we see that the alpha coefficients are low. The alphas decrease 

with ESG score. Therefore, part of the ESG effect is left unexplained by the model, since the alphas 

capture it. On average, the alphas are lower from 2005 to 2018 than from 2002 to 2018. The CAPM 

coefficients are around one. 

 

There is a pattern with decreasing SMB coefficients when the ESG score of the dependent variable 

increases. Furthermore, the SMB coefficients on average decrease somewhat with size. This pattern 

is in line with the mean excess returns being lower for portfolios with high ESG scores and for 

portfolios with large companies. There is no clear pattern for the HML coefficients. To conclude, 

Model A partially explains the patterns in the mean excess returns of the ESG/size portfolios, where 

only the SMB factor helps explaining the ESG and size effect. 

6.6.2 Model B: Baseline + ESG  

In Table 23, we observe a decrease in alphas when adding the ESG factor. There is still a pattern with 

lower alphas for high ESG score portfolios. Therefore, part of the ESG effect is not explained by the 

model. The CAPM betas are close to one.  

 

The SMB coefficients are slightly decreasing with ESG and size. The decreasing pattern in the SMB 

coefficients with high ESG portfolios is in line with the pattern in the mean excess returns. However, 

there is no pattern for the HML coefficients.  

 

High ESG portfolios positively load on the ESG factor. The fact that the ESG coefficients for the 

ESG factor increase with portfolios with a higher ESG score is not in line with the ESG effect 

observed in the mean excess returns.   

 

To conclude, similar as for Model A, the SMB factor explains part of the ESG effect, whereas the 

ESG factor fails to explain the effect. 
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6.6.3 Model C: Baseline + ESG + Industry ESG  

In Table 24, we see that alphas slightly decrease when adding the Industry ESG factor, and the alphas 

decrease with higher ESG score portfolios. Therefore, part of the ESG effect is left unexplained by 

the model. There is no clear size effect captured by the patterns in the alphas. The CAPM betas are 

again close to one.  

 

Similar to Model B, the high ESG portfolios load negatively on the SMB factor. The decreasing 

pattern in SMB coefficients with higher ESG portfolios is again in line with the ESG effect. The SMB 

coefficients on average decrease with size, which is in line with the size effect. There is no clear 

pattern in the HML coefficients.  

 

When adding the Industry ESG factor, there is no clear pattern for the ESG coefficients left. 

Furthermore, there is no pattern for the Industry ESG coefficients. To conclude, similar to Model B, 

only the SMB factor explains part of the ESG effect and size effect observed in the mean excess 

returns. 

6.6.4 Model D: Baseline + EU ETS  

From Table 25, we see that the alphas are slightly lower compared to Model A when adding EU ETS. 

The alphas decrease as we move towards portfolios with a high ESG score, which implies that the 

model does not capture at least part of the ESG effect. The CAPM betas are close to one.  

 

High ESG firms and large firms load negatively on the SMB factor. These patterns in the SMB 

coefficients are in line with both the ESG and size effect observed in the mean excess returns. There 

is no clear pattern in the coefficients for HML.  

 

The coefficients for EU ETS are close to zero. They increase slightly with ESG but do not capture 

the size effect. Therefore, the EU ETS coefficients are contradictory to the observed ESG effect in 

the mean excess returns. To conclude, in this model, the SMB factor captures both the size effect and 

part of the ESG effect, whereas the patterns in EU ETS coefficients contradict the ESG effect.  
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6.6.5 Model E: Baseline + ESG + Industry ESG + EU ETS  

The average of the alphas in Table 26 is the same as in Model C, which implies that adding EU ETS 

to the baseline model with ESG and Industry ESG does not increase the explanatory power of the 

model. There is no clear pattern in the alphas. The CAPM beta is still around one.  

 

Again, the SMB coefficients on average decrease with ESG score and size. Therefore, the SMB factor 

captures both the ESG and size effect, as observed in the mean excess returns. There is no pattern for 

the HML coefficients.  

 

There is no clear pattern for the ESG and the Industry ESG coefficients. Furthermore, most EU ETS 

coefficients are close to zero, and they do not exhibit a clear cross-sectional pattern. To conclude, 

when adding all factors, only the SMB factor explains the size and the ESG effect, as observed in the 

mean excess returns of the ESG/size portfolios.  

 

Overall, we conclude that the models do not capture the ESG and size effect, as observed in the mean 

excess returns of the ESG/size portfolios from 2002 to 2018. However, from 2005 to 2018, the SMB 

factor does capture the ESG effect and size effect for all models.  

 

As the alphas always are lowest for Model E compared to the other models, the visual interpretations 

of the time series regression results would indicate that Model E is the best model. To quantitatively 

test which model is best, we need to consider the conclusions of the AIC and BIC scores and the GRS 

test.  

 

Generally, we have seen that the models better explain the patterns in the book-to-market/size 

portfolios than the patterns in the ESG/size portfolios. After comparing the models on performance, 

we will further elaborate on what this implies.  
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Table 22: Model A: ESG/Size dependent SMB + HML (2005-2018) 

  

  

          

ESG→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 a  t(a) 

Small 0.008 0.005 0.009 0.007 -0.000  3.425 2.692 3.045 3.562 -0.138 

2 0.008 0.007 0.006 0.003 0.001  4.059 2.818 3.304 1.586 0.550 

3 0.008 0.007 0.004 0.004 0.005  3.987 3.130 1.867 2.161 3.957 

4 0.007 0.005 0.005 0.002 0.002  2.542 2.730 3.296 1.135 1.122 

Big 0.008 0.006 0.001 0.001 -0.002  3.425 2.203 0.542 0.179 -0.837 
            

 b  t(b) 

Small 0.984 0.909 1.008 1.082 1.062  18.164 18.531 13.768 22.100 21.088 

2 0.898 1.003 1.024 0.915 1.047  20.029 17.850 23.134 17.890 32.899 

3 0.998 0.999 1.064 0.909 1.029  20.458 19.012 22.198 18.558 32.779 

4 1.079 0.886 0.807 0.997 1.024  16.424 19.581 22.615 26.249 24.129 

Big 0.984 1.143 0.997 0.908 1.060  18.164 16.543 16.972 10.852 21.917 
            

 s  t(s) 

Small 0.104 0.215 0.122 -0.089 0.102  0.779 1.782 0.675 -0.736 0.820 

2 0.323 0.193 -0.011 -0.275 -0.183  2.927 1.397 -0.101 -2.184 -2.342 

3 0.273 0.228 -0.048 0.126 -0.161  2.276 1.765 -0.404 1.044 -2.083 

4 -0.029 0.019 -0.256 -0.003 -0.175  -0.180 0.169 -2.913 -0.028 -1.676 

Big 0.104 -0.059 -0.076 -0.874 -0.281  0.779 -0.349 -0.522 -4.247 -2.361 
            

 h  t(h) 

Small 0.168 0.189 0.203 0.211 -0.029  1.734 2.154 1.546 2.411 -0.326 

2 -0.006 0.154 0.163 0.267 0.183  -0.071 1.530 2.056 2.918 3.209 

3 0.102 0.014 0.08 -0.013 0.222  1.168 0.145 0.936 -0.150 3.956 

4 0.27 0.149 0.117 0.194 0.174  2.296 1.841 1.827 2.853 2.292 

Big 0.168 0.162 0.268 0.811 0.056  1.734 1.308 2.548 5.412 0.647 
 

Table 22 displays the time series regression results for the 25 value-weighted ESG/size portfolios from 2005 to 2018. The 
coefficients for CAPM, HML, SMB as well as the intercepts are shown along with their t-statistics.   

R!(𝑡) − R"(𝑡) = a! + b!(R#(𝑡) − R"(𝑡)) + s!SMB(t) + h!HML (t) + 𝑒$(𝑡)							 (2005-2018) 
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Table 23: Model B: ESG/Size dependent SMB + HML + ESG (2005-2018) 
R�(𝑡) − RY(𝑡) = a� + b�(RP(𝑡) − RY(𝑡)) + s�SMB(t) + h�HML(t) + g"𝐸𝑆𝐺(𝑡) + 𝑒"(𝑡)						(2005 − 2018) 

ESG→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 
 a  t(a) 

Small 0.006 0.004 0.008 0.006 -0.001  2.814 1.866 2.627 2.931 -0.464 
2 0.005 0.004 0.005 0.004 0.001  2.923 1.829 2.545 2.008 0.405 
3 0.006 0.005 0.003 0.003 0.005  2.944 2.205 1.264 1.451 4.030 
4 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.002 0.002  1.797 1.899 2.676 1.089 0.849 

Big 0.006 0.002 -0.001 0.005 -0.001  2.814 0.887 -0.344 1.608 -0.432 
            
 b  t(b) 

Small 0.968 0.888 0.994 1.067 1.054  18.048 18.709 13.555 22.047 20.849 
2 0.866 0.973 1.007 0.927 1.045  21.716 18.352 23.328 18.158 32.545 
3 0.968 0.973 1.05 0.891 1.032  21.562 19.440 22.129 18.560 32.615 
4 1.054 0.866 0.796 0.997 1.019  16.423 19.804 22.555 25.986 23.854 

Big 0.968 1.094 0.971 0.963 1.070  18.048 17.768 17.137 12.689 22.096 
            
 s  t(s) 

Small 0.021 0.106 0.053 -0.166 0.057  0.157 0.887 0.285 -1.366 0.451 
2 0.158 0.038 -0.101 -0.214 -0.195  1.573 0.281 -0.926 -1.663 -2.407 
3 0.117 0.092 -0.122 0.035 -0.146  1.034 0.733 -1.020 0.289 -1.829 
4 -0.158 -0.083 -0.311 -0.004 -0.203  -0.979 -0.751 -3.503 -0.041 -1.886 

Big 0.021 -0.312 -0.211 -0.588 -0.231  0.157 -2.010 -1.477 -3.078 -1.895 
            
 h  t(h) 

Small 0.207 0.24 0.235 0.248 -0.009  2.142 2.812 1.778 2.843 -0.095 
2 0.072 0.227 0.205 0.239 0.188  0.997 2.377 2.638 2.595 3.253 
3 0.175 0.077 0.115 0.03 0.215  2.168 0.859 1.348 0.341 3.777 
4 0.331 0.197 0.143 0.195 0.187  2.861 2.497 2.246 2.818 2.435 

Big 0.207 0.28 0.332 0.677 0.033  2.142 2.526 3.248 4.951 0.374 
            
 g  t(g) 

Small -0.208 -0.274 -0.173 -0.195 -0.111  -2.556 -3.809 -1.556 -2.663 -1.453 
2 -0.414 -0.391 -0.225 0.154 -0.028  -6.851 -4.862 -3.441 1.985 -0.576 
3 -0.392 -0.341 -0.186 -0.228 0.038  -5.767 -4.498 -2.590 -3.135 0.797 
4 -0.324 -0.255 -0.139 -0.003 -0.07  -3.333 -3.844 -2.608 -0.059 -1.080 

Big -0.208 -0.633 -0.34 0.719 0.126  -2.556 -6.788 -3.956 6.252 1.714 
 
Table 23 displays the time series regression results for the 25 value-weighted ESG/size portfolios from 2005 to 2018. The 
coefficients for CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG as well as the intercepts are shown along with their t-statistics.   
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Table 24: Model C: ESG/Size dependent SMB + HML + ESG + IndESG (2005-2018) 
R�(𝑡) − RY(𝑡) = a� + b�(RP(𝑡) − RY(𝑡)) + s�SMB(t) + h�HML(t) + g"𝐸𝑆𝐺(𝑡) + 𝑖"Ind𝐸𝑆𝐺(𝑡) + 𝑒"(𝑡)  (2005-2018) 
ESG→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 a  t(a) 
Small 0.006 0.004 0.008 0.006 -0.001  2.804 1.961 2.600 2.918 -0.399 

2 0.005 0.004 0.005 0.004 0.001  2.897 1.818 2.527 1.983 0.438 
3 0.006 0.005 0.002 0.003 0.005  2.917 2.197 1.233 1.595 4.007 
4 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.002 0.001  1.484 1.896 2.717 1.038 0.816 

Big 0.006 0.002 -0.001 0.005 -0.001  2.804 0.842 -0.347 1.806 -0.443 
 b  t(b) 

Small 0.936 0.913 0.976 1.065 1.086  17.461 19.147 13.032 21.480 21.574 
2 0.857 0.927 0.982 0.894 1.054  21.037 18.027 22.723 17.596 32.184 
3 0.957 0.973 1.036 0.927 1.022  20.883 18.959 21.431 19.577 31.726 
4 0.792 0.868 0.806 0.968 1.005  15.157 19.351 22.413 25.655 23.121 

Big 0.936 1.066 0.969 0.834 1.065  17.461 17.138 16.685 13.810 21.471 
 s  t(s) 

Small -0.002 0.124 0.039 -0.167 0.081  -0.017 1.057 0.211 -1.368 0.650 
2 0.151 0.004 -0.119 -0.238 -0.188  1.504 0.030 -1.113 -1.894 -2.328 
3 0.109 0.092 -0.132 0.061 -0.153  0.964 0.728 -1.103 0.520 -1.922 
4 0.028 -0.082 -0.304 -0.025 -0.212  0.214 -0.738 -3.423 -0.271 -1.979 

Big -0.002 -0.333 -0.212 -0.682 -0.235  -0.017 -2.167 -1.480 -4.571 -1.917 
 h  t(h) 

Small 0.215 0.234 0.24 0.248 -0.016  2.272 2.786 1.814 2.837 -0.185 
2 0.074 0.238 0.211 0.247 0.186  1.029 2.628 2.770 2.751 3.222 
3 0.178 0.078 0.118 0.021 0.218  2.202 0.857 1.389 0.251 3.832 
4 -0.114 0.196 0.14 0.202 0.19  -1.234 2.484 2.213 3.034 2.484 

Big 0.215 0.287 0.332 0.708 0.034  2.272 2.620 3.241 6.644 0.387 
 g  t(g) 

Small 0.021 -0.453 -0.039 -0.185 -0.34  0.187 -4.557 -0.250 -1.789 -3.243 
2 -0.348 -0.061 -0.048 0.387 -0.091  -4.099 -0.569 -0.530 3.646 -1.328 
3 -0.315 -0.339 -0.09 -0.48 0.108  -3.290 -3.166 -0.895 -4.865 1.614 
4 -0.200 -0.264 -0.212 0.204 0.024  -1.840 -2.826 -2.823 2.594 0.267 

Big 0.021 -0.428 -0.326 1.634 0.161  0.187 -3.303 -2.687 12.965 1.559 
 i  t(i) 

Small -0.359 0.282 -0.21 -0.016 0.360  -2.906 2.565 -1.218 -0.140 3.103 
2 -0.103 -0.517 -0.278 -0.366 0.098  -1.099 -4.368 -2.793 -3.124 1.305 
3 -0.122 -0.003 -0.150 0.396 -0.110  -1.154 -0.029 -1.351 3.632 -1.486 
4 -0.113 0.015 0.114 -0.326 -0.147  -0.939 0.145 1.371 -3.750 -1.474 

Big -0.359 -0.322 -0.022 -1.435 -0.056  -2.906 -2.246 -0.165 -10.322 -0.488 
 
Table 24 displays the time series regression results for the 25 value-weighted ESG/size portfolios from 2005 to 2018. The 
coefficients for CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG, Industry ESG as well as the intercepts are shown along with their t-statistics.  
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Table 25 displays the time series regression results for the 25 value-weighted ESG/size portfolios from 2005 to 2018. The 
coefficients for CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG, Industry ESG as well as the intercepts are shown along with their t-statistics.  

 
  

Table 25: Model D: ESG/Size dependent SMB + HM + EU ETS (2005-2018) 

𝑅"(𝑡) − 𝑅$(𝑡) = 𝑎" + 𝑏"O𝑅5(𝑡) − 𝑅$(𝑡)P + 𝑠"𝑆𝑀𝐵(𝑡) + ℎ"𝐻𝑀𝐿(𝑡) + 𝑐"𝐸𝑈𝐸𝑇𝑆(𝑡) + 𝑒"(𝑡)								 (2005-2018) 
ESG→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 a  t(a) 
Small 0.008 0.005 0.009 0.007 0.000  3.368 2.633 3.011 3.644 -0.135 

2 0.007 0.006 0.006 0.003 0.001  3.946 2.744 3.211 1.581 0.564 
3 0.008 0.007 0.004 0.004 0.005  3.987 3.324 1.832 2.143 3.950 
4 0.007 0.005 0.005 0.002 0.002  2.453 2.732 3.184 1.034 1.083 

Big 0.008 0.006 0.001 0.0005 -0.002  3.368 2.156 0.535 0.143 -0.862 
 b  t(b) 

Small 0.981 0.906 1.006 1.087 1.062  17.987 18.348 13.642 22.129 20.926 
2 0.891 0.999 1.019 0.916 1.048  19.863 17.667 22.931 17.756 32.668 
3 1.000 1.010 1.063 0.908 1.03  20.332 19.349 22.000 18.407 32.547 
4 1.072 0.887 0.802 0.992 1.022  16.247 19.453 22.443 26.051 23.911 

Big 0.981 1.14 0.997 0.904 1.059  17.987 16.379 16.834 10.729 21.718 
 s  t(s) 

Small 0.106 0.218 0.123 -0.093 0.102  0.795 1.798 0.679 -0.776 0.816 
2 0.329 0.197 -0.007 -0.275 -0.184  2.988 1.422 -0.063 -2.178 -2.341 
3 0.272 0.219 -0.046 0.126 -0.161  2.258 1.710 -0.392 1.042 -2.082 
4 -0.023 0.018 -0.251 0.002 -0.173  -0.144 0.160 -2.872 0.016 -1.656 

Big 0.106 -0.057 -0.075 -0.871 -0.280  0.795 -0.332 -0.518 -4.219 -2.340 
 h  t(h) 

Small 0.172 0.193 0.205 0.203 -0.030  1.765 2.190 1.553 2.312 -0.326 
2 0.004 0.161 0.170 0.267 0.182  0.050 1.590 2.140 2.894 3.171 
3 0.100 -0.003 0.083 -0.013 0.221  1.137 -0.029 0.956 -0.144 3.915 
4 0.280 0.148 0.124 0.201 0.177  2.375 1.811 1.946 2.954 2.313 

Big 0.172 0.167 0.269 0.816 0.059  1.765 1.338 2.536 5.418 0.675 
 c  t(c) 

Small -0.005 -0.006 -0.003 0.011 0.000  -0.514 -0.589 -0.207 1.154 0.026 
2 -0.013 -0.009 -0.009 0.001 0.001  -1.510 -0.823 -1.106 0.062 0.223 
3 0.003 0.022 -0.003 -0.001 0.001  0.294 2.178 -0.313 -0.056 0.211 
4 -0.013 0.002 -0.010 -0.009 -0.003  -1.057 0.235 -1.474 -1.298 -0.425 

Big -0.005 -0.006 -0.001 -0.007 -0.004  -0.514 -0.464 -0.056 -0.452 -0.386 
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Table 26: Model E: ESG/Size dependent SMB + HML+ ESG + Industry ESG + EU ETS (2005-2018) 
𝑅"(𝑡) − 𝑅$(𝑡) = 𝑎" + 𝑏"O𝑅5(𝑡) − 𝑅$(𝑡)P + 𝑠"𝑆𝑀𝐵(𝑡) + ℎ"𝐻𝑀𝐿(𝑡) + 𝑔"𝐸𝑆𝐺(𝑡) + 𝑖"𝐼𝑛𝑑𝐸𝑆𝐺(𝑡) + 𝑐"𝐸𝑈𝐸𝑇𝑆(𝑡)

+ 𝑒"(𝑡)		(2005 − 2018) 
ESG→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 a  t(a) 
Small 0.006 0.004 0.008 0.006 -0.001  2.775 1.917 2.583 3.002 -0.401 

2 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.001  2.815 1.782 2.467 1.981 0.447 
3 0.006 0.005 0.002 0.003 0.005  2.949 2.389 1.219 1.580 4.003 
4 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.002 0.001  1.715 1.914 2.629 0.965 0.793 

Big 0.006 0.002 -0.001 0.004 -0.001  2.775 0.833 -0.336 1.744 -0.469 
 b  t(b) 

Small 0.935 0.911 0.975 1.07 1.086  17.337 19.003 12.947 21.565 21.436 
2 0.853 0.925 0.979 0.895 1.054  20.916 17.892 22.566 17.499 32.002 
3 0.96 0.983 1.036 0.926 1.023  20.835 19.414 21.290 19.449 31.557 
4 1.005 0.869 0.802 0.964 1.004  15.759 19.275 22.306 25.509 22.962 

Big 0.935 1.065 0.97 0.812 1.063  17.337 17.026 16.594 14.184 21.316 
 s  t(s) 

Small -0.001 0.128 0.04 -0.175 0.081  -0.005 1.081 0.213 -1.433 0.651 
2 0.158 0.007 -0.114 -0.238 -0.189  1.569 0.051 -1.070 -1.893 -2.327 
3 0.105 0.077 -0.131 0.061 -0.154  0.929 0.617 -1.093 0.522 -1.927 
4 -0.185 -0.084 -0.298 -0.02 -0.211  -1.180 -0.756 -3.361 -0.216 -1.957 

Big -0.001 -0.332 -0.213 -0.289 -0.232  -0.005 -2.154 -1.481 -2.046 -1.888 
 h  t(h) 

Small 0.216 0.238 0.240 0.240 -0.016  2.277 2.814 1.809 2.744 -0.179 
2 0.081 0.241 0.216 0.246 0.185  1.121 2.645 2.820 2.726 3.192 
3 0.174 0.062 0.119 0.022 0.217  2.146 0.690 1.390 0.256 3.793 
4 0.348 0.194 0.147 0.207 0.192  3.094 2.442 2.317 3.109 2.492 

Big 0.216 0.288 0.331 0.314 0.037  2.277 2.610 3.214 3.113 0.416 
 g  t(g) 

Small 0.021 -0.454 -0.039 -0.184 -0.341  0.186 -4.550 -0.250 -1.787 -3.233 
2 -0.349 -0.061 -0.048 0.387 -0.091  -4.113 -0.569 -0.534 3.636 -1.324 
3 -0.314 -0.338 -0.09 -0.481 0.109  -3.282 -3.208 -0.892 -4.851 1.610 
4 -0.002 -0.264 -0.212 0.204 0.024  -0.019 -2.817 -2.839 2.592 0.265 

Big 0.021 -0.429 -0.326 -0.063 0.161  0.186 -3.293 -2.678 -0.527 1.553 
 i  t(i) 

Small -0.357 0.285 -0.209 -0.024 0.36  -2.879 2.588 -1.209 -0.212 3.093 
2 -0.096 -0.514 -0.273 -0.366 0.098  -1.027 -4.326 -2.740 -3.118 1.290 
3 -0.126 -0.02 -0.15 0.396 -0.111  -1.188 -0.170 -1.338 3.621 -1.494 
4 -0.499 0.013 0.12 -0.32 -0.146  -3.404 0.121 1.454 -3.685 -1.451 

Big -0.357 -0.321 -0.023 -0.05 -0.053  -2.879 -2.232 -0.172 -0.381 -0.462 
 c  t(c) 

Small -0.002 -0.005 -0.001 0.012 -0.001  -0.248 -0.578 -0.066 1.314 -0.072 
2 -0.01 -0.004 -0.007 0.001 0.001  -1.315 -0.435 -0.841 0.138 0.179 
3 0.006 0.024 -0.001 -0.001 0.002  0.669 2.538 -0.119 -0.102 0.255 
4 -0.009 0.004 -0.01 -0.008 -0.002  -0.767 0.423 -1.456 -1.136 -0.293 

Big -0.002 -0.001 0.002 -0.004 -0.004  -0.248 -0.073 0.143 -0.383 -0.445 
            

Table 26 displays the times series regression results for the 25 value-weighted ESG/size portfolios from 2005 to 2018. 
The coefficients for CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG, Industry ESG, EU ETS as well as the intercepts are shown along with 
their t-statistics.  
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6.7 Comparing the Models  

6.7.1 AIC and BIC Scores 

Tables 27 to 30 display changes in average AIC and average BIC scores over the two periods. The 

results indicate how well the data fit the model. A lower average AIC or BIC score indicates a better 

fit of the data with the model. However, it is important to remember from Chapter 5.10 that the 

measurements differ in the way they penalize the number of parameters in a model. The BIC will 

always choose a more parsimonious model.  

6.7.2 Book-to-Market/Size Portfolios  

On average, the AIC score decreases when adding the ESG factor for the first period from 2002 to 

2018. However, the BIC score on average increases when adding the ESG factor. Furthermore, when 

adding the Industry ESG factor, both the average AIC score and the average BIC score further 

decrease, compared to Model A and B. 

 

For the second period of 2005 to 2018, the AIC and BIC score on average decrease when adding 

ESG. Furthermore, when adding Industry ESG, both the AIC and BIC score decrease. When adding 

EU ETS to Model A, the AIC and BIC score on average increase. However, when adding EU ETS to 

the model containing both ESG and Industry ESG, the average AIC and the average BIC score 

increase.  

 

To conclude, for models based on book-to-market/size portfolios, the models with ESG and Industry 

ESG perform best based on the average AIC and BIC scores. According to the AIC and BIC score, 

adding EU ETS deteriorates the models. 

6.7.3 ESG/Size Portfolios 

When adding ESG to Model A in both periods with ESG/size portfolios as dependent variables, the 

AIC and BIC scores on average decrease. The same holds when adding the factor for Industry ESG, 

in which case both average AIC and BIC scores decrease in both periods. However, when adding EU 

ETS to Model A for 2005 to 2018, both the AIC and BIC score on average increase. Also, when the 

EU ETS factor is added to the model already containing ESG and industry ESG, the average AIC and 

BIC score again increase. To conclude, for the ESG/size portfolios, the average AIC and BIC scores 
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prefer the model with ESG and Industry ESG factors. The EU ETS factor deteriorates the 

performance of the models. 
Table 27: AIC and BIC Scores of Book-to-Market/Size Models 2002-2018 

Model A: Baseline 2002-2018 

B/M→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 AIC  BIC 

Small -909.374 -789.311 -860.965 -837.649 -609.466  -892.808 -772.745 -844.399 -821.083 -592.900 

2 -816.102 -979.957 -984.407 -843.583 -839.107  -799.536 -963.391 -967.841 -827.017 -822.540 

3 -911.147 -998.398 -875.666 -796.126 -846.639  -894.581 -981.832 -859.100 -779.556 -830.072 

4 -853.764 -994.881 -986.785 -855.581 -826.181  -837.198 -978.315 -970.219 -839.015 -809.615 

Big -666.774 -750.214 -628.027 -828.101 -865.836  -650.208 -733.647 -611.461 -811.534 -849.270 

Average -846.162  -829.595 

Model B: Baseline + ESG 2002-2018 

B/M→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 AIC  BIC 

Small -913.357 -789.746 -859.3512 -843.463 -607.713  -893.478 -769.866 -839.472 -823.584 -587.834 

2 -823.803 -982.127 -984.320 -843.647 -839.602  -803.924 -962.248 -964.441 -823.768 -819.722 

3 -912.800 -996.467 -876.597 -796.933 -870.451  -892.921 -976.587 -856.717 -777.053 -850.571 

4 -862.867 -998.966 -990.704 -853.649 -827.685  -842.988 -979.086 -970.825 -833.770 -807.806 

Big -665.602 -749.001 -638.881 -828.023 -863.839  -645.723 -729.122 -619.002 -808.144 -843.960 

Average -848.784  -828.904 

Model C: Baseline + ESG + Industry ESG 2002-2018 

B/M→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 AIC  BIC 

Small -912.454 -790.823 -863.270 -849.878 -614.169  -889.262 -767.631 -840.077 -826.686 -590.977 

2 -822.137 -985.187 -982.509 -842.169 -853.788  -798.944 -961.994 -959.316 -818.976 -830.596 

3 -910.877 -998.254 -879.857 -798.180 -868.832  -887.684 -975.062 -856.665 -774.987 -845.640 

4 -861.027 -997.802 -989.017 -878.125 -826.429  -837.835 -974.610 -965.824 -854.932 -803.237 

Big -742.338 -748.507 -678.889 -826.243 -866.816  -719.146 -725.315 -655.696 -803.051 -843.624 

Average -855.503  -832.311 

 
Table 27 displays the AIC and BIC for the models ran on book-to-market/size portfolios for 2002 to 2018. The models 
are compared on their performance by comparing the average AIC and average BIC score for each model and selecting 
the model with the lowest average AIC and BIC score. 
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Table 28: AIC and BIC Scores of Book-to-Market/Size Models 2005-2018  
Model A: Baseline 2005-2018 

B/M→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 
 AIC  BIC 

Small -822.581 -744.026 -716.914 -706.105 -492.283  -806.962 -728.406 -701.295 -690.486 -476.663 
2 -809.779 -807.260 -829.370 -688.6244 -696.864  -794.159 -791.640 -813.750 -673.005 -681.244 
3 -772.074 -881.885 -741.774 -684.290 -720.743  -756.454 -866.265 -726.154 -668.670 -705.123 
4 -717.692 -903.892 -834.876 -718.1745 -714.112  -702.072 -888.272 -819.256 -702.555 -698.492 

Big -542.448 -629.731 -504.495 -700.325 -799.889  -526.828 -614.111 -488.875 -684.705 -784.270 
Average -727.208  -711.588 

Model B: Baseline + ESG 2005-2018 
B/M→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 AIC  BIC 
Small -825.467 -742.416 -724.193 -709.712 -491.686  -806.723 -723.672 -705.449 -690.968 -472.943 

2 -823.490 -807.823 -830.304 -692.373 -705.010  -804.746 -789.079 -811.560 -673.629 -686.266 
3 -777.978 -882.140 -749.136 -683.569 -748.906  -759.234 -863.405 -730.393 -664.825 -730.163 
4 -727.999 -912.295 -848.472 -716.224 -720.578  -709.255 -893.551 -829.728 -697.480 -701.834 

Big -542.196 -632.969 -521.021 -699.671 -799.141  -523.452 -614.225 -502.277 -680.927 -780.398 
Average -732.591  -713.847 

Model C: Baseline  + ESG + Industry ESG 2005-2018 
B/M→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 AIC  BIC 
Small -823.796 -744.004 -726.142 -713.690 -501.537  -801.929 -722.136 -704.274 -691.822 -479.669 

2 -822.294 -811.205 -828.719 -690.389 -733.227  -800.426 -789.337 -806.851 -668.521 -711.359 
3 -776.013 -887.720 -751.875 -683.853 -748.074  -754.145 -865.852 -730.007 -661.985 -726.206 
4 -726.910 -910.300 -846.775 -747.638 -722.593  -705.042 -888.432 -824.907 -725.770 -700.726 

Big -621.391 -632.333 -577.306 -697.840 -815.025  -599.523 -610.465 -555.438 -675.972 -793.157 
Average -741.626  -719.758 

Model D: Baseline + EU ETS 2005-2018 
B/M→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 AIC  BIC 
Small -823.262 -742.306 -714.920 -706.452 -490.359  -804.518 -723.563 -696.176 -687.708 -471.616 

2 -809.695 -807.840 -827.612 -686.748 -695.314  -790.951 -789.096 -808.868 -668.004 -676.571 
3 -771.727 -880.155 -739.795 -684.142 -719.195  -752.984 -861.411 -721.051 -665.398 -700.452 
4 -717.562 -904.189 -832.921 -716.913 -712.568  -698.818 -885.445 -814.177 -698.169 -693.824 

Big -542.377 -630.244 -502.678 -698.544 -798.444  -523.633 -611.500 -483.935 -679.800 -779.700 
Average -726.238  -707.495 

Model E: Baseline + ESG + Industry ESG + EU ETS 2005-2018 
B/M→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 AIC  BIC 
Small -824.123 -742.218 -724.143 -714.162 -499.538  -799.131 -717.227 -699.152 -689.171 -474.547 

2 -822.005 -811.272 -827.101 -688.443 -731.298  -797.013 -786.281 -802.110 -663.452 -706.306 
3 -776.177 -885.930 -750.058 -684.164 -747.247  -751.185 -860.938 -725.066 -659.173 -722.255 
4 -726.342 -910.289 -844.778 -746.030 -720.791  -701.351 -885.297 -819.786 -721.038 -695.799 

Big -621.075 -633.123 -575.338 -695.993 -813.394  -596.083 -608.131 -550.347 -671.001 -788.402 
Average -740.601  -715.610 

Table 28 displays the AIC and BIC for models ran on book-to-market/size portfolios for 2005 to 2018. The models are 
compared on their performance by comparing the average AIC and average BIC score for each model and selecting the 
model with the lowest average AIC and BIC score. 
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Table 29: AIC and BIC Scores of ESG/size Models 2002-2018  
Model A: Baseline 2002-2018 

ESG→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 AIC  BIC 

Small -862.232 -886.837 -741.358 -840.800 -722.444  -845.666 -870.271 -724.792 -824.234 -705.878 

2 -943.364 -832.269 -929.645 -888.400 -496.140  -926.798 -815.703 -913.079 -871.834 -479.574 

3 -890.066 -846.235 -896.325 -813.113 -911.765  -873.500 -829.669 -879.759 -796.547 -895.199 

4 -800.254 -909.766 -938.521 -937.173 -903.939  -783.687 -893.200 -921.955 -920.607 -887.373 

Big -862.232 -776.034 -824.325 -668.093 -718.791  -845.666 -759.468 -807.759 -651.527 -702.530 

Average -833.605  -817.051 

Model B: Baseline + ESG 2002-2018 

ESG→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 AIC  BIC 

Small -870.185 -893.523 -740.095 -839.225 -725.076  -850.306 -873.644 -720.216 -819.345 -705.197 

2 -988.682 -839.000 -929.750 -891.184 -494.160  -968.803 -819.117 -909.871 -871.305 -474.281 

3 -919.040 -853.130 -901.336 -813.660 -910.167  -899.161 -833.251 -881.457 -793.780 -890.287 

4 -808.437 -914.886 -944.465 -936.740 -902.796  -788.558 -895.006 -924.585 -916.861 -882.917 

Big -870.185 -801.774 -827.616 -702.281 -729.517  -850.306 -781.895 -807.737 -682.402 -710.004 

Average -841.876  -822.012 

Model C: Baseline + ESG + Industry ESG 2002-2018 

ESG→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 AIC  BIC 

Small -875.528 -898.048 -738.204 -837.228 -726.373  -852.335 -874.856 -715.012 -814.035 -703.180 

2 -987.151 -850.697 -931.755 -896.779 -492.166  -963.958 -827.505 -908.563 -873.586 -468.974 

3 -918.464 -851.164 -899.968 -817.631 -912.558  -895.272 -827.971 -876.776 -794.439 -889.366 

4 -816.390 -913.011 -944.126 -942.399 -901.158  -793.198 -889.818 -920.934 -919.207 -877.965 

Big -875.528 -801.661 -826.580 -762.778 -728.061  -852.335 -778.469 -803.388 -739.586 -705.295 

Average -845.816  -822.641 

 
Table 29 displays the AIC and BIC for the models ran on ESG/size portfolios for 2002 to 2018. The models are compared 
on their performance by comparing the average AIC and average BIC score for each model and selecting the model with 
the lowest average AIC and BIC score. 
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Table 30: AIC and BIC Scores of ESG/Size Models 2005-2018 
Model A: Baseline 2005-2018 

ESG→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 
 AIC  BIC 

Small -707.059 -740.481 -605.938 -741.152 -731.482  -691.430 -724.861 -590.319 -725.532 -715.862 
2 -770.655 -694.681 -774.900 -726.226 -885.639  -755.035 -679.061 -759.280 -710.607 -870.019 
3 -742.118 -717.263 -748.077 -740.940 -890.305  -726.498 -701.644 -732.457 -725.320 -874.685 
4 -642.148 -767.561 -847.293 -826.295 -789.071  -626.528 -751.941 -831.673 -810.675 -773.456 

Big -707.050 -625.301 -679.660 -560.991 -744.981  -691.430 -609.681 -664.040 -545.371 -729.361 
Average -736.290  -720.670 

Model B: Baseline + ESG 2005-2018 
ESG→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 AIC  BIC 
Small -711.652 -752.804 -606.416 -746.307 -731.645  -692.909 -734.061 -587.673 -727.564 -712.901 

2 -811.167 -715.432 -784.679 -728.239 -883.981  -792.423 -696.688 -765.935 -709.496 -865.237 
3 -771.315 -734.921 -752.853 -748.779 -888.958  -752.571 -716.177 -734.109 -730.035 -870.214 
4 -651.225 -780.139 -852.161 -824.299 -788.268  -632.481 -761.395 -833.417 -805.555 -769.524 

Big -711.652 -665.126 -693.059 -595.098 -745.982  -692.909 -646.382 -674.315 -576.354 -727.239 
Average -747.046  -728.302 

Model C: Baseline  + ESG + Ind ESG 2005-2018 
ESG→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 AIC  BIC 
Small -718.189 -757.494 -605.949 -744.328 -739.346  -696.322 -735.626 -584.081 -722.460 -717.478 

2 -810.413 -732.134 -790.581 -736.070 -883.738  -788.546 -710.267 -768.713 -714.201 -861.870 
3 -770.691 -732.922 -752.735 -759.931 -889.232  -748.823 -711.054 -730.867 -738.063 -867.365 
4 -726.910 -778.161 -852.100 -836.283 -788.505  -705.042 -756.293 -830.232 -814.415 -766.637 

Big -718.190 -668.279 -691.087 -678.012 -744.229  -696.322 -646.411 -669.220 -656.144 -722.361 

Average -756.220  -734.352 
 

Model D: Baseline + EU ETS 2005-2018 
ESG→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 AIC  BIC 
Small -705.322 -738.838 -603.983 -740.520 -729.483  -686.578 -720.094 -585.239 -721.776 -710.739 

2 -770.988 -693.377 -774.156 -724.230 -883.690  -752.247 -674.633 -755.412 -705.487 -864.946 
3 -740.207 -720.082 -746.178 -738.943 -888.351  -721.463 -701.339 -727.434 -720.200 -869.607 
4 -641.296 -765.618 -847.517 -826.023 -787.257  -622.552 -746.874 -828.773 -807.279 -768.513 

Big -705.322 -623.522 -677.663 -559.201 -743.135  -686.578 -604.778 -658.919 -540.457 -724.391 
Average -734.996  -716.252 

Model E: Baseline + ESG + Ind ESG + EU ETS 2005-2018 
ESG→ Low 2 3 4 High  Low 2 3 4 High 

 AIC  BIC 
Small -716.254 -755.842 -603.953 -744.120 -737.351  -691.262 -730.850 -578.961 -719.129 -712.359 

2 -810.207 -730.332 -789.317 -734.089 -881.772  -785.215 -705.340 -764.325 -709.097 -856.780 
3 -769.157 -737.510 -750.749 -757.942 -887.300  -744.165 -712.518 -725.758 -732.950 -862.309 
4 -659.787 -776.348 -852.296 -835.624 -786.595  -634.796 -751.356 -827.305 -810.632 -761.603 

Big -716.254 -666.285 -689.109 -676.238 -742.435  -691.262 -641.293 -664.117 -651.247 -717.444 
Average -752.275  -727.283 

 
Table 30 displays the AIC and BIC for all for the models ran on ESG/size portfolios for 2005 to 2018 The models are 
compared on their performance by comparing the average AIC and average BIC score for each model and selecting the 
model with the lowest average AIC and BIC score. 
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6.7.4 GRS Test 

Table 31 and 32 display the GRS statistics and their p-values for all models. As all p-values are 

smaller than 0.01, the Null Hypothesis of all alphas within the model being jointly zero is rejected at 

a 1% significance level. Therefore, we reject that the models explain all cross-sectional patterns in 

mean excess returns. 

 

Although the Null Hypothesis of the GRS test is rejected for all models, the GRS test statistics still 

help to select the model with the best explanatory power. A higher GRS statistic and a lower p-value 

indicate a worse performance of the model. For the book-to-market/size portfolios from 2002 to 2018, 

the model with ESG and Industry ESG factors is the preferred model. This model is preferred as it 

has the lowest GRS test statistic, as shown in Panel A in Table 31. For 2005 to 2018, the model 

including ESG, Industry ESG and EU ETS factors is the preferred model. The GRS statistic decreases 

as more factors are added to the models ran on book-to-market/size portfolios. Rejecting the GRS 

test is in line with the findings by Fama and French (2015) after adding factors for Operating 

Profitability and Investments.  

 

Panel B in Table 32 from 2002 to 2018 for the ESG/size portfolios shows that the GRS test prefers 

the model with ESG and Industry ESG factors. For 2005 to 2018, the model with ESG, Industry ESG, 

and EU ETS factors is preferred using the GRS test.  

 

To conclude, the Null hypothesis of the GRS test is rejected for all models. Hence, our models do not 

fully explain the cross-sectional excess returns. Fama and French (2015) also reject the Null 

hypothesis. In line with their argumentation, we state that asset pricing models are a simplification of 

the real world. Therefore, we only care about the relative model performance rather than the absolute 

performance.  
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Table 31: GRS-test Book-to-Market/Size Portfolios 
 Panel A: 25 Book-to-Market/Size Portfolios  

  GRS (2002-2018) p-value GRS (2005-2018) p-value 
Rm-Rf, SMB, HML 2.500 0.000 2.490 0.000 

Rm-Rf, SMB, HML, ESG 2.120 0.003 2.07 0 0.006 
Rm-Rf, SMB, HML, ESG, INDESG 2.107 0.003 1.998 0.006 

Rm-Rf, SMB, HML, EU-ETS X X 2.410 0.001 
Rm-Rf, SMB, HML, ESG, INDESG, EU-ETS X X 1.996 0.006 

Table 31 displays the GRS statistics and the p-value on the GRS test for all our separate asset pricing models ran on book-
to-market/size portfolios in the two time periods, 2002 to 2018 and 2005 to 2018. The GRS statistic is lowest for the 
model with all sustainability factors (excluding EU ETS in 2002 to 2018). Therefore, these models are preferred by the 
GRS test.  
 

Table 32: GRS-test ESG/Size 
 Panel B: 25 ESG/Size Portfolios  

  GRS (2002-2018) p-value GRS (2005-2018) p-value 
Rm-Rf, SMB, HML 12.862 0.000 13.214 0.000 

Rm-Rf, SMB, HML, ESG 8.682 0.004 9.203 0.003 
Rm-Rf, SMB, HML, ESG, INDESG 8.482 0.004 9.161 0.003 

Rm-Rf, SMB, HML, EU ETS X X 12.804 0.000 
Rm-Rf, SMB, HML, ESG, INDESG, EU ETS X X 8.984 0.003 

Table 32 displays the GRS statistics and the p-value on the GRS test for all our separate asset pricing models ran on 
ESG/size portfolios in the two time periods, 2002 to 2018 and 2005 to 2018.  The GRS statistic is lowest for the model 
with factors for CAPM, SMB, HML, ESG and Industry ESG for the period of 2002 to 2018, therefore, this model is 
preferred by the GRS test. For the period of 2005 to 2018, the model with factors for CAPM, SMB, HML, ESG, Industry 
ESG and EU ETS is preferred by the GRS-test given lowest test value. 

6.7.5 Concluding Remarks on Model Comparisons 

Evaluating the results by comparing the models using AIC and BIC scores and the GRS test, we see 

that the AIC and BIC scores select a more parsimonious model than the GRS test, where the GRS 

test always prefers adding the EU ETS factor to the model with ESG and Industry ESG factors. As 

AIC and BIC scores are designed to compare the performance of different models, and the GRS test 

only tests the performance of a single model, we choose to use the results from the AIC and BIC 

scores to select the best models. Therefore, we select Model C with factors for ESG and Industry 

ESG for both periods and both groups of dependent variables as the best model.  

 

A more qualitative way to test whether a factor model captures cross-sectional patterns in returns is 

by using the factors to explain returns of other portfolios, as is done by Fama and French (2015). 

Model C explains both the value and the size effect for the book-to-market/size portfolios. However, 

when estimating Model C for the ESG/size portfolios, we see that only the SMB factor helps to 
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explain the ESG and size effect. Therefore, Model C does help explaining returns of ESG/size 

portfolios, but part of the ESG and size effect is left unexplained by the model.  

 

The model comparisons show that Model C is the best performer in explaining the cross-sectional 

portfolio returns. Therefore, ESG and Industry ESG factors affect portfolio returns. To investigate 

the direction of the effects, we further analyze how the decile patterns for ESG and Industry ESG 

behave.  

6.8 Mean Excess Returns ESG and Industry ESG Deciles 
Based on the results above, we know that Model C with factors for CAPM, SMB, HML, ESG and 

Industry ESG best explains patterns in mean excess portfolio returns. To analyze the direction of the 

effect that ESG and Industry ESG scores have on mean excess portfolio returns, we first evaluate the 

mean excess returns for each ESG and Industry ESG decile. Afterwards, we will evaluate the 

regression results obtained when estimating Model C using ESG and Industry ESG deciles as 

dependent variables. We do this to establish whether patterns in these coefficients further explain the 

effect of ESG and Industry ESG on mean excess portfolio returns. 

  

Table 33 shows the mean excess returns of the LSV ESG deciles and LSV Industry ESG deciles. For 

the full sample period, an evident decline in mean excess returns is observed when moving along the 

ESG deciles. This decline implies that being in a higher ESG decile gives a lower mean excess return 

in the sample period. We observe the same pattern for the period from 2005 to 2018. For both periods, 

the second ESG decile has the highest mean excess return.  

 

Similarly, on average, the mean excess returns decline when moving to a higher Industry ESG decile 

for both periods. The decline in returns is less uniform for the Industry ESG deciles than for the ESG 

deciles. For both ESG and Industry ESG, being in the second decile leads to the highest mean excess 

return for both periods. Being in the tenth decile leads to the lowest mean excess return in both 

periods.  

 

Figure 7 and 8 in the Appendix show the patterns of the excess returns of the ESG and Industry ESG 

deciles over time, where no evident reversion of the patterns exists. Therefore, the pattern observed 

in mean excess returns along deciles is independent of time in our sample period. 
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Table 33: Mean Excess Returns per ESG and Industry ESG Decile 
    Deciles      

ESG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

2002-2018 0.006 0.100 -0.061 -0.170 -0.217 -0.290 -0.291 -0.355 -0.450 -0.490 

2005-2018 0.285 0.476 0.189 0.153 0.112 0.110 -0.015 -0.036 -0.150 -0.250 

Industry ESG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

2002-2018 0.007 0.065 -0.069 -0.230 -0.300 -0.220 -0.302 -0.313 -0.390 -0.430 

2005-2018 0.362 0.379 0.176 0.062 0.151 0.060 0.077 -0.098 -0.100 -0.110 

Table 33 displays the mean excess returns per ESG and Industry ESG decile for our two sample periods. The mean excess 
returns are decreasing with ESG and with Industry ESG. 
 

Table 34 and 35 show the time series regression results from regressing the ESG and Industry ESG 

deciles on the baseline model with factors for ESG and Industry ESG, for both sample periods. If 

there are clear patterns in the coefficients along the deciles, this will give insight into whether low 

ESG and low Industry ESG firms behave similarly to firms with certain characteristics that are 

captured by the factors. For most coefficients, no clear pattern exists. Only the coefficients for the 

SMB factor for the model from 2005 to 2018 show a decreasing pattern with the ESG deciles. This 

individual pattern could imply that low ESG firms behave like big firms and that high ESG firms 

behave like small firms. This behaviour is in line with the observation that the coefficients for the 

SMB factor in Table 26 capture the ESG effect for the same period.  

 

Having run Model C on the ESG and Industry ESG deciles in addition to the traditional regressions 

on the double sorted portfolios gives us further insight into the effect of sustainability on portfolio 

returns. The model run on the ESG/size portfolios already showed that SMB captures patterns in 

ESG/size mean excess returns. By running the model on the individual ESG and Industry ESG 

deciles, we were able to conclude that in particular SMB captures the behaviour of low ESG stocks. 

Therefore, these results indicate that low ESG firms behave like small firms and therefore tend to 

have higher returns than their high ESG and large firms’ equivalents. 
 

We do not construct 25 value-weighted Industry ESG/size portfolios as dependent variables, even 

though it would technically be possible to construct such portfolios, contrary to EU ETS/size 

portfolios. However, since there are no clear patterns observed in the coefficients for the Industry 
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ESG deciles, we are not expecting to obtain any explanatory power from running the models on 

Industry ESG/size portfolios.  
 
Table 34: Baseline + ESG + Industry ESG Time Series Regressions on ESG and Industry ESG Deciles for 2002-2018 

2002-2018 
 Deciles 

ESG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

a 0.005 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.003 

b 0.913 0.975 0.952 0.946 1.009 1.039 0.979 0.991 0.999 1.063 

s -0.053 0.031 0.017 0.063 0.039 0.04 -0.159 0.026 -0.113 -0.006 

h 0.272 0.143 0.202 0.124 0.056 0.137 0.285 0.127 0.162 0.102 

g -0.064 -0.137 -0.284 0.020 -0.051 0.088 -0.013 0.041 0.049 0.098 

i -0.340 -0.331 -0.046 -0.227 -0.06 -0.151 -0.063 0.018 0.041 -0.098 
           

t(a) 3.398 4.654 3.530 3.202 3.381 3.287 3.118 3.563 3.613 2.582 

t(b) 27.964 33.411 33.547 29.604 30.495 31.480 33.019 37.020 43.403 35.770 

t(s) -0.622 0.414 0.231 0.763 0.456 0.462 -2.070 0.375 -1.899 -0.083 

t(h) 4.861 2.860 4.163 2.273 0.982 2.413 5.610 2.759 4.115 2.004 

t(g) -0.840 -2.001 -4.264 0.262 -0.663 1.137 -0.191 0.647 0.916 1.412 

t(i) -4.021 -4.388 -0.628 -2.752 -0.700 -1.768 -0.821 0.256 0.685 -1.271 

R2 0.875 0.905 0.901 0.872 0.868 0.88 0.893 0.906 0.929 0.900 

Industry ESG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

a 0.005 0.007 0.005 0.003 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.004 

b 0.918 0.986 0.964 0.917 1.06 0.968 1.015 1.015 1.031 1.048 

s 0.014 -0.032 0.087 0.053 -0.038 -0.176 -0.088 -0.08 0.036 -0.005 

h 0.139 0.180 0.106 0.209 0.134 0.247 0.179 0.175 0.195 0.149 

g -0.156 0.044 -0.041 -0.263 0.194 0.089 -0.021 -0.029 0.208 -0.012 

i -0.205 -0.457 -0.33 0.093 -0.358 -0.234 -0.035 0.068 -0.125 0.019 
           

t(a) 4.365 4.815 3.480 1.837 3.245 3.510 3.314 4.093 3.151 3.029 

t(b) 34.847 32.921 30.690 23.766 31.781 32.093 33.648 39.357 31.994 38.687 

t(s) 0.205 -0.418 1.068 0.533 -0.441 -2.252 -1.123 -1.197 0.427 -0.071 

t(h) 3.079 3.509 1.970 3.164 2.343 4.779 3.467 3.967 3.539 3.206 

t(g) -2.526 0.629 -0.558 -2.911 2.479 1.263 -0.296 -0.480 2.748 -0.185 

t(i) -3.010 -5.893 -4.067 0.933 -4.152 -3.001 -0.445 1.020 -1.497 0.264 

R2 0.908 0.902 0.886 0.815 0.885 0.889 0.891 0.916 0.885 0.914 
Table 34 shows the regression results from regressing the ESG and Industry ESG deciles on Model C with factors for 
CAPM (b), SMB (s), HML (h), ESG (g) and Industry ESG (i) for the period of 2002 to 2018. No clear patterns are 
observable for the coefficients. 
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Table 35 Baseline + ESG + Industry ESG Time Series Regressions on ESG and Industry ESG Deciles for 2005-2018 
2005-2018 

 Deciles 

ESG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

a 0.004 0.006 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.002 

b 0.938 0.941 0.948 0.905 0.988 0.925 1.018 0.902 0.983 1.066 

s -0.067 -0.103 -0.023 -0.032 -0.064 -0.217 -0.162 -0.149 -0.191 -0.135 

h 0.246 0.248 0.171 0.146 0.170 0.333 0.254 0.249 0.198 0.164 

g -0.099 -0.171 -0.338 -0.06 -0.143 -0.048 -0.001 -0.049 0.052 0.028 

i -0.36 -0.381 -0.077 -0.296 -0.07 -0.131 -0.139 0.053 0.024 -0.093 
           

t(a) 2.667 4.245 2.287 2.273 2.460 3.130 2.424 3.170 2.905 1.420 

t(b) 24.534 29.228 31.047 25.675 26.544 28.937 30.808 35.571 37.898 35.829 

t(s) -0.717 -1.300 -0.303 -0.366 -0.695 -2.761 -1.998 -2.392 -2.998 -1.841 

t(h) 3.624 4.353 3.157 2.333 2.577 5.878 4.331 5.546 4.295 3.116 

t(g) -1.244 -2.553 -5.327 -0.815 -1.850 -0.722 -0.013 -0.922 0.968 0.458 

t(i) -4.095 -5.162 -1.093 -3.656 -0.815 -1.783 -1.835 0.903 0.397 -1.357 

R2 0.875 0.911 0.912 0.876 0.876 0.902 0.907 0.927 0.932 0.925 

Industry ESG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

a 0.005 0.005 0.003 0.002 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.003 

b 0.906 0.983 0.928 0.892 0.984 0.932 0.991 1.04 0.948 1.039 

s -0.032 -0.114 -0.033 -0.078 -0.199 -0.287 -0.197 -0.134 -0.178 -0.100 

h 0.186 0.227 0.135 0.327 0.278 0.316 0.254 0.177 0.349 0.196 

g -0.199 -0.021 -0.094 -0.381 0.109 0.043 -0.076 -0.03 0.091 -0.026 

i -0.208 -0.542 -0.329 0.043 -0.423 -0.237 -0.047 0.036 -0.132 0.044 
           

t(a) 4.021 3.733 2.397 1.089 3.148 2.921 2.965 2.703 2.259 2.715 

t(b) 29.957 28.546 26.789 20.884 28.480 28.977 28.871 35.815 30.212 37.598 

t(s) -0.426 -1.337 -0.386 -0.735 -2.337 -3.617 -2.326 -1.872 -2.297 -1.461 

t(h) 3.488 3.744 2.214 4.338 4.561 5.581 4.194 3.463 6.311 4.022 

t(g) -3.152 -0.286 -1.298 -4.274 1.511 0.646 -1.060 -0.492 1.396 -0.455 

t(i) -2.982 -6.839 -4.128 0.442 -5.324 -3.203 -0.590 0.532 -1.821 0.686 

R2 0.907 0.905 0.885 0.833 0.900 0.901 0.893 0.923 0.908 0.930 
Table 35 shows the regression results from regressing the ESG and Industry ESG deciles on Model C with factors for 
CAPM (b), SMB (s), HML (h), ESG (g) and Industry ESG (i) for the period of 2005 to 2018. The coefficients for the 
SMB factor slow a slightly decreasing pattern with ESG deciles. 
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6.9 Summary of Results 
This section summarizes the most relevant results. We focus on Model C as we selected it as the 

model that best explains patterns in portfolio returns using the results of the AIC and BIC score and 

the GRS test.  

 

The mean excess returns of the book-to-market/size portfolios show a value and a size effect in both 

sample periods. The mean excess returns of the ESG/size portfolios show an ESG and a size effect 

for both periods.  

 

We first compare patterns for excess returns with the patterns of Model C ran for book-to-market/size 

portfolios. SMB captures the size effect, and HML captures the value effect for both periods. ESG 

and Industry ESG only show consistent patterns for the first period, from 2002 to 2018. ESG 

coefficients display a reversed pattern to the SMB coefficients. However, Industry ESG has the same 

pattern as the SMB factor. This pattern implies that Industry ESG explains parts of the size effect 

together with SMB. Consequently, Industry ESG is a better factor than the ESG factor for explaining 

the size effect. Furthermore, the coefficient patterns for ESG do not change when adding the Industry 

ESG. Therefore, the correlations between the factors are low enough to be unbiased.  

 

When comparing the patterns for excess returns of ESG/size portfolios with the regression results of 

Model C, the factors only capture the ESG effect. The SMB factor has a consistent coefficient pattern 

with decreasing returns for higher ESG score portfolios. However, this is only true for the period 

from 2005 to 2018. In general, our results show that Model C is not as good at capturing the patterns 

of excess returns from the ESG/size portfolios, as presented in Table 10. Consequently, the asset 

pricing model better captures the variations in mean excess returns of the book-to-market/size 

portfolios.  

 

Evaluating the patterns in mean excess returns along the ESG and Industry ESG deciles, we observe 

that companies with a lower ESG score, also relative to their industry, generally have a higher excess 

mean return than companies with a higher ESG score.  

 

As already mentioned, having run Model C on the ESG and Industry ESG deciles in addition to 

running it on the double sorted portfolios gives us further insight into the effect of sustainability on 
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portfolio returns. By running the model on the individual ESG and Industry ESG deciles, we were 

able to conclude that in particular, SMB captures the behaviour of low ESG portfolios.  

 

To conclude, the results show that ESG and Industry ESG help explain cross-sectional portfolio 

returns. Furthermore, ESG and Industry ESG are negatively correlated with portfolio returns. Finally, 

we find evidence that low ESG firms behave like small firms. 
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7. Discussion and Perspective 
To be able to answer our research questions in the conclusion, we first discuss whether our hypotheses 

can be rejected given our results. After this, we discuss what the possible explanations can be for the 

obtained results. Lastly, we put our results into perspective of findings of the relevant literature 

introduced in Chapter 3.  

 

The hypotheses are: 

H1: ESG as a factor has a positive effect on portfolio returns. 

 

H2: Industry relative ESG factor has a positive effect on portfolio returns. 

 

H3: Companies falling under the EU ETS cap-and-trade system have higher returns than their 

comparable companies not falling under EU ETS.  

7.1 Hypothesis 1 
ESG as a factor has positive effect on portfolio returns. 

To test hypothesis 1, we first evaluate whether ESG as a factor affects portfolio returns, after which 

we evaluate whether the effect is positive. When adding the ESG factor to Model A, the explanatory 

power of all asset pricing models increases, as the alphas in all cases decrease. To ensure that the 

decrease in alpha is not only due to the model having more factors, we evaluated the change in the 

average AIC score and the average BIC score. Both the average AIC and BIC scores drop when 

adding the ESG factor to the baseline models. The results are consistent for both periods. Therefore, 

ESG helps to explain cross-sectional patterns in mean excess returns. The ESG factor thus affects 

portfolio returns.  

 

To see whether the effect is positive, we look at the patterns in mean excess returns along the ESG 

deciles. As the mean excess returns decrease when moving to a higher ESG decile, ESG does not 

have a positive, but a negative effect on portfolio returns. Therefore, even though ESG as a factor 

affects portfolio returns, the effect is negative. Consequently, we have evidence to reject Hypothesis 

1. 
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Although we conclude that companies with a lower ESG score on average have a higher excess return 

than companies with a higher ESG score, we cannot use our results to determine whether an increase 

in ESG score over time leads to a decrease in excess return. We rebalance the portfolios for the ESG 

deciles yearly. If a firm with a low ESG score improves its ESG score, this firm will not be in the 

lower ESG decile in the following years. Consequently, the firm’s average excess return only 

contributes to the lower ESG decile’s average return for some of the years. Therefore, we cannot use 

the cross-sectional patterns in average excess returns to establish whether low ESG companies have 

a higher excess return, or whether low ESG companies have more possibilities to improve their ESG 

score. Contrarily, high ESG companies have fewer possibilities to improve their ESG scores further. 

Larger upside potential in ESG scores could be in line with higher expected returns.  

 

However, our results do show that low ESG companies behave like small companies. Therefore, the 

explanation for low ESG companies outperforming high ESG companies can be similar to an 

explanation for small companies outperforming big companies. 

7.2 Hypothesis 2 
Industry relative ESG factor has a positive effect on portfolio returns. 

To test hypothesis 2, we first evaluate whether Industry ESG as a factor affects portfolio returns, after 

which we evaluate whether the effect is positive. When adding a factor for Industry ESG, the 

explanatory power of all asset pricing models increases, as the alphas in all cases decrease. To ensure 

that the decrease in alpha is not only due to adding factors to the model, we evaluate the change in 

the average AIC and BIC scores. Both averages are lower for all models after adding the Industry 

ESG factor. The results are consistent for both periods and all models. Hence, our results indicate that 

a factor for Industry ESG helps explain patterns in excess returns and that the factor is further 

improving the explanatory power of the asset pricing model.  

 

To evaluate the direction of the effect of Industry ESG on portfolio returns, we evaluate the Industry 

ESG deciles. The mean excess returns decrease when moving up in the Industry ESG deciles. 

Therefore, a higher industry relative ESG score does not increase but decrease returns. To conclude, 

we have evidence to reject Hypothesis 2.  
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The returns of the ESG factor and Industry ESG factor have a correlation of almost 0.8, and the ESG 

score is used to construct both the ESG factor and the Industry ESG factor. Consequently, being in a 

higher Industry ESG decile also decreases the average excess return. However, the Industry ESG 

decile controls for differences in ESG scores within sectors. Therefore, this decreasing pattern in 

mean excess returns for higher Industry ESG scores can further help explain why there is a decreasing 

pattern for the higher ESG deciles. The coefficients of the factors in the model ran on the Industry 

ESG deciles do not capture any effect related to the patterns in excess returns. Therefore, we cannot 

explain the pattern in Industry ESG coefficients by linking it to behaviour captured by another factor. 

We further evaluate the impact of this after having discussed Hypothesis 3. 

7.3 Hypothesis 3 
Companies falling under the EU ETS cap-and-trade system have higher returns than their 

comparable companies not falling under EU ETS.  

To test Hypothesis 3, we first evaluate whether EU ETS explains cross-sectional variations in returns. 

The alphas on average slightly increase when adding EU ETS to Model A, but on average slightly 

decrease when adding EU ETS to the model with ESG and Industry ESG factors. For both Model A 

and C, the average AIC and BIC scores increase when adding the EU ETS factor. Therefore, we 

conclude that the EU ETS factor does not explain cross-sectional variations in mean excess returns. 

Therefore, using our model, we do not conclude anything about the direction of the effect of being in 

the EU ETS cap-and-trade system on portfolio returns. Together with the economic size of 

coefficients being extremely small for the EU ETS factor, we have evidence to reject Hypothesis 3.  

 

It does not come as a surprise that visual cross-sectional regressions of the coefficients from the EU 

ETS factor do not lead to any clear patterns. As described in Chapter 2, EU ETS consists of different 

phases, where the effect of a company falling under EU ETS will be different depending on the phase. 

In the first initial pilot phase from 2005 onwards, being part of EU ETS could have been beneficial 

for a firm. This because there was an excessive number of permits on the market, leading to a carbon 

price of zero. Therefore, we expect phase 1 of EU ETS to have a positive effect on firm value. This 

positive effect is because the permits were given out for free and could be seen as retained rent from 

the firm’s side. However, in phase 2 from 2008 onwards fewer allowances were given out for free, 

and the rest of the allowances were auctioned. An auctioned permit in theory decreases firm value 

since it is an additional cost for the company. The carbon price was also fluctuating a lot during the 
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phase. Given this uncertainty, covered firms were facing additional risk through the carbon price. In 

phase 3 from 2013 onwards, all allowances were auctioned, and the market stabilization reserve was 

established. This stabilized the carbon price and hence decreased the risk. Consequently, the effect of 

EU ETS on stock prices has been dynamic throughout the faces. Therefore, it seems plausible that 

there has not been one isolated cross-sectional effect on average excess portfolio returns from 2005 

to 2018.  

 

Another impact leading to the lack of explanatory power of EU ETS on portfolio returns could have 

been the coverage of the companies in our sample. Many companies in EU ETS are not constituents 

of STOXX. Therefore, the effect of the EU ETS factor could mainly be driven by the returns of the 

few companies covered in both EU ETS and STOXX and not by the isolated effect of being included 

in EU ETS.  

7.4 Discussion of Explanatory Scenarios and Perspective 
Our results show that on average companies with a low (Industry) ESG score perform better than 

companies with a high (Industry) ESG score. However, this is only a cross-sectional pattern. We do 

not know whether the companies with a low (Industry) ESG score obtain a higher (Industry) ESG 

score in the future and whether this expectation of a higher (Industry) ESG score leads to a higher 

return.  

 

As both the ESG deciles and the Industry ESG deciles show a lower mean excess return for higher 

deciles, we form two scenarios that give opposing explanations for why (Industry) ESG decreases 

portfolio returns. In scenario A, a lower (Industry) ESG score increases portfolio returns, either 

directly through the lower (Industry) ESG score, or through another characteristic that has a high 

correlation with the (Industry) ESG score. In scenario B, a high (Industry) ESG score is valued 

positively and already priced in, whereas a lower (Industry) ESG score gives rise to a higher expected 

growth rate. A company can obtain this higher growth rate since a low (Industry) ESG score gives 

more upside potential for increasing the (Industry) ESG score than a for high (Industry) ESG score. 

In the following sections, we further explain the scenarios with supporting literature. 

7.4.1 Scenario A  

In scenario A, a low ESG score is valued by investors if low ESG stocks share characteristics that 

lead to a higher return. A likely explanation can be that traditionally, stocks in a particular sector have 
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these characteristics. However, as the Industry ESG deciles display the same pattern, this shows that 

having a lower ESG score within a sector leads to a higher excess return. Therefore, either the lower 

ESG score by itself or another characteristic correlated with ESG score but independent of sectors 

increases stock returns. A possible factor that could be correlated with the ESG is the investor and 

analyst base, which we now further support with literature. 

 

Scenario A can be backed by Hong and Kacperczyk (2009), who show that especially institutional 

owners experience social pressure to employ negative screening. Consequently, institutional 

ownership is about 18% lower for sin-stocks. Besides the negative screening, sin-stocks are analyzed 

21% less. Therefore, the investor is cutting a big part of the stock universe by only investing in ESG 

strong stocks. The institutional constraint implies the loss of essential investors, which reduces risk- 

sharing. The reduced risk-sharing results in depressed prices of sin-stocks relative to their true values. 

For the European and Canadian market, the results show an average annual outperformance of 2.5% 

of sin-stocks relative to comparables in the period from 1965 to 2006 (Hong & Kacperczyk, 2009). 

Therefore, factors that could be correlated with ESG score are investor base and analyst base.  

 

The outperformance can be further explained by Merton’s (1987) model, which states that stocks 

with lower prices and a smaller investor base tend to have a larger expected return. The smaller 

investor base could be a possible reason for the lower ESG score having a higher excess return on the 

European market. Therefore, investors would value low ESG scores due to the higher expected return. 

7.4.2 Scenario B 

In scenario B, investor favour a higher (Industry) ESG score, but this is already priced in the market. 

In this scenario, the higher return of the lower (Industry) ESG deciles is explained by the upside 

potential of these deciles, as having a lower (Industry) ESG score gives more room for improvement 

than having an already high (Industry) ESG score. This expectation of the probability of realizing the 

upside potential of a higher (Industry) ESG score is reflected in higher portfolio returns in the low 

(Industry) ESG deciles.  

 

Most of the literature introduced in Chapter 3 is in line with scenario B. Pedersen et al. (2019) argue 

that if there is a large share of ESG motivated investors, the assets with higher ESG scores could 

deliver lower returns. These lower returns are due to ESG motivated investors requiring a lower rate 

of return for high ESG stocks. This explanation is enforced by Pastor et al. (2019), who provide 
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evidence for ESG motivated investors gaining non-financial benefits from holding stocks with a high 

ESG score. Since our research shows a lower return for portfolios with a high ESG score, this gives 

evidence to suspect a large market share of ESG motivated investors in the European market. A 

potential driving force resulting in a large investor base of ESG motivated investors could be the 

institutional investors, as they often are forced to invest in a certain sustainability standard.  

 

The UNEP finance initiative (2019) backs up scenario B in a different way. It illustrates green 

opportunities to invest in business solutions that intend to increase social or environmental impact 

intertwined with excess returns. With our model, we find that current high (Industry) ESG scores lead 

to lower excess returns. However, we do not conclude anything about the effect of the expected 

(Industry) ESG score on returns. Hence, we argue that the current (Industry) ESG score do not 

necessarily capture these green opportunities. In line with scenario B, companies with a low 

(Industry) ESG score could have more green opportunities and therefore have an upside potential that 

companies with a high (Industry) ESG score lack. Consequently, an investor should evaluate 

businesses based on their business model rather than their ESG profile. This approach enables the 

investor to capture companies that could become more sustainable over time or companies that 

already have a good business model in combination with a rising stock price. For example, a company 

with a business solution aiming to solve nuclear fusion4 does not need to have a high (Industry) ESG 

score right now. However, the company is aligned with a substantial green opportunity if the company 

achieves to transition its business from idea to actual nuclear fusion. Consequently, an investor can 

obtain a high return when going long in such a company. 

 

Another angle to the explanation for scenario B can be given by a parallel drawn to the conclusions 

from Fama and French (1996), which show that the portfolios with the past 5-years’ largest sales 

decline are the ones with the highest excess returns. This is also called the good stock fallacy, 

implying that slow sale stocks behave like value stocks. Here, the larger upside potential can explain 

the higher returns for slow sale portfolios. In our model, we instead observe a behavioural pattern for 

small stocks and low ESG stocks. Low ESG firms behave like small firms, capturing the upside 

potential of low ESG stocks, in line with portfolios of small stocks outperforming portfolios of big 

 
4 Nuclear fusion is an atomic reaction that generates a massive amount of power. It does not generate any radioactive 
waste. Hence, it is associated to be a clean energy source (World Economic Forum, 2019).  
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stocks in Fama and French (1996). We do not observe this behavioural pattern for low Industry ESG 

stocks. 

 

Lastly, Capelle-Blancard & Petit (2019) further back up our explanation of why a higher ESG score 

does not lead to a higher portfolio return. They study the effect of news on stock prices and find 

results in line with scenario B. No changes in stock prices are observed after the event of positive 

news, whereas they do observe a drop in prices after the event of negative news. Therefore, we 

interpret ESG as a ‘license to operate’. A good ESG score is taken for granted by the investor, whereas 

a drop in ESG score is negatively affecting the stock price. We suspect high ESG companies to be 

more vulnerable to negative ESG news, whereas low ESG companies are less prone to the effect of 

negative news on stock prices. 

 

Furthermore, obtaining a high ESG score comes at a cost for the company, both when improving the 

ESG score but also when reporting on actions taken to increase the ESG score. By seeing ESG as a 

license to operate, firms can perceive the costs as a necessary expense. However, these costs do 

decrease profits and can be an explanation for the lower stock returns obtained by high ESG 

companies. By being more sustainable, the company creates a positive externality. We link this 

externality to the effect on the financial sector after the global financial crisis in 2008. Here, financial 

institutions incurred costs to fulfil the new regulations to make the banking system more transparent 

and stable, where the increased transparency and stability serve as a positive externality (The 

Worldbank, 2020). 

 

To conclude our results, sustainability has an impact on the capital markets. Portfolios that have a 

higher (Industry) ESG score obtain lower returns. However, how an investor should include 

sustainability in investment decisions depends on the investor’s preferences, the effect of (expected) 

ESG score on returns over time, and on the composition of the investor base. The next section 

concludes our main findings and describes what future research is needed to address some of the 

issues that arose from our research.  
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8. Conclusion 
We conclude by answering the research questions:  

 

RQ1: Can the Fama and French 3-Factor Model be extended with a factor for ESG, and what effect 

does ESG have on the level of portfolio returns from 2002 to 2018 in the equity market in Europe? 

 

RQ2: Does accounting for ESG performance relative to the industry further explain portfolio returns, 

and what effect does the industry relative ESG score have on the level of portfolio returns from 2002 

to 2018 in the equity market in Europe?  

 

RQ3: What is the effect of being part of EU ETS on portfolio returns in the equity market from 2005-

2018 in Europe, and what future implications can this have for other countries considering a cap-and-

trade system? 

 

We first summarize our analysis and findings, after which we answer the research questions. Next, 

we describe the implications of our research. We end by giving recommendations for future research. 

8.1 Summary 
In our research, we replicated the Fama and French 3-Factor Model for the European market to 

describe patterns in portfolios of STOXX returns from 2002 to 2018. We constructed and added 

factors for ESG, Industry ESG and EU ETS to evaluate whether these factors capturing sustainability 

help explain the cross-sectional patterns. We used both 25 book-to-market/size portfolios as 

dependent variables, in line with Fama and French (1996), but also 25 ESG/size portfolios as 

dependent variables. We analyzed the patterns in the coefficients of the models to see if the factors 

explain cross-sectional patterns in average excess returns of the dependent variables. Looking at the 

explanatory power of the coefficients, along with comparing the test statistics of the GRS tests and 

the BIC and AIC, we selected a model that best explains the cross-sectional patterns in mean excess 

returns.  

 

The 3-Factor Model with additional factors for ESG and Industry ESG is the asset pricing model that 

best captures patterns in returns. Therefore, we know that ESG and Industry ESG help explain 
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patterns in mean excess returns, implying that sustainability has an impact on portfolio returns. 

However, the EU ETS factor does not have explanatory power for the mean excess returns.  

 

To see the direction of the effect of ESG and Industry ESG on mean excess returns, we constructed 

ESG and Industry ESG deciles using the methodology by Lakonishok, Schleifer and Vishny (1994). 

We computed the mean excess returns for each decile. The mean excess returns decrease when 

moving to a higher decile for both ESG and Industry ESG. This decrease implies that on a cross-

sectional level, a higher ESG or Industry relative ESG score gives lower mean excess returns in the 

European market in the sample period. Therefore, throughout the sample period, stocks within the 

lowest ESG and Industry ESG deciles, which are rebalanced yearly, outperformed the stocks within 

the highest ESG and Industry ESG deciles.  

 

To further evaluate the patterns observed in the deciles, we ran regressions with ESG and Industry 

ESG deciles as dependent variables. The coefficients from these regressions highlighted the 

resemblance of the behaviour of low ESG firms with small firms.  

 

The fact that low (Industry) ESG portfolios outperform high (Industry) ESG portfolios does not 

directly imply that investors value a low (Industry) ESG score more than a high one, as discussed in 

Chapter 7. Different scenarios can explain why a lower (Industry) ESG score leads to higher portfolio 

returns. In scenario A the investor negatively values (Industry) ESG or firm characteristic that are 

highly correlated with it. Alternatively, in scenario B, investors positively value (Industry) ESG, and 

the investor base consists mainly of ESG motivated investors. Deciding which scenario is the case in 

the European market gives rise to our main recommendations for future research, which we discuss 

in Chapter 8.3. First, we will answer the research questions. 
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8.2 Answering the Research Questions 
This section answers the research questions. 

8.2.1 Effect of ESG and Industry ESG on Portfolio Returns 

RQ1: Can the Fama and French 3-Factor Model be extended with a factor for ESG, and what effect 

does ESG have on the level of portfolio returns from 2002 to 2018 in the equity market in Europe? 

RQ2: Does accounting for ESG performance relative to the industry further explain portfolio returns, 

and what effect does the industry relative ESG score have on the level of portfolio returns from 2002 

to 2018 in the equity market in Europe?  

 

Our research shows that the Fama and French 3-Factor Model can be extended with a factor for ESG 

and a factor for Industry ESG to explain patterns in portfolio returns of the constituents of STOXX 

Europe 600 Index for the sample period of 2002 to 2018. Therefore, both the ESG factor and the 

Industry ESG factor improve the Fama and French 3-Factor Model. Regarding the effect of ESG on 

the level of mean excess portfolio returns, we observe a negative cross-sectional pattern when moving 

towards a higher ESG decile. The effect of Industry ESG on portfolio returns show a similar negative 

cross-sectional pattern when moving towards a higher Industry ESG decile.  

 

Therefore, we conclude that on a cross-sectional level, a higher ESG score and a higher Industry ESG 

score lead to lower portfolio returns in the sample period. An explanation for why portfolios with 

higher ESG scores have a lower return is that high ESG firms behave like big firms, which are 

outperformed by small firms. Our results do not link the behaviour of Industry ESG stocks to 

behaviour captured by the factors.  

 

The lower returns obtained for high ESG and high Industry ESG portfolios can be explained by a low 

(Industry) ESG score being correlated with other firm characteristics, that are valued positively by 

investors. An example of this is a low investor and analyst base. Alternatively, we explain the lower 

returns by the investor base consisting of a large share of ESG motivated investors. Additionally, the 

negative effect of (Industry) ESG can be explained by a higher expected (Industry) ESG score over 

time.  

 

We did not research the correlations of (Industry) ESG score with firm characteristics other than 

book-to-market and size. Furthermore, we have no data on the share of ESG motivated investors in 
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the European market. Moreover, we did not analyze the effect of expected future (Industry) ESG 

scores on current stock prices or the effect of (Industry) ESG scores on stock prices over time. 

Therefore, we cannot decide which of the scenarios best explains our findings. 

8.2.2 Effect of EU ETS on Portfolio Returns 

RQ3: What is the effect of being part of EU ETS on portfolio returns in the equity market from 2005 

to 2018 in Europe, and what future implication can this have for other countries considering a cap-

and-trade system?  

 

Our research shows that adding the EU ETS factor to the model does not increase its explanatory 

power for cross-sectional patterns in portfolio returns. As EU ETS is implemented and developed 

throughout our sample period, the effect of being part of EU ETS on portfolio performance changed 

as EU ETS moved through its different phases. Therefore, to be able to evaluate the effect of being 

part of EU ETS on portfolio returns, a longer period of data is needed. Another explanation to why 

we cannot determine the effect of EU ETS on portfolio returns is the low amount of companies 

covered in EU ETS in our sample.  

 

As our results remain inconclusive about the effect of EU ETS on portfolio returns, our results do not 

lead to any policy advice for other countries considering a cap-and-trade system.  

8.2.3 Implications 

Our research shows that adding the factors for ESG and Industry ESG improves the 3-Factor Model 

for the European market. Therefore, having factors for ESG and Industry ESG increases the 

explanatory power of the 3-Factor Model when explaining cross-sectional patterns in portfolio 

returns. ESG and Industry ESG explain cross-sectional patterns observed in the book-to-market/size 

portfolios. This result is remarkable, as book-to-market and size are not characteristics that capture 

sustainability. 

 

Moreover, we show that average portfolio returns are lower for portfolios with a high (Industry) ESG 

score. The reverse holds for a portfolio with low (Industry) ESG score, where on average, the second 

deciles of both ESG and Industry ESG obtain the highest returns. Consequently, an investment 

strategy following from our results is a portfolio that is long in low (Industry) ESG, and short in high 
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(Industry) ESG firms. When assuming a risk-neutral investor, this strategy only maximizes investor 

utility if the investor does not obtain non-financial benefits from holding sustainable stocks.  

 

Furthermore, portfolios with a high (Industry) ESG score obtain lower mean excess returns. 

Therefore, assuming that ESG scores fully capture sustainability, an investor cannot maximize 

portfolio returns without having to give up on a sustainable portfolio. If we instead assume that ESG 

does not fully capture sustainability, then we suggest an investment strategy considering other aspects 

of sustainability to investors that obtain non-financial benefits from holding a sustainable portfolio. 

Using other aspects of sustainability might enable a higher excess return while holding a sustainable 

portfolio.  

8.3 Limitations and Future Research 
This section suggests future research that can be employed to evaluate our findings further and to 

tackle limitations in our research. First, we propose future research that will test the scenarios we 

provided to answer our research questions. Secondly, we suggest model-specific future research. 

Thirdly, we discuss limitations related to data. Lastly, we suggest future research that extends our 

research scope. 

8.3.1 Investor Base 

In our discussion of the results, we provided two scenarios that can explain the negative cross-

sectional pattern for the average excess portfolio returns along the (Industry) ESG deciles. If we 

would know the composition of the investor base, then we would be able to decide whether scenario 

A or scenario B explains our results. If the investor base is mainly composed of ESG motivated 

investors, then scenario B will explain our results. However, if the investor base has a small share of 

ESG motivated investors, then scenario A is likely to explain our results. Therefore, we suggest a 

qualitative study to investigate the composition of the investor base in Europe. Having this knowledge 

will be of great help to companies and investors. 

8.3.2 Fama MacBeth Regressions 

In our research, we aim to evaluate whether sustainability is part of cross-sectionally explaining the 

excess returns. However, we do not aim to assess whether the excess returns explained by 

sustainability are due to risk premia captured by the sustainability factors. To further explain which 

parts of the excess return obtained by low (Industry) ESG portfolios are attributed to risk premia and 
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which parts are purely riskless excess returns, Fama MacBeth regressions could be run (Fama & 

MacBeth, 1973). These regressions will give insight into whether ESG and Industry ESG are risk 

factors. As Fama and MacBeth state, using portfolios of returns in the factor analysis leads to loss of 

information on the relation of return and risk. The estimated coefficients of the primary time series 

regressions can be saved to filter out the effect of risk on the returns. Next, secondary regressions of 

the dependent variables on the saved coefficients can be ran (Fama & MacBeth, 1973). The 

coefficients from these secondary regressions will represent the risk premia associated with the 

factors. Although Fama MacBeth regressions were initiated to test CAPM, they do serve as a useful 

tool for determining the risk premia of factors (Brooks, 2019). 

8.3.3 Value-Weighted Portfolios 

We replicate Fama and French (1996) by constructing the equally-weighted factors using groups of 

value-weighted portfolios. The shortcomings of value-weighted portfolios are that mispricing in the 

market impacts portfolio weights, and that some firms have such a large market capitalization, that 

the portfolio’s diversification is affected. We have not been concerned about this, as we were 

evaluating whether sustainability is affecting the excess returns within the framework of Fama and 

French (1993). The shortcoming of using value-weighted portfolios is a critique on factor models in 

general. Therefore, future research could evaluate how our conclusions would change when 

controlling for mispricing and large companies affecting the weightings of the value-weighted 

portfolios (Hsu, 2011). This research can, for example, use equal-weighted portfolios throughout the 

analysis.  

8.3.4 ESG Data 

In this section, we start with discussing the limitations related to ESG data. Then we suggest future 

research within the ESG scope. 

 
Our research analyzes the impact of sustainability on portfolio returns solely using factors based on 

ESG score and EU ETS. The model best explaining the portfolio returns adds factors only based on 

ESG score to the 3-Factor Model. Therefore, the results from our analysis only give an accurate 

insight into the effect of sustainability on portfolio returns if the ESG score accurately captures 

sustainability. Therefore, two aspects of the ESG score should be considered.  

Firstly, our main concern when using ESG data by Reuters is the lack of transparency in how Asset4 

calculates the ESG score. The Asset4 ESG index by Reuters is one of many ESG data providers. 
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Because different data providers use different methodologies, they end up with different ESG scores. 

Nevertheless, as long as the ESG ranking of the different companies by different data providers is 

approximately the same, the conclusions drawn will not be affected. Our conclusions will not be 

affected since we rank the companies on ESG score in our research, making the relative difference in 

ESG scores most important for our model. 

Secondly, regardless of the data provider, the ESG score is a measure that quantifies qualitative data, 

which is a complex task. The judgment of whether a company scores well on the Environmental, 

Social, and Governance pillars is inevitably affected by moral values and is therefore somewhat 

subjective. However, we do value the ESG score as the only readily available aggregate measure to 

compare companies based on their sustainability without having to evaluate companies individually.  

Keeping the limitations of the ESG score in mind, we now suggest what future research can be done 

within the ESG scope. As touched upon in Chapter 7.4.1, ESG score could potentially be correlated 

with other firm characteristics. Therefore, evaluating the effect of ESG score on portfolio returns 

might lead to an analysis of the effect of another firm characteristic on portfolio returns. Hence, it 

would be interesting to evaluate the correlations between ESG score and other firm characteristics. A 

thorough analysis of these correlations can help to explain the negative pattern in average excess 

returns when moving towards a higher (Industry) ESG decile. Having a better idea of firm 

characteristics that are in line with the ESG score would also give rise to a proxy variable that 

approaches the ESG score. In that case, the proxy controls for our concerns about the accuracy of the 

published ESG score by data providers like Asset4.  

Furthermore, our results show how sustainability cross-sectionally affects mean excess returns. 

However, this does not give us any knowledge on what the effect is of a change in ESG score on 

portfolio returns over time. Therefore, performing a time series analysis on the effect of changes in 

ESG scores on portfolio returns will help to evaluate whether investments in business solutions that 

increase the ESG score also impact excess return over time and in which direction.  

8.3.5 Including other Asset Classes in Analysis 

As the market value for green and social bonds was low in our sample period, we chose not to include 

the asset class for bonds in our analysis. However, Fama and French (1993) do show the added value 

of including bonds in factor models, as the factors for bonds help explaining stock returns and the 

factors for stocks help explaining bond returns. Therefore, including bonds in our analysis will give 
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more insight into explanations for the effect of sustainability on stock returns, but also into 

explanations for the effect of sustainability on bond returns. Besides, including green and social bonds 

leads to a larger scope of sustainability in the model.  

 

The first green bond was issued in 2007 (Climate Bonds, 2020), and the first social bond was issued 

in 2010 (European Parliament, 2014). When enough years of data exist where green and social bonds 

account for a larger market share, bonds can be included in the analysis, to obtain a further refined 

effect of sustainability on asset returns. 

8.3.6 Extending Analysis to include American and Asian Markets 

We only evaluate the impact of sustainability on patterns in portfolio returns in the European market, 

where both ESG and Industry ESG negatively affect portfolio returns. However, it could be the case 

that this negative relationship only holds for the European market. We suspect that sustainability 

might have a more substantial impact on European portfolio returns, because the European market is 

on the front-line of sustainable finance, compared to both American and Asian markets (Climate 

bonds, 2020). Therefore, there is a chance that the explanatory power of ESG and Industry ESG for 

portfolio returns is different for those markets. It is also likely that there are less ESG motivated 

investors in those markets, and hence, the relationship between (Industry) ESG and excess returns 

could be different. Therefore, it would be interesting to extend the analysis to the American and Asian 

market to evaluate whether there is a difference.  
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10. Appendix 
Table A1: Descriptive Statistics Market Capitalization, Book-to-Market and ESG Score 

 N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max 

Market_cap 7,289 244,909,070 1,066,928,321 0 2,177,371 69,003,600 18,720,470,203 

Book-to-market 5,932 0.5 0.4 -0.3 0.3 0.7 2.6 

ESG Score 7,520 62.6 15.9 10 51.8 74.9 95.9 
Table A1 reports descriptive statistics on the Market Cap, Book-to-market and our ESG scores 

 
Table A2: R2 of Models with Book-to-Market and Size Intersections as Dependent Variables 

B/M  Low 2 3 4 High   Low  2 3 4 High 
  CAPM, HML, SMB (2002-2018)   CAPM, HML, SMB (2005-2018) 

Small 0.79 0.62 0.77 0.76 0.63   0.82 0.68 0.77 0.77 0.65 
2 0.72 0.82 0.85 0.77 0.77   0.77 0.80 0.86 0.78 0.79 
3 0.76 0.87 0.80 0.74 0.80   0.73 0.88 0.80 0.77 0.84 
4 0.68 0.85 0.83 0.79 0.73   0.64 0.88 0.83 0.80 0.80 

Big 0.66 0.62 0.63 0.71 0.81   0.64 0.54 0.63 0.68 0.86 
                        
   CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG (2002-2018)   CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG (2005-2018) 

Small 0.80 0.63 0.77 0.77 0.63   0.82 0.68 0.78 0.78 0.66 
2 0.74 0.82 0.86 0.77 0.77   0.79 0.80 0.87 0.79 0.80 
3 0.76 0.87 0.81 0.74 0.82   0.74 0.88 0.81 0.77 0.86 
4 0.70 0.86 0.83 0.79 0.74   0.67 0.89 0.84 0.80 0.81 

Big 0.66 0.62 0.65 0.71 0.81   0.65 0.55 0.67 0.69 0.86 
                        

  CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG, INDESG (2002-
2018)   CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG, INDESG (2002-2018) 

Small 0.80 0.63 0.77 0.78 0.65   0.82 0.68 0.78 0.78 0.68 
2 0.74 0.83 0.86 0.77 0.79   0.79 0.81 0.87 0.79 0.83 
3 0.76 0.87 0.81 0.75 0.82   0.74 0.88 0.82 0.78 0.86 
4 0.70 0.86 0.83 0.82 0.74   0.67 0.89 0.84 0.84 0.81 

Big 0.77 0.62 0.72 0.71 0.81   0.78 0.55 0.76 0.69 0.87 
                        

   CAPM, HML, SMB, EU ETS (2005-2018)   CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG, INDESG, EU ETS (2005-
2018) 

Small 0.82 0.68 0.77 0.78 0.67   0.82 0.68 0.79 0.79 0.68 
2 0.77 0.80 0.86 0.79 0.82   0.79 0.81 0.87 0.80 0.84 
3 0.73 0.88 0.81 0.78 0.84   0.74 0.88 0.82 0.78 0.86 
4 0.66 0.89 0.83 0.83 0.81   0.68 0.89 0.84 0.84 0.82 

Big 0.67 0.54 0.77 0.68 0.88   0.78 0.56 0.81 0.69 0.88 
Table A2 displays the 𝑹𝟐 values of all time series regressions with book-to-market/size portfolios as dependent 
variables 
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Table A3: R2 of models with ESG and size intersections as dependent variables 
ESG 
Score Low 2 3 4 High   Low  2 3 4 High 

  CAPM, HML, SMB (2002-2018)   CAPM, HML, SMB (2005-2018) 
Small 0.76 0.79 0.66 0.78 0.64   0.75 0.77 0.64 0.81 0.78 

2 0.81 0.77 0.83 0.76 0.40   0.78 0.75 0.83 0.75 0.90 
3 0.80 0.76 0.80 0.65 0.83   0.79 0.75 0.80 0.74 0.91 
4 0.75 0.79 0.75 0.81 0.79   0.72 0.77 0.81 0.86 0.84 

Big 0.76 0.72 0.73 0.59 0.73   0.75 0.70 0.73 0.61 0.79 
                        
   CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG (2002-2018)   CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG (2005-2018) 

Small 0.77 0.80 0.66 0.78 0.65   0.76 0.79 0.64 0.82 0.78 
2 0.85 0.78 0.83 0.76 0.40   0.83 0.78 0.84 0.75 0.90 
3 0.83 0.77 0.81 0.65 0.83   0.83 0.78 0.81 0.75 0.91 
4 0.76 0.80 0.76 0.81 0.79   0.74 0.79 0.82 0.86 0.84 

Big 0.77 0.76 0.74 0.65 0.74   0.76 0.77 0.75 0.68 0.80 
                        

  CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG, INDESG (2002-
2018)   CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG, INDESG (2002-2018) 

Small 0.78 0.81 0.66 0.78 0.66   0.77 0.80 0.65 0.82 0.80 
2 0.85 0.79 0.84 0.77 0.40   0.83 0.80 0.85 0.77 0.91 
3 0.83 0.77 0.81 0.66 0.83   0.83 0.78 0.81 0.77 0.91 
4 0.77 0.80 0.76 0.81 0.79   0.67 0.79 0.82 0.87 0.84 

Big 0.78 0.76 0.74 0.75 0.74   0.77 0.78 0.75 0.81 0.80 
                        

   CAPM, HML, SMB, EU ETS (2005-2018)    CAPM, HML, SMB, ESG, INDESG, EU ETS 
(2005-2018) 

Small 0.76 0.77 0.65 0.81 0.78   0.77 0.80 0.65 0.82 0.80 
2 0.79 0.78 0.83 0.75 0.91   0.83 0.81 0.85 0.77 0.91 
3 0.79 0.75 0.81 0.74 0.91   0.83 0.78 0.81 0.77 0.91 
4 0.74 0.77 0.81 0.87 0.84   0.76 0.79 0.82 0.88 0.84 

Big 0.76 0.71 0.74 0.64 0.81   0.77 0.78 0.76 0.69 0.83 
Table A3 displays the 𝑹𝟐 values of all time series regressions with ESG/size portfolios as dependent variables 
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Figure A1: ESG Deciles excess monthly return over time 

 
Figure A1 shows the ESG deciles mean excess monthly return over time. Decile 1 is blue, decile 2 is purple, decile 
3 is pink, decile 4 is red, decile 5 is orange, decile 6 is yellow, decile 7 is brown, decile 8 is green, decile 9 is grey, 
decile 10 is black. 
 
 
Figure A2: Industry ESG Deciles excess monthly return over time 

 
Figure A2 shows the Industry ESG deciles mean excess monthly return over time. Decile 1 is blue, decile 2 is 
purple, decile 3 is pink, decile 4 is red, decile 5 is orange, decile 6 is yellow, decile 7 is brown, decile 8 is green, 
decile 9 is grey, decile 10 is black. 


